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PREFACE

The strong and continuing increase in air traffic, the plans to build supersonic air
crafts and hypersonic space-transport systems, the developments of hydrogen tech
nology, and the general concern on global changes have raised questions on effects
of emissions from air traffic on the environment and especially the atmosphere
above and shortly below the tropopause. What are the consequences of water vap
our emissions on the formation of high clouds and global c1imate? What are the
possible effects of emissions on the ozone layer in the stratosphere and upper tro
posphere? Which technological developments can help to reduce the emissions?

These questions get increasing attention in the public. Some previous meetings of
scientific experts have shown that the topic is of high interest but most questions
cannot be answered yet to a sufficient degree. More research is necessary and the
topic requires interdisciplinary cooperation. Moreover, there is a need to document
the basic knowledge required to assess possible consequences of increasing and
changing traffic. With respect to possible global changes, air traffic at cruising alti
tude seems to have the most important innuence and it becomes necessary to con
sider technological alternatives.

The German Aerospace Research Establishment (DLR) has initiated aseries of
seminars on fundamental problems of sciences in which DLR is envolved. Previous
seminars considered:

1984 Nonlinear Dynamics of Transcritical Flows
1985 Uncertainty and Control
1986 Artificial Intelligence and Man-Machine-Systems
1987 Parallel Computing in Science and Engineering
1988 Hydrocarbon Oxidation
1989 Optlmizatlon, Methods and Applications, Possibilities and Limitations

This book contains ten papers which had been prepared for presentation at the 1990
DLR-Seminar on

Air Traffic and the Environment -
Background, Tendencies and Potential Global Atmospheric Effects.

At the seminar, an additional paper is to be presented by Dr. Dieter H. Ehhalt. He
will talk about "The background distribution of NOx and hydrocarbons in the upper
troposphere." Some of his results are published in a paper by him with J . W.
Drummond in "Tropospheric Ozone" (ed. I. S. A. Isaksen, ed.), p. 217-237, D. Reidel
Publ. Co. (1988). I had also invited Dr. Andy Heymsfield. National Center for Atmo
spheric Research, Boulder, Colorado to present his recent results from a model of
contrail formation and comparisons to experimental data . Unfortunately, he cannot
be at the Seminar because he is participating in a fleld measurement program at the
time of the Seminar and unable to take the time off.
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As in previous cases , the papers to be presented at the seminar have been collected
before the seminar takes place. As a consequence, the oral presentations might
contain even more recent results. Moreover, there was practically no time to revise
or edit the text. These drawbacks of apre-seminar publication should be balanced
by the more precise information of the seminar participants and early publication
of the results.

The purpose of the papers is to describe the state of the knowledge, new facts and
findings and open questions. The presentations during the seminar should result in
interdisciplinary discussions and interactions. It might initiate further research pro
jects and contribute to appropriate actions.

The papers present facts and research results concerning

• The development of air traffic and fuel consumption, with special emphasis to
long-distance traffic and high ftying aircrafts,

• Technological developments which may change emissions, including liquid
hydrogen propulsion systems,

• the emissions from air traffic and potential developments in turbine-engine
technology to reduce such emissions,

• background information on the global atmospheric circulation and transport
affecting the life-time of air constituents, and on typical background concen
tration profiles,

• consequences for the ozone layer, e.g. due to chang ing air chemistry by aircraft
emissions,

• and consequences for the greenhouse effect, e.g. due to water-vapour emis
sions, and their potential impact on the formation of contrails and extended cir
rus c1ouds.

The papers have been written by internat ionally recognized experts in the respective
fields. I wish to express my thanks to all authors who contributed to this publication.
I am also grat'3ful to the publishers for their outstanding cooperation in the printing
of this book.

Ulrich Schumann
Oberpfaffenhofen, August 1990
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THE GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF AIR TRAFFIC AT IDGH ALTITUDES,
RELATED FUEL CONSUMPTION AND TRENDS

H.-G. Nüßer, A. Schmitt

DLR, Transport Research Division
D-5000 Köln 90, Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

The total air transport system consists of many components, the main parts being the military and

the civil aviation which consists again of the commercial air transportation with scheduled and charter

air services and of the non-eommercial or general aviation. Whereas general aviation can be

regarded as a means of flying primarily for private and leisure purposes of individuals in lower

altitudes - however, business travel by company owned aircraft belongs to general aviation as well - it

is the commercial air transportation flying in high altitudes which serves the general public as a

transport mode providing national and international services.

This paper is concerned with the analysis, forecast and global distribution of the commercial air

traffic , gives a first rough estimate of global fuel consumption and aircraft emitted pollutants, and

describes the method of assigning aircraft movements to global traffic cells as the basis for estirna

ting the pollution caused by these movements.

lNTRODUCTION

Hand in hand with economic growth, growing importance and availability of leisure time, and with

technological progress in aviation demand for air transportation has grown considerably world wide.

Corresponding to ICAO, "in 1988 the number of passengers carried yearly by the world's airlines

approximated one fifth of the world's population. Almost a quarter (by value) of world trade in

manufactured goods is now carried by air and the portion is growing. Airline fleets grew significantly

in parallel with continuing traffic growth. "

Although the share of air transportation in the total transport demand is still relatively small, there are

some reasons to take the emission of air pollutants by aircraft seriously. The fuel consumption of air

traffic has reached meanwhile a high level, in the higher parts of the atmosphere pollution comes

from air traffic onIy, in altitudes above the tropopause pollutants are active for a long time, and one

has to expect a further increase of fuel consumption parallel to the growth of demand.

In this paper, a first attempt has been made to estimate the global distribution of air traffic and of fuel

consumption on the basis of ICAO statistics and Lufthansa data. UnfortunateIy the data tape with the

statistics of international air traffic movements between airports by aircraft type has not yet been
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made available, so that this paper describes only the method of assignment. With presentation of the

paper in November, there will be available an assignment of air traffic for the year 1988 to global cells.

GLOBAL Am TRANSPORT DEMAND

As shown in Fig. 1 global air traffic of scheduled services has grown from 940 billion passenger-km

in 1978 to almost 1 700 billion passenger-km in 1988,45% of the total being international traffic. The

annual growth rate in the decade between 1978 und 1988 was 6.1 % and the ICAD forecast expects

nearly the same rate for the next 12 years up to the year 2000, i.e. a doubling of the total transport

performance.
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Fig. 1: World Scheduled Passenger Transport Demand

In some markets of world wide air transportation scheduled operations are supplemented by charter

services, serving primarily holiday travellers. Total international passenger-kms performed in non

scheduled traffic throughout the world (see Fig. 2) reached in 1988 a volume of about 170 billion,

thus representing almost 19% of total international travel on scheduled and charter services. Travel

between the mediterranean Region and European Countries constitutes the world's largest charter

market, the volume of non-scheduled traffic being comparable to that of scheduled traffic. Since

charter traffic did not succeed in gaining world wide coverage it did not grow as fast as scheduled

services; in the decade 1978-1988 the average annual growth rate of passenger-kms performed in

charter transport was 4.3%.
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Fig. 2: World International Scheduled and Non-Scheduled Passenger Transport Demand

Global demand figures are primarily of statistical value; for analysing and forecasting air traffie,

struetural eharaeteristies like regional, relational, or travel purpose data have more significanee.

Regional or national markets vary widely in size, travel strueture, network density and traffie

development patterns. Fig. 3 shows the past development and forecast of passenget-km performed

by seheduled services of airlines registered in ICAO states of eaeh region. In 1988 about 42% of the

total passenger-km volume handled by airlines of almost 160 Contraeting States of ICAO is

accounted for the most important air traffie region North America, 30% for Europe, and only 28% for

all other regions. However, regional air traffie growth was strongest in Asia and the Paeifie, with its

.traffic share inereasing from 13.4% in 1978 to 18.2% in 1988, and which is expected to inerease to

26.1 % in 2000, with an average annual growth rate of about 9.5%, compared to the rate of total traffie

of6%.

For the first time, the total commercial air transport fleet of an scheduled and non-scheduled earriers

of ICAO Contraeting States (except China and USSR) exceed the number of 10 000 aireraft in 1987.

There have been important ehanges in the composition of airline fleets in the past, The number of jet

aireraft (see Fig. 4, sum of all wide body and narrow body) inereased from 5684 in 1978 to 8086 in

1988, rising from 68% to 76% of the fleet. While the number of turboprop aireraft inereased as well

(1416 to 1910) the number of piston engine aireraft dropped from 1269 to 590 in the same decade,

constituting only about 5.5% ot the total fleet. Fig. 4 also shows clearly the trend of airlines to buy 2

engine jet aircraft instead of 4 engine aircraft especially for intercontinental flights.
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Finally a comparison of differentforeeasts has been marle in order to showthe expectations of the air

industry regardingthe future growthof air transportation.



ICAO (1989) 1988-2000

IATA (Sept. 1989) 1) 1988-1993

Airbus (Nov. 1987) 1986-1996
1996-2006
1986-2006

Boeing (Febr. 1989) 1987-2000
2000-2005
1987-2005

McDonnel Douglas 1987-2002
(Febr. 1989)

MBB (Juni 1989) 1988-2008

Source

5

Range of Forecast Passenger Freight
(Plan) (tlan)

GR GF GR GF
(t) (t)

6.0 2.0 7.0 2.3

7.05 1.4 7.0 1.4

5.7 1. 74 6.7 1.9
5.3 1.68
5.5 2.92

5.9 2.1 6.0 2.1
4.2 1.23
5.4 2.6

5.7 2.3 6.0 2.4

5.12) 2.7

Remarks: 1) Passengers and Freight in Border-crossing Traffic
2) Scheduled and Charter Services
GR Average Annual Growth Rate; GF = Growth Factor

Source: Wilken [6]

Tab. 1: Comparison of Forecasts of Global Air Transport Demand - Scheduled Services

Table 1 shows the available forecasts of global air transport demand for scheduled services.

Institutions like ICAO and IATA, aircraft manufaeturers like Airbus, Boeing, MeDonald, MBB estimate

the further development by meansof an econometrie funetion whieh gives the air transportdemand

in passenger-kms performed depending on the Gross Domestie Produet and Yield (mean revenue

per passenger-krn). Besides all differenees in the forecasts there are similar opinions that:

- world wide air transportdemand measured in passenget-km performed will double
between 1988and 2000,

- air transportperformance in freight traffie will inerease stronger than passenger
traffie,

- there is no indication of saturationin air transportdemand after the year 2000.

FUEL CONSUMPTION AND AIRCRAFT EMITTED POLLUTANTS

A1though the share of air transportation of the total transport demandis still relatively small, there are

some reasons to take the emissions of air pollutantsby aircrafts seriously.

- In absolute terms fuel consumption by air traffie has meanwhile reaehed a high

level. IATA has estimated the total fuel consumption of global civil aviation to about
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120*106 tons for the year 1987; the UN Yearbook gives 107*106 tons for the same

year; DLR calculations on the basis of ICAO and Lufthansa figures come up with

150*106 tons in 1988.

- In higher parts of the atmosphere pol1ution by air traffic can be comparably streng ,

even dominant. An important amount of kerosine is consumed when flying in or

above the tropopause - in case of Lufthansa about 20 %. (The altitude of the tropo

pause, which separates the troposphere from the stratosphere, grows with descen

ding latitude from 8 km in polar regions to 16 km in the near of the equator,

depending also on season and weather conditions.)

- Only a small percentage of the pol1utants emitted by ground traffic passes the

troposphere. That means that in the troposphere aviation is the main source of

pol1utant emission caused by traffic.

- Supersonic aircrafts like "Sänger" would fly as high as 36 km. In this altitude their

emissions would be the on1yanthropic source of pol1ution.

- Moreover, because the natural background concentration of water vapor , nitrogen

oxids and hydrocarbons is low above the tropopause, in these altitudes anthropic

emissions of such gases can easily reach comparable concentrations .

- In altitudes above the tropopause pol1utants are active for a long time. In the

troposphere atmospheric constituents are mixed relatively quickly and intensively in

vertical direction and trace gases as air pol1utants are typically washed out within

less than a week, e.g. by precipations formed in that layer. Above the tropopause

temperature is ascending with altitude and a relatively stab1estratification is formed,

in which trace gases can remain as long as one year or more in higher altitudes.

The emission of the pol1utants is depending on many different factors. Some of the underlying

processes are far from being satisfactorily understood . Essential1y, emissions of water vapor (H20)

and carbon dioxide (C02) are proportional to fuel consumption. The amount of unburned

hydrocarbons (CxHy) and the formation of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NxOy), and

particulate matter (C) depends in the main on engine type, power setting, flight altitude, and air

speed. The volume of sulphur dioxide (S~) emission is mainly determined by fuel quality.

Table 2 shows the specific emission of these pollutants exhausted by aircraft under cruise conditions

in g/kg Kerosine, as estimated by Lufthansa for its fleet.
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(g/kg] Mainly depending on

H20 1239 fuel consumption

cO2 3154 fuel consumption

CO 0.7 - 2 .5

1
engine type

NxOy 6.0 - 16.4 power setting

CxHy 0.05 - 0.7

j
flight altitude

(C) 0 .007 - 0 .03 airspeed

s02 1 fuel quality

Source: Lufthansa, 1989

Tab. 2: Specifie emissions or air pollutants under eruise eonditions for tbe Luftbansa fleet

The Lufthansa data includevalues for fuel eonsumption and available t-kms by aireraft type, that is

aireraft with short and long ranges. Combining this informationwith ICAO data on world wide

available t-kms leads to a first estimationof the fuel consumption in world scheduled domestieand

international passenger traffie in the year 1988, in order to get a first assessment of worldwide

quantitiesof aircraft-ernitted pollutants. The result of this caleulation is shown in Table 3.

Domestic International Total
1988 2000 1988 2000 1988 2000

Traffic (109 Pkm)1} 940 1710 756 1740 1696 3450
Fuel (10 6 t) 105 190 45 110 150 300
cO2 (10 6 t) 325 590 145 330 470 920
H20 (10 6 t) 130 230 60 130 190 360
C (103 t) 2.1 3.7 0.5 1.0 2 .6 4.7
CxHy (103 t) 60 105 30 70 90 175
CO (103 t) 225 410 45 105 270 515
NxOy (10 3 t) 785 1430 730 1680 1515 3110
s02 (103 t) 105 190 45 110 150 300

1} World Scheduled Passenger Traffic including USSR, Source: ICAO

Tab. 3: Fuel Consumption and Air Traffie Pollution Ior tbe Scbeduled Air Traffie

On average the Lufthansa fleet eonsistsof more modern aircraft than the world aireraft fleet operating

in seheduled air traffic. Consequently, on the average, fuel consumption and specifiepollutant

emission are eomparablylower than for the world fleet. Tberefore the fuel consumption has been

inereasedby 20% in the caleulation.
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Following these results, the total amount of C02 and H20 exhaustedby scheduled aviation is in the

dimensionof some hundredsof million tons, the emissionof NxOy is about 1,5 million tons, the

emissionof CxHy, S~, and CO in the dimensionof 100 to 300 of thousand tons, and the emission

of particulate matter about 3 thousand tons.

If no efforts are made to reduee fuel consumption and pollutant emission the quantitieswill nearly

double until the year 2000. (See Table 3, last column.)

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF Am POLLUTANTS EMI'ITED BY AmCRAFf

Within the DLR-program "Air Traffic and Environment" the Transport Research Division of the DLR

has untertaken the task to develop a first idea about, where pollutants exhausted by airerafts are

emitted around the globe.

To aehieve this objective the ICAO data of the "Traffie by Flight Stage" [3] will be used as the main

souree of information. It eontains data on traffie by flight stage operated on scheduled international

services performed during the year 1988. For 662 airports, 97 airlines (using 107 different types of

airerafts) of 58 Contraeting States of ICAO data are available on data tape. To caleulate the global

emission, data of the German airline Lufthansa [5] on fuel consumption and on emissions of air

pollutantsofthe Lufthansa fleet (7 aircraft types with ranges from 565 km to 5100 km) during the year

1988are available.

In order to deduee an algorithm for a rough estimation of the global distribution of where the pollu

tants emitted by aircraft are exhausted, a model with simplifying assumptions has to be defined:

- Tbe earth is regarded as a regular sphere (with radius R = 6371,221 km), for whieh

the formulasof the sphericaltrigonometry are valid.

- Flights from airport A to airport B and vice versa are characterized by the following

features

- The shortest eonnection on the great circle is used,

-- For the total flight distancea flight under eruise conditions is assumed for the

caleulation (with a flight altitude of 10 km and higher).

Tbe first assumption leads to an underestimation, the second to an overestimation

of fuel consumption and the deducedvolumesof emissions.

- Specifie fuel eonsumption and specificemissionof pollutantsshouldbe related to

engine types. However the ICAO statisticsused includeonly aircraft-related data,
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and there is probablyno chance to get more information which would one enableto

assign correctlyaircraft to engine type. Therefore, we have to use aircraft-related

values for specific fuel consumption and specificemissions.

For estimating the spatialdistribution of pollution the globe has been divided into 648 cells of equal

area (787*103 km2). The area of each cell is definedby two pairs of respective geograficallatitudes

and longitudes (see Table 4). (A cell definition based on equal length of steps for both the geo

graficallatitude and altitudewould result in very different cell areas. With steps of respective 10° the
smallestcells near the poles would have 107*103 km2, the largest-ones in the near of the equator

1233*103 km2).

Northern Hemisphere

Cell No. Geoqraphica1
Latitude [I]

Geoqraphica1
Lonqitude [1]

1 - 36
37 - 72
73 - 108

109 - 144
145 - 180
181 - 216
217 - 252
253 - 288
289 - 324

90.0000 0N S 1 S
62.6746°N < 1 S
50.9863°N < 1 S
41. 7379°N < 1 S
33.6817°N < 1 S
26.3298°N < 1 S
19.4255°N < t S
12.8080 0N < t S

6 .3633°N < t S

62.6746ON
50.9863°N
41. 7379°N
33.6817°N
26.3298°N
19.4255°N
12.8080 0N

6.3633°N
0.0°

Subdivision of
each c1ass of
36 ce11s by steps
of 10°,
startinq with
0° SI< 10 0W

and proceedinq
to the West

Southern Hemisphere

Ana10qous method for the definition of the ce11s No. 325 - 624
of the southern hemisphere, with numeration startinq from
the <;!quator.

Tab. 4: Definition of 648 Globe Cells

The aim ls, to assign to these cells a corresponding part of the global emission of pollutants

exhausted by aircraft. To get this distribution the following stepsare carried out:

(a) Calculation of dAB, the shortestdistancefollowing the great circle between airport

A and airport B for each airport-pairof the ICAO statisticused, with respective

geographicallatitudes 1A,tB and geographicallongitudes lA,lB'

(b) Calculation of the fraction d(Z)AB of the total flight distancedAB' which has to be
assigned to each cell Z passedon the flight.

(c) For all types of aircraftT used for flightsbetween airport A and airport B,

determination of the annualamountof kilometers P(Z,1)AB' flown when passing
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the area of cell Z, takinginto account the numberof annual flightsF(T)ABbetween

airport A and airport B with aircraft of type T.

(d) Summation of the aircraft-type-specific annual amount of kilometers P(Z,T)AB'
assigned to cell Z, over all connections between the 662 airports of the ICAO

statistics. (The result is calledP(Z,T» .

(e) Estimation of the annualfuel consumption V(Z,T) of all aircraft of type T, which

has to be assigned to cell Z, taking into account the specificfuel consumption v(T)

of an aircraft of type T (equipped with a knownengine type) .

(f) Estimation of the annualvolumeof emissionof pollutant i, named~(Z,T),
exhausted by the total numberof aircraft of type T whenpassingthe area of cell Z,

taking into accountthe rate of emissionfor pollutant i per kg of fuel consumed
(;(T», specificfor an aircraft of type T (equipped with a special, known type of

engine).

(g) Summation over all 107 types of aircraft of the ICAO statistics 10 get ~(Z), whichis

the total emission for each pollutanti that has to be assigned to

cell Z, considering all flights of the ICAO statstics.

(h) Using the ICAO statistics only apart of all flights is takeninto consideration. The

ICAO statistics do not contain:

- militaryaviation

- charter air services

- scheduled domestic flights

- international flightsof airlines for whichdata are not available for the year
1988(97 of the 212 airlines of the Contraeting Statesof ICAO have reported
statistics 10 ICAO, fortunately most of the important-ones are included).

To improve the results based on the used ICAO statistics, available complementary information will
be taken into consideration. E.g. the results of step (g) can possibly be corrected by adjusting the

value of sums of cell-related results to known respectiveregional and global data. The a1gorithms of

the steps (a) - (g) are shownin Table 5.

Our outcome will be input data for other projects of the DLR-program "Air Traffic and Environment".
Therefore we have harmonized our procedure to the demandsof the wholeprogram. The presenta-

tion and discussion of the resultswill show, regarding10whichaspectsmoredetailsare neededto fit

additional requests.
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unit

(a) dAB

(b) d(Z)AB

(c) P(Z,T) AB

(d) P(Z,T)

(e) V(Z,T)

(f) Ei (Z,T)

arccos(sintA*sintB+costA*costB*cos(lA-lB» (km]

calculated by means of a DLR-computer- (km]
program (using formulas of spherical
trigonometry)

F(T)AB * d(Z)AB (km/a]

~all connections P(Z,T)AB [km/al

v(T) * P(Z,T) (t/a]

ei(T) * V(Z,T) (t/a]

(g) Ei(Z) ~all types of aircrafts Ei(Z,T)

(h) corrections using additional information

(t/a]

Tab. 5: Aigorithm for the Estimation of the Global Distribution of PoUutants Emitted by
Aircraft
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Fuel Consumption and Emissions of Air Traffic

Hans-Peter Reiehow

Lufthansa German Airlines

Commereial air traffie worldwide is growing faster than the world eeonomy.
Trade and air transport are important tools for the international division of labour.
Worldwide eommunieation has shortened distanees, and it aetually has ereated 
eontrary to some previous prognoses - additional demand for travel and trans
portation. Politieal development ·between East and West is further accelerating
growth in world trade. Advaneing Iiberalization in Eastern Europe is giving
impetus to eonsiderable eeonomie growth over the medium term which will
ereate inereased demand for air transport services, espeeially in countries whose
highway and railroad systems are yet inadequate.

The free market is replaeing tariffs approved by the authorities and is putting
pressure on priees. This tendeney will intensify as the EG domestie market
develops. Air travel is no longer a privilege for the rieh. In eomparison with the
general eost of living, f1ying has beeome cheaper. The numbers of people on
private travel is already greater than those on business travel, and this propor
tion is inereasing.

Considering all this, the following prognosis is perfeetly reasonable: Air transport
worldwide will double by the year 2000. (Graphie: World seheduled air traffie).

In line with Germany's eeonomie status and its geographie loeation, Lufthansa ' s
share in this growth will be above average. Freedom of establishment and
sharper eompetition in Europe will mean that smaller airlines will have a diffieult
time surviving without partners. Larger carriers, by eomparison, will be able to
expand their markets through eooperation.

A new eommereial aviation hub in eentral Europe will develop, whieh might help
to relieve some airports in West Germany whose eapaeities are elose to satur
ation.

Antieipating this projeeted growth, our responsibility for the environment is vital.
Developing appropriate strategies requires preeise data, reliable seientifie
information, international consensus, and dependable, steady, legislation. In
addition, we intend - in earrying on with our fleet policy - to eontinue promoting
the development and procurement of environment-friendly aircraft, while not
losing sight of eeonomie common sense. (3 graphics: Fleet Renewal, Age of
Lufthansa Fleet, Fuel Consumption 1970-1989)
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We are also commiUed - as in the past 30 years - to promoting the introduction
of suitable operating procedures. However, there is no sense in national, or even
European, isolated actions. Good will alone can not help the environment, if
pushed out of the market.

In June last year, we provided the German Bundestag Commission for Protect
ion of the Earth Atmosphere with complete information about performance, fuel
consumption and emissions of the Lufthansa fleet in 1988. Some of you here will
be aware of this information. I would like to show you the updated set of data for
1989. (Graphics 1, 2, 3)

The figures on fuel consumption and emissions in passenger and freight servi
ces need clear definition because all passenger aircraft carry also cargo, and
because the revenue load may be Iimited by weight or by volume, depending on
aircraft version and route.

The P = 2 factor assigns passenger tonne-kilometres double the fuel consump
tion over freight tonne-kilometres in a given airplane with a given load and a
given consumption. This factor takes into account the additional weight involved
in passenger transportation. Furthermore, in the case of the various different
versions of the Boeing 747-200 (passenger, combi and freighter airplanes), this
factor 2 provides practically equivalent specific consumption data for all
versions.

As you can see, we need, on average, around 10 litres of kerosine per 100
person-kilometres with our short range aircraft, while the medium and long range
aircraft use weil under 6 Iitres per 100 person-kilometres. The entire Lufthansa
fleet used, on average during 1989, 6.6 Iitres per 100 person-kilometres. (The
kilometres applied here are great-circle distances - the shortest distances
between take-off and landing, regardless of the actual route taken.)

Please note that the 747-400 and the A-320 fleets have only just started oper
ation with a few airplanes in the laUer part of the year, so that data are not yet
typical. Due to late delivery of the 747-400, this airplane had to be used - quite
untypically - on medium and short-haul routes.

The next chart (Specific Emissions) indicates the emissions of Lufthansa aircraft
in terms of passenger-kilometres carried and tonne-kilometres of freight. The
figures provide a realistic basis of comparison with other means of transport
ation. These data relate to 1988, because the 1989 analysis was not yet ready at
the time of this writing. Significant differences are not expected, because the
new fleets did not yet eontribute much to the 1989 data.

For f1ights in the stratosphere (17 to 20% of the Lufthansa network), aireraft
emissions aecount for a considerable portion of anthropogenie substanees. Of
partieular signifieanee here are nitrogen oxide and water. To date. though, no
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solid information is available regarding reaction cycles, dweil periods and means
of conveyance. Related research programs are being defined by the DLR.

The suggestion that air traffic should operate at lower altitudes, as a percau
tionary measure, could prove fatal because fuel consumption, and thus erniss
ions, would be certain to increase. (Graphie: Lufthansa Flights In and Above the
Troposhere). In the prevailing weather of June 22, 1989, fuel consumption for
typical flights increased between 6 and 8 %.

We await with great interest the results of scientific research, and, providing
there is worldwide agreement, we will not hesitate supporting appropriate
measures in IATA and ICAO.

Recently, we visited two major engine manufacturers in the United States. We
made it urgently clear to them that reduction of specific nitrogen oxide emissions
will probably be be a central goal of engine development in the coming years,
and that this parameter will be a significant criterion for Lufthansa in selecting
future equipment. This announcemnt from an important customer - which already
has frequently influenced trend-setting investment decisions - was not without
effect.

On the other hand, we fully realize that we cannot expect major success over
the short-term, and also that the cost involved in developing new engines is
immense. In the end, additional cast will be passed on to our customers. That is
when we will see whether environment-consciousness is merely high-minded
thinking or truly indicates a readiness to make sacrifices.

Short-range traffic, that is under 400 kilometres air distance, belangs on the
rails, for both economic reasons and in the interest of the environment. The
stipulation for this being a European high-speed rail network and efficient rail
stations beneath every international airport terminal.

lt is somewhat odd that, recently, environment-conscious citizens have been
campaigning against such plans. Is the local restrietion of a runway (comparable
to about four kilometres of Autobahn) easier to accept, after all, than the linear
expansion of high-speed railroad tracks? - Political decisions are required here.

One disappointing example is the new Munich 2 Airport, which will not be
accessible by long-distance rail when it goes into service. It is still not clear at
present whether it will be later Iinked to the high-speed rail network or remain
accessible only by local commuter train. We plan to continue cooperating with
the railway system. We have been much encouraged by the success of our Air
port Express trains between Düsseldorf and Frankfurt, and between Stuttgart and
Frankfurt. More destinations are to come.

The air traffic control system in Europe is outmoded. (Graphie Air Traffic Control
Compared) There are 42 air traffic eontrol centres operating 22 different
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systems, and this hinders optimum eooperation. In the United States there are
20 centres operating a single system. The teehnieal and personnel eapabilities
of air traffie eontrol in both Germany and the rest of Europe are inadequate.
Airport eapacities are inadequate. And the division of airspace between military
and eivilian air traffie is outdated and not sufficient for the needs of eommereial
aviation.

During 1989, the various shorteomings mentioned ereated 9200 hours of holding
time for Lufthansa aireraft over Germany alone. This is politieally indueed pollu
tion. Adequate measures at the European level are urgently required.

Capacity bottleneeks will not grow fewer as air traffie growth eontinues. The
number of widebody aireraft will therefore inerease substantially. There will be
more non-stop f1ights, on both eontinental and intereontinental routes.

Loud aireraft will soon be a thing of the past for us. When the last Boeing 727
2005 have been mustered out by 1992, and the 737-2005 a year later, we will
then be operating exlusively quiet aireraft meeting the requirements of Chapter
3, ICAO Annex 16. The problem of noisy aireraft will then be dormant for us 
that is, until everyone else has aequired quiet aireraft also!

This diagram (Graphie Noise Contour) shows the dramatie reduetion in the
aireraft noise earpet aehieved with the Airbus A320 eompared to the Boeing 727.
It shows the 85 dB(A) eontour on the surfaee of the airport area: The Airbus
earpet is eompletely confined to within the airport fencing. (The 85 dB(A) level is
equivalent to he noise from a train heard from a distanee of 50 metres.)

Night-flying restrietions on quiet aireraft in the Chapter 3 eategory must be Iifted.
On tho other hand, loud aireraft eould be foreed out of traffie by appropriate
operating restrietions and steep fees.
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USA: 20 control centers
1 system
1 language

Europe: 42 Control centres
22 systems

severa l languages

Figure 5. Comparison of air traffic control systems in the USA and in Europe
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Aircraft specific specific consumption, P = 2
Type consumption Cargo, Mail Passengers Passengers

9 / tkm 9 / tkm 9 / tkm 1/100Pkm

8727 886 470 940 10,9

8737·200 933 485 970 11,2

8737·300 612 344 689 8,0

8747·200 P 401 234 468 5,7

8747·200 K 345 242 484 5,9

8747·200 F 250 250 · ·
8747·400 (405) (244) (488) (5,9)

A300-600 398 238 475 5,7

A310 512 300 600 7,1

A320 (667) · (667) (8,1)

OC10-30 415 256 511 6,3

Zw'summe 412 275 549 6,6

Sonstiges . · · ·
Summe . · · ·

Table 3. Specific consumption of the Lufthansa Fleet in 1989

The tab!e is computed for a specific fuel mass of 0.8 kg/litre.

Note that it is not possible to attribute consumption specifically to passengers or
cargo services because all aircrafte carry cargo . In addltion, payload can be Iimited
by weight or by volume, depending on aircraft type and route. Therefore, the
parameter P = 2 is assumed, Le. Passenger tkm is calculated with double the con
sumption of Cargo tkm.
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Emission Absolute Emissions (P=2) Specific Emissions (P = 2)
Substance Total Cargo,Mail Passengers Cargo, Mai! Passengers Passengers

t t t g/tkm g/tkm g/Pkm

C02 8604 x 10l 3091 x 10l 5513 X 103 837 1675 162

H20 3380 x 10l 1214x10l 2166x10l 329 658 63

C 37,2 13,4 23,8 0,00 0,01 0,00

CxHy 4106 1475 2631 0,40 0,80 0,08

CO 10245 3681 6564 1,00 1,99 0,19

NOx 41445 14891 26554 4,03 8,07 0,78

S02 2729 980 1749 0,27 0,53 0,05

(Average for all types operated by Lufthansa)

1988 Performance:

TKT
Total Cargo, Mail Passengers PKT

10' t km 10' t km 10' t km 10' P km

6984 3692 3292 34118

TKT = Tonne·kilometres, transported
PKT = Passenger-kilometres, transported

Table 4. Specific emissions and performance of the Lufthansa Fleet in 1988

Lufthansa Flights In and Above the Tropopause

Proportion of fue11988:
3

17 - 20 %, around 500 x 10 t

For 4 actual flights on June 22,1989, route calculations were carried out with the
limitation "no tropopause contact permitted":

from to Additional consumption

Düsseldorf - Chicago + 4,5 t = + 6,0%

Frankfurt Tokio + 7,7 t = + 6,2%

Frankfurt Stockholm + 0,3 t = + 6,7%

Frankfurt Anchorage + 8,1 t = + 8,1%

For flights with reduced payload, specific fuel consumption per tkm
would increase even further than that.

Table 5. Lufthansa ßights at and above the height of the tropopause in 1988 and
additional consumption computed for four ßights in 1989 under the constraint that
tropopause contacts had to be avoided
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ABSTRACT

Never in the history of aviation has a commercially operated hydrogen
airline been set up. In the early seventies immediately after the oil
crises aircraft manufacturers and national laboratories considered
replacements for kerosene, which had become scaree and extremely ex
pensive almost overnight. Now it is rather eeologieal threats whieh are
the major driving forces behind a potential reorientation regarding
fueling. The paper presents the technologieal status both in aviation and
space, refleets on the appropriate international constellations and time
periods required, reports on the - all-in-all - very suceessfully accom
plished hydrogen supply state-of-the-art in space operation, and extends
to considerations of infrastrueture, safety, and seeurity matters .

INTRODUCTION

In neither civilian nor military operational aviation has hydrogen had
a role to date . Serious efforts have not extended beyond theoretieal and

. experimental studies.

Now, at the end of the 20th eentury, there are three reasons to again
seriously consider the possibilities for hydrogen in avi~tion:

• Conventional hydroearbons are in limited supply. Increasing seareity

leads to higher prices, as already experienced as a temporary
consequence of the oil crises of the 1970's.

• Despite its relatively small share of anthropogenie energy consump
tion, only a few percent, aviation contributes to the inereasing
pollution of the geosphere by residuals and toxie substances beeause
this use occurs at atmospheric heights, where man is the only
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polluter (Figure 1) . Despite laudable technological success in

achieving a reduction in fuel consumption, the planned doubling of

the world's air traffic capacity in the next 10-15 years will lead

to ever more ecological conflicts.

Exhaust Emissions and Fuel Consumption

CiviI AvIatIon
155 VaSoot

Emitteß Fuel COnswnption co VOC NO. SOz
1 " 1 " 1 " 1 " 1 "Ins1IUment Right, 1,587,020 56.7 15,540 32.5 3,900 42.6 18,700 64.7 1,590 57.9

CMI

Visual F1"Jght. 9,540 03 7,620 15.9 180 2.0 30 0.1 4 0.1
CMI

IMilitarv 1.205879 43 24663 51.6 5076 55.4 10162 35.2 1 152 42.0
Total I-Jr 2.ao2,439 100 47,823 100 9,156 100 28,892 100 2,746 100
Traffic

Annual Emission from All Traffic Sources
PoIIutant I-JrTraffic MotorVehicles Other Traffic Total Traffic

Civil Mmtary Total
Va " t/a " t/a " t/a " t/a " t/a "CO 23,ISO 035 24,6SO 035 47,800 0.7 6,463,900 95.8 233,900 3.5 6,745,600 100

VOC 4,100 035 5,050 0.45 9,1SO 0.8 1,146,400 94.4 58,700 4.8 1,214,250 100
NOz 18,7SO 1.1 10,150 0.6 28,900 1.7 I,4SO,I00 863 201,200 12.0 1,680,200 100
Iso, 1,600 1.6 1,150 1.2 2,750 2.8 64,600 66.4 30,000 30.8 97,3SO 100

Source : Umweltbundesemt Berichte 6/89

Fig. 1 Air traffic in the FR Germany 1984

• Continued development plans for operational hypersonic air traffic

and for the HTOL space transporter cannot be optimally realized, if
at all, with hydrocarbon fuels. The gravimetrie energy intensity of

liquid hydrogen is three times as high as that of kerosene .

For all three reasons hydrogen could be advantageous. If produced using

the non-fossil primary energies solar irradiance, hydropower or nuclear

energy, hydrogen contains no carbon, no sulphur, no heavy metals; no

dust, no soot is released when hydrogen is combusted. It comes from water

and recombines to water. Its only potential residuals and pollutants are

water vapor and nitrogen oxide, and the latter only if air serves as the

oxidizer. If the global greenhouse gas reduction policy is taken up as

a serious challenge for mankind in future decades, then hydrogen has a

role to play in one of the few "zero CO2 " and "zero methane" technologies

which absolutely does not contribute to the two major carbon-containing
greenhouse gases CO2 and CH4, whose contributions to the greenhouse effect

are currently ca. 50% and 15%, respectively.
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Historical Remarks

The history of hydrogen in the aerospace industry is short: So far not

a single example can be cited for a commercial LHz airline. Since the
1950's there have been studies and experiments, also on a 1:1 scale. For
example, in 1955/56 NASA flew aB-57 "Canberra" (Figur~ 2) with one
engine running on helium-pressurized LHz [1]. Coinciding with the 7th
World Hydrogen Energy Conference in Moscow, USSR, in 1988, the Soviets
experimented with a modified TU-155 (Figure 3) which also had one engine
running on hydrogen [2]. Lockheed presented studies in the 70's for a
LEAP (Liquid Hydrogen Experimental Airline Project), showing how a fleet

of L-10l1's could be modified to run on LHz (Figure 4) for the purpose of
operating a freight airline from Pittsburgh, USA via Frankfurt, FR
Germany to Riadh, Saudi Arabia [3]. Pratt and Whitney [4] experimented
in the late 50's with a hydrogen engine (Figure 5) for a high flying
reconnaissance airplane being planned at that time; however, the program
quite literally never got off the ground. Of more recent date plans have
resurfaced for a HALE - High Altitude Long Endurance Aircraft (Figure 6)

[5]. Calculations show that the use of LHz as opposed to kerosene is

First F1ight : 1956

TypicL1 Test Parameters:

A1tit ude:
Speed:
Durat ion :

50,000 ft.
Mach 0 .75
17 min . wi th one
modified J-65 engine

Maiden Flight:
April 15, 1988

Duration :
21 min
(take off,
landing)

one engine
hydrogen fueled

Source : NASA Lewis Research Center
(1956) , G. Brewer (1979) Source: TASS (1988), Flugrevue 8/88

Fig . 2 B-57 "Canberra" - first
hydrogen-propelled airpiane

Fig. 3 TU-155 (modified TU-154)
first hydrogen-propelled
airplane in USSR
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Pratt&Whitney
model 304 engine

,.
',.
r
;;.... ...FTf 'UIUR"Ul.

f
0:

mod ified
J57 engine

T.O.O.W. 3 ' 732 kg
ZERO F.W. 22 006 kg

Fuelload 9725 kg -:::::=====:~=~=~~Payload 680 kg r
Crew 2
Wing Ares 2 400 m
304-2 Engines 2

I--;:-~

~I-C:
Souree : Loekbeed; G. Brewer (1979) Souree : R.C. Mulready, Pratt & Wbitney

(1979); G. Brewer, Loekbeed (1979)

Fig. 4 LH2-fueled L-1011 freighter
(study) Fig. 5 LH2-fueled engine prototypes

for CL-400 reconnaissance
aircraft study

justified by the twofold to threefold increase in mission duration. In
autumn 1979 the DGLR (German Society for Aeronautics and Astronautics)

and the DFVLR (German Aerospace Research Establishment) hosted in
Stuttgart a four-day symposium with wide international participation on

"Hydrogen in Air Transportation. " The global state of the art at that
time was presented [6] and an ad hoc executive group formulated and

published "An International Research and Development Program for LH2

fueled Aircraft" [7]. Its basic conclusions remain valid today, in 1990 -
over 10 years later. More recently MBB has started to think about a LH2

Airbus for a range of 1000 nmi (Figure 7) [8].

Subsonics, Supersonics, Hypersonics

The really new initiative which would be doomed apriori without the use

of liquid hydrogen is supersonicjhypersonic flight for passenger
transport in the upper stratosphere or for space flight. All countries
with major space programs have such projects : With its NASP - National
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Aerospace Plane - the USA is spending the most moneYi the FR Germany made
plans in spring 1989 for a hypersonic technology program costing about
350 million DM, based on the concept of a two-stage horizontally starting
and landing SÄNGER II (Figure 8)i Great Britain has presented plans for

a HOTOL (Horizontal Take-Off and Landing) aircrafti France has proposed
a new version of an advanced CONCORDE (Figure 9), which recently found
interest also in Britain and the US, and of an ATSF (Avion de Transport

supersonic Futur) derived from it, as weIl as a hypersonic vehicle, the
AGV (Avion a Grande Vitesse)i Japan and the USSR have their own plans.
In [9] a fair1y recent brief report about the NASP and its international
competitors is given .

High-Altitude,
Long Endurance
(HALE) Aircraft

ut. ......
PAYLOAO. LB. 2.185 2.185

AtTITUDE. Fr. 90.000 90,000

GROSSWEIGHT.LB. 49.160 75.000

ENouRANce . HRS. 48 1B.8

Fig. 6VORTEX·POWERED
GENERATOR- I

I !
- - 1-
~46' 6'-J

Fig. 7 Hydrogen-fueled
Airbus (studies)

Source : MBB-UT (1989)
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Aerospace and hydrogen

If in the aviation field it is only plans and proposals, or at best

prototypes, which can be referred to, there is more to say about the
space technology area: Space transportation is no longer conceivable

without operational, high energy LH2 ILOX engines . In fact, this is the
only industrial realm worldwide in which the energetic use of hydrogen
is absolutely necessary. (All the other realms use hydrogen non
energetically, or only quasi-energetically, whether for the production
of fertilizers or of methanol, for the petrochemical, fat hardening or

electronics industries, for the cooling of electric generators, etc.).

Sänger II system

Main Data (1988)

Total Launch Mass 340 Mg
Vehiek! length (fusdage) 81.3 m
WIt"lgSpan 41.4m
Hypersoni<: wo 4.8.5 .3

First St'3ge (EHTV) 259 Mg
Nominal Ner Mau 149 Mg
Maximum PrOJMliant Mau (LH ) 100 Mg
~ Thru»t (QfourKf) 5-300 kN
Max. Speed (on separation) Mach 6.8
Cruise Range 2·3700 km

Fig . 8

Second Stage Horus
Nomlnai Ne! Mass 22.2 Mg
PropeUant Mass(l0xllH.) 65.5 Mg
EngIne Thrusl (vac:) '200 kN
Payload (2-<4) 3.3 Mg

Second Stage Cargus
Nominal Ne. Mau 7 Mg
Propellanl Mau (LOxIlH) 58 Mg
Eng;ne Thrus. (vac) 'OSOkN
Payload (204) ~.15 Mg

Source : MBB-UT (1989)

( in discussion)
Avion de Transport Supersonique Futur
Passengers: 200
Range: 12000 km
Speed: Mach 2-2.5 Source: A6rospatiale (1988)

Fig. 9 Concorde successor: ATSF
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On t he other hand , all major space nations either have engines running
on t he high-energy fuel combination of LH2/LOX already in t he i r rocket
programs or they are developing them (Figure 10): The USA f or the space
shuttle; Europe for the ARIANE V; the USSR for its ENERGIJA, which j ust

a few years ago was used for t he fi r s t time and for whose transport
services there is talk of as low as 1,650 US$/kg LEO, and Japan for its
H- I I - to give only a few examples . All the knowl edge gained from space
hydrogen technologies can benefit aviation - and every bit of i t will be
needed, for example in thermodynamics and reaction kinetics , for
cryotechnology, and for developing a hydrogen infrastructure as well as
procedures for handling hydrogen, not to mention hydrogen safety and
security . Only one area, should i t develop, belongs exclusively i n the
realm of aviation: The use of the large, on~board heat sink for
cryolaminarization to reduce drag and cool engine components. However,
once this technique will have been used and per fected i n aviation, i t
wi l l be sure to f i nd a role in space technology , fo r example i f reusable ,
winged vehicles become t he rule.

Name Country Engines Thrust l.Right Status
(numberl ikNI

Centaur USA Rl.-l0 (21 133 1962 operational
S-4 USA RI.-l0 (61 400 1964 1964 -1965

S-48 USA J-2 (li 1023 1966 1966 - 1975

5-2 USA J-2 (SI 5120 1967 1967 - 1973
H-l 0 E5A HM-78 (lI 62 1979 operational

H-8 China YF-73(lI 49 1984 operational

LE-5 Japan LE-5 (11 117 1986 operational

- Shuttle USA · SSME (31 5005 1981 operational
Energija U55R 131 5340 1987 operational
H-18 China YF-75 (1) 78 planned

LE-7 Japan LE-7 (l i 910 planned

ARIANE 5 H155 E5A HM60 (lI 1050 planned

wlth H155 H-70 Germany ATC-7oo 11) 700 planned

Sou rce : Space World ( 1/88 )

Fig. 10 Rocket stages powered by l iquid hydrogen

Time Periods and International Aspects

Aircraft development from project beginning to f irst t est flight 
especially if the developments break new ground - takes 10 yea r s, and
often longer. If t he plane goes i nt o production , i t will be in operation
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for 20 to 25 years. Applying these figures to the first-ever hydrogen
fueled fleet when it becomes a reality, regardless of how small the

nurnbers, this means that if astart is made in the early 90's, it would
be very optimistic to expect the first test flight before the end of the
century, if that early . Assuming that the development work produced
positive results, production could begin in the first decade of the new
century; the first planes could be i n the air between 2010 and 2020, and
the last ones would be grounded in 2030 -40 - a time period which would
include two to three generations of engineers and, for democratic
countries, innumerable election cycles. National solo attempts are un
thinkable. International, even global thinking is called for in the
development, construction, financing and operation of the entire system.

It is hard to imagine that a hydrogen-fueled aeronautical or space
transportation system of huge costs and 10ng time scales can arise, or
even be operated, in international competition . The required technology
can be developed in competition; this will help the best ideas to
surface. But to establish such a system, to equip it with infrastructures
and to operate it can probably only be done once, or if international
politics does not allow for this, then twice at best (West and East), and
in international cooperation . - In [10] a hydrogen aircraft penetration
study is presented which starts the market penetration in 2000 and
continues it as far as 2075; special emphasis is paid to t he arnount of
CO2 not emitted by switching at an accelerated pace from kerosene to

liquid hydrogen.

However, it should be noted that the EUROMART Study [11], published in

April 1988 and prepared jointlyon behalf of the EEC by all important
European aircraft producers, mentions hydrogen aircraft and second
generation supersonic transport vehicles as well as hypersonic/trans
atmospheric vehicles only in passing. This suggests that the participat
ing European aircraft industries have set their standards for EUROpean
Cooperative Measures for Aeronautical Research and~echnologywith an eye

to the near, rather than the distant, future.

Tecbnologies. Economics Ecologies

In addition to these considerations, it should be noted that in the case
of the first hydrogen airplane worldwide (whether subsonic, supersonic
or hypersonic) we are not at all dealing with a new model in an otherwise
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familiar series, but with a vehicle that in many respects poses chal
lenges for which there are no, or only partially applicable, lessons to
be learned from precursors - perhaps from missiles, for example . Here one
could mention such challenges as:

• Combination engines which simultaneously meet the specifications of
air breathing subsonic or supersonic operation, of high altitude

supersonic operation, as well as of rocket engines in the hypersonic
regime.

• On the one hand cryotemperature tanks (20 0K), and on the other hand
lightweight airframe structures which can withstand high temperatures

(~ 2000°C) and which must make payloads possible of a few percent of
the total weight.

• Designing materials and structures which can withstand an aggressive
hydrogen atmosphere.

• Since hydrogen-fueled aircraft will presumably be bulky because of
the larger tank volume, and on the other hand since there are large
heat sinks in the liquid hydrogen tanks, all developments which can
reduce drag are especially important for LH2 aircraft:

Laminar flow control by sophisticated aerodynamic design, active
boundary-layer control through skin suction or surface cooling

by the on-board cryogenic liquid

Riblets, etc.

• A completely new and safe-to-operate hydrogen
ground, developed and maintained parallel
infrastructure which will continue to exist.

infrastructure on the
to the hydrocarbon

Two particular conditions may be difficult

fulfill, despite a clear political will and
necessary engineering and financial expertise:

(if not impossible) to

the availability of the

(1) Having available the required amounts of liquid hydrogen and liquid
oxygen at competitive prices: This condition will probably need to
be set primarily by the hydrogen aviation industry, which will not
suddenly cease to use inexpensive kerosene or even synthetic
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hydrocarbon jet fuel, e .g . made from coal (Synjet), the moment the

first hydrogen airplane appears in the skies. Two completely
independent infrastructures, an already-established hydrocarbon

infrastructure and a yet-to-be established hydrogen infrastructure,

will need to exist parallel to each other and to be maintained for

many decadesl It will be all the harder for hydrogen to find a place

in subsonic civil aviation the more the development of kerosene
fueled aircraft with low specific fuel consumption is successful

(Figure 11). From 1960 to 1989 alone, specific consumption has been
reduced by 40%, and an additional 20% can reasonably be expected. It

is trivial to say that the kilogram fuel not needed per kNewton
thrust and hour does not pollute the environment. And, according to

laboratory-scale experiments, the potentially expected NOx reduction
potential is still i mpr e s s i ve l y high : Minus 30% with lean cornbustion,

minus 70% with rich/lean cornbustion management with intermediate

quenching, and even minus 85% with lean cornbustion and premixing/pre

vaporizing of the fuel/oxidizer mixture ( 12 ).

-•••• PROp·FANS

- %--

Co mbuS ltO"'lctla mbers

1970 1980 1990 2000
Year of Introduction in Transport Aircraft

BF'R_ S·6
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- %~r'\ Q •• ,,,• •n.
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S<uco : EUROMART STUOY REPORT. NOv. l 9ll8

Fig. 11 Progress on propulsion
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(2) Guaranteeing the ecological acceptability also of high-speed hydrogen
airplanes, which for economic reasons should regularly operate in the
upper troposphere, in or above the tropopause, or even beyond: At
these heights man is almost the only polluter, and not only nitric
oxides, but also water vapor may become environmentally harmful
there. As water vapor freezes, the ice crystals formed collect in
cirrus-like clouds which expand slowly and persist a long time.
[13,14,15]. If it is confirmed that high-flying hydrogen aircraft
contribute to an intolerable extent to the anthropogenie greenhouse
effect , there would still be the possibility of flying at lower,
albeit uneconomical, levels.

The space industry does not have this option. All its vehicles,
including hydrogen-fueled space vehicles, inevitably produce water

vapor in their ascent (and descent ) through the troposphere and
stratosphere, although the generation of nitric oxide is being
prevented by using liquid 9xygen as the oxidizer. This may mean, for
example, restricting for ecological reasons the · frequency of trips
to service permanently manned space stations .

Hydrogen safety and security

Whenever large amounts of liquid hydrogen have to be handled, then

questions arise about safety, and about security from sabotage or
terrorist activities. It is true that when compared with kerosene,

hydrogen has certain undesirable specific physical, chemieal, or reaction
kinetic characteristics. These must, however, be weighed against

hydrogen's definitely desirable characteristics (Figure 12). Indeed, the
flammability of a flammable hydrogen-oxidizer mixture is high. For
instance, hydrogen ignites quiekly enough to operate a seramjet with air
passing through it at Mach numbers of 3, 4 or greater. The ignition range
is large, and there is a high tendeney to deflagrate in elosed areas. But

on the other hand, flame and diffusion veloeities are high in air, so
that burning time is short and ground level horizontal spreading of the
fire is minimal. And most important (Figure 13): Sinee toxie substances
are not involved, there is no chance of poisoning or suffocation as a
consequence of the fire . - The security problem is one that is eommon to
all eentralized technical systems, and in our case, a hydrogen aeronauti
cal/space system, it is of worldwide dimensions , to be sure. One will
have to think of solutions similar to those already worked out at present
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Liquid hydrogen poses substantially l e s s
hazard to c rew and passengers, as well as
to persans and property in adjaeant
areas, in event of • crash.

• In an otherwise su rvlvable crash ,
LH2 t.anks are 1855 apt to be rup
tured, tbus ainimizing spill po
tential.

• If fuel i5 spilled , LB2 vaporhes ,
becomes buoyant almest immedlately ,
and dissipatas in the ataosphare .
Time and are. eaposed to hazardous
cODcentratioDs are both .inlmlzed.

• If 5pilled fuel is ignitad, duration

::4Bt.~~:"f~~~~.~· .~~~r..:~~y s..~;r;er
than f iras with hydroearbon fuels .

• Probability of f i r e with spilled
fuel in a crash is about equal with
any aireraft f ue l .

Conclusions of studies c o ndu c t e d for
RASA-Lewis Researcb CeD~er by Lockbeed
California Co. and A.D . Little, Inc .

Source : G.D. Brewer (1986 )

Fig . 13 Crash fire hazard
Soutee: G. &..... .. ... (l ie1)" R Me Carty ...... (1i81),

AST'WO-l055-8Oa .Mt A.Mi--T-5e24l,. EXXON (1873),
J. KuctdIo (1873), H. a.m.a (1051 1

Fig . 12 Selected properties of fuels

for large international a irports or space centers. In Europe , f or
example , a de tailed study was made of hydrogen operation at Zurich

international airport in Switzerland [16] . Certainly special risks have
to be taken into account when planning for the production, transport and

storage of huge amounts of hydrogen on land, sea and in the air. But

there is one consolation: Toxic substances, as mentioned above, and

radioactivity (as it occurs in nuclear energy systems of comparable

energetic potential) cannot arise per se . So there is no need to fear the

eventual occurrence of any health problems of un known duration related

to hydrogen. The relevant U.S.-American literature is full of quotations

f rom extensive studies . and experiments on t he issue of safety

(5,6, 17,18] ; attention is specifically called to them at this point.

Hydrogen supply

Establishing a role for liquid hydrogen (or liquid oxygen) in the

aerospace industry does not simply involve a switch from one fuel to
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another. The fluid part of the global hydrocarbon energy economy, of

which the aerospace industry is a small, albeit high-tech, part, has
existed basically unchanged for 100 years. There is a whole realm of

knowledge and experience, infrastructures and investments, norms and
procedura1 regulations which have come to be taken for granted and

against which a new global hydrogen energy economy will inevitably be
measured . That part of the wor1d's total end energy consumption which is
attributable to energetic use in the aerospace industry, 2.6% in 1986,

is quite small, but the proportion of end energy consumption from
hydrocarbons, 90% of the total, or 7 .5 . 109 tce (1988), as compared to
barely 500 • 109 Nm3 for hydrogen per year (1986) ~ 185 . 106 tce/a, makes
a clear point: 185 • 106 tce/a are equivalent to just about two thirds of

the end energy consumption of the FR Germany alonel A completely new
hydrogen infrastructure would have to be implemented for the aviation
industry, with support centers around the world similar to today's space
centers in Cape Canaveral , USA or Kourou, French Guiana, or to the rocket

test centers in Vernon, France or in Lampoldshausen, FR Germany (Figure

14), the last two being at present the largest European consumers of

liquid hydrogen, using several 100m3 LHz per week. Just for comparison,

Frankfurt, the second largest international airport in Europe, needs an
average Jet-A kerosene supply of 5,000 t/d. Accordingly, approximately

1,600-1,700 t LHz/d would be needed if all incoming and outgoing aircraft
would have to be fueled with LHz. - Figure 15 shows the test run of the
1000 kN MBB combustion chamber for the Ariane V engine in Lampoldshausen.

Fig. 14 Aerial view of
DLR facilities,
Lampoldshausen,
ARIANE V pro ject
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Source: HBB (1989)

Fig. 15 DLR Lampoldshausen, ARIANE V project - test run of 100 k.N
combustion chamber on P3.2 test stand

All these users receive the required quantities of hydrogen in liquid
form from far distant liquefaction plants which are usually part of the
technical gases industry . Liquefaction is by the well-known Joule

Thompson/Claude Process at about one third of the Carnot efficiency
(Figure 16). Magneto-caloric liquefaction, which makes use of the

temperature drop which occurs in the case of certain rare earths when

they are alternately magnetized/demagnetized, promises an increase in the

efficiency of liquefaction, but is worldwide still at the laboratory

stage. A special research and development challenge is the use of

hydrogen slush, a mixture of liquid hydrogen and hydrogen iee. A decrease
in the vapor pressure down to the tripie point gives rise to hydrogen

iee, whieh detaehes itself from the tank walls and sinks to the floor if
the pressure isagain slightly raised above the tripie point . Hydrogen
slush is 15-20 pereent denser than liquid hydrogen and its ability to
absorb heat, and therefore to cool, is higher. Its eombustion character
isties are good. Used in a hypersonie vehiele, hydrogen slush would mean
a reduction in aireraft size [19].

All possible surfaee transportation methods are put to use. Cape
Canaveral receives its LH2- and LOX supplies from New Orleans, previously
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Fig. 16 Efficiencies and cost of cryogenic cooling systems

by ship via the Caribbean or by rail, today by road. The US space program
was and is the largest user of LHz: In the last ten years, it occupied 90%
of the total LH2 market in the US, e.g ., 800 • 1061 LH2 flew in the space
business of NASA or DOD. The shuttle alone needs 1.5 • 1061 per fueling,

which is the equivalent content of approximately 45 tanker trucks.
Several 30-60 t LHz/d facilities are operating in the US, delivering LH2

at plant gate prices of ca . 0.25 US$/li the largest liquefaction facil 
ities in Europe are in France and Holland. Kourou's supplies come by seai
Vernon's and Lampoldshausen's by road from locations within Europe. Any
local liquefaction facilities usuallyexist only for the purpose of
reliquefying boil-off losses.

It is doubtful that this logistic system can be maintained when the
aviation, and especially the space industry, have to satisfactorily
operate a future worldwide hydrogen enterprise with frequent take-offs

and landings. The reason: Almost all commercial hydrogen supplies today
come from fossil energy resourcesi only a small percentage is produced

electrolytically, and then usually only wherever (surplus) low-cost
electricity is available, for example from large hydroelectric dams

(Aswan or Norway). But "fossil hydrogen" hardly meets the ecological
expectations of a clean energy carrier in a post fossil fuel era. These
expectations can only be met by electrolytic hydrogen, produced with the
help of electricity from "solar" hydropower plants, solar power plants,
o~ if politically possible and säfe enough, nuclear power plants . Since
the large hydropower reserves on earth are highly concentrated and dis

cretely located in places like Greenland, Canada, South America, Africa
and Asia, and since large solar power stations will preferably be located
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in the equatorial belt of ±40oN/S - in other word, precisely not where

heavy air traffic connects the industrialized countries of the north 
transportation of this "solar hydrogen" over extremely long distances to
the aerospace centers of the northern hemisphere is mandatory . This is
not the case for nuclear power plants. In principle they can be located

next to any airport, any space center, assuming, as stated above, that
this is defensible from safety considerations and politically possible.

An unflattering, but perhaps all the more compelling argument for the
promotion of the combination "hydrogen-aerospace" could become the most
important one of all : Aerospace and commercial aviation as pilot branches
operated exclusively by experts, not by laypeople, in the transition to
a future world hydrogen energy economy . There are many indicators for the
large role which hydrogen will play in global energy supply [20,21]. But
the transition from a weIl established global hydrocarbon energy economy
to a potential global hydrogen energy economy needs trailblazers which
are as inherent as possible. Such a trailblazer is the use of a storable,
chemical energy carrier in transportation, one which approaches the

advantages of hydrocarbons, such as easy storage, and avoids its
disadvantages, such as ecological incompatibility: Hydrogen . Increasing
its visibility as an energy carrier for people who will be dealing with
it in future would have a synergy effect. This implies its use in
hundreds of millions of automobiles, and in aerospace, where it will by
then have been used for decades almost without accidents. In aviation,
it will need to be used operationally for several decades, and profes

sionally by experts in its production, storage, transport, liquefaction,
combustion and - not least safe handling, By demonstrating its

practicability in an area that is spectacular as far as public awareness,
the establishment of a hydrogen energy economy would receive an
invaluable boost on the one hand, and by its establishment in all facets
of a necessary global hydrogen infrastructure, on the other hand, the
aerospace i ndus t ry would finally obtain the foundation, in the literal
sense, needed for its success. In fact, the world is already on the way
to increasing the hydrogen/hydrocarbon ratio: The H/C ratio of coal is
1, of mineral oil 2 and of natural gas, which consists primarily of
methane, 4 . In the transition to a hydrogen energy economy which
incorporates ever more hydrogen elements, this ratio approaches infinity.

Of course this does not mean that developments have to continue this waYi
but it is very probable that they will: And hydrogen subsonic aviation,
hydrogen supersonic aviation, as weIl as, potentially, hydrogen

hypersonic space flight will continue the trend [22].
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CONCLUDIHG REMARKS

Hydrogen is no stranger. Space transportation and hydrogen are today
inseparable. And there are no unsurmountable difficulties with using
hydrogen in aviation. At high supersonic and hypersonic levels hydrogen
is superior to its hydrocarbon competition. Safety concerns can be dealt
with. In most hazard scenarios, hydrogen is safer than the hydrocarbons
in current use.

If hydrogen has to be produced from fossil energy resources, which are
in addition non-renewable, it cannot be considered a clean energy
carrier. Clean from one end of the conversion chain to the other, from
primary energy via secondary energy to end energy is only solar hydrogen,
produced electrolytically with the help of solar power plants or
hydropower plants, or, in the equatorial belt, OTEC - Ocean Thermal
Energy Conversion plants.

The use of hydrogen is ecologically clean if accompanied by LOX so that
nitric oxide formation can be prevented, and if in aviation hydrogen
fueled planes fly far enough under the tropopause so that, when man-made
water vapor is added to the naturally present water vapor, it does not
contribute significantly to the greenhouse effect. However, operational
space transportation means that for every take-off (landing) the entire
troposphere-tropopause-stratosphere system has to be flown through once
(twice). Space flight is the only anthropogenic source of pollution in
the upper levels, since even exhaust water vapor is viewed to become an
effective greenhouse gas there.

Just as it took decades to set up aspace infrastructure, the establish
ment of an aviation-hydrogen infrastructure will require many decades,
be the work of 2-3 generations of engineers, and continue over a large
number of political legislative periods in democratic countries.
Continuity is needed. And international cooperation: Because aviation and
space flight are truly worldwide and, one suspects, not to be financed -
any more - by even the richest national economies. Space flight has so

far cost hundreds of billions of U.S. dollars; hydrogen aviation and
space flight will cost hundreds of billions of U.S. dollars more beforeo
t~ey are proved operationally successful.

The introduction of a general world hydrogen energy economy, of which
aviation and space flight would be components, would have a positive
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effect. Other human paradigms which might respectively be considered more

urgent, such as development of the South, democratization and economic

as well as ecological revitalization of the socialist countries , or

restructuring the global economic system into one of environmental
compatibility and qualitative growth, could have a counteracting effect.
Because the resources which mankind is able, and willing, to muster will

not be sufficient for everything .

The scientific and technical challenges are extremely appealing, whether

or not the ultimate goal can be achieved. But the ability to shape a new

system has to be coupled with the desire to do so. That something is

technically possible is not a guarantee for success . The entire system

will have to be optimized, and that involves many non-technical factors.

We are faced with the task of making interrelated technical and non
technical choices . The "quest for the best" [23) is necessarily a quest

for the technically best, but satisfactory is only the quest for the
technologically best, which has to take into account the economy and

ecology, safety and technology assessments - and many additional factorsl
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POLLUTANT EMISSIONS OF EXISTING AND FUTURE ENGINES
FOR COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
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Abstract

This paper first describes the existing and the anticipated require
ments to be met by commercial aircraft engines and discusses them
with a view to the development work and measures considered neces
sary to effectively protect the earth's atmosphere.

Then the present level of pollutant emissions attained with today's
engines is explained taking the CF6-50C engine as an example. Fur
thermore this paper outlines the development potential of future
engines for subsonic commercial aircraft with respect to a reduction

.of the specific fuel consumption and the specific pollutant emis
sion. In this connexion, possible future emission levels attainable
with kerosine, methane and hydrogen are compared.

The reduction of specific fuel consumption and specific pollutant
emission achievable with the aid of new technologies are set against
the expected development in air traffic and the resulting tendency
towards an increase in the fuel consumption by commercial aircraft
worldwide. This comparison shows that a perceptible lessenin9 of the
impact on the atmosphere in and above the tropopause is posslble only
in the 10n9 run provided the specific fuel consumption as well as
the speciflc pollutant emissions of engines can be drastically
reduced.
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1) REQUIREMENTS

Over the past 30 years, that is to say since the coming of the jet
age, commercial aviation has developed enormously, thanks to the
great advances in economy, productivity and flight safety. A deci
sive factor in this progress has been the reduction in direct oper
ating costs, made possible not least by the reduction in fuel con
sumption per passenger-mile. This has been accompanied by a reduction
in noise levels, resulting from the gradual change-over by operators
to quieter aircraft following the introduction of more stringent FAR
noise regulations in 1969. And now, since 1982, we have the ICAO
recommendations t accepted worldwide, concerning the limitation of
pollutant emiss10ns, even if - corresponding to the level of knowl
edge at that time - these cover only the phases take-off and landing
as well as ground movements.

Considering the continuing growth in air traffic as well as the in
crease in knowledge about the effects of engine exhaust and pollutant
emissions at great altitudes 1 specifically the troposphere and above,
not considered in the past, ~he aerospace industry as well as the
public are becoming increasingly aware of the need for a careful
review of future developments in commercial aviation in order to
ensure that due attention is paid to protecting the earth's
atmosphere.

In the aero-engine industr~ this growing awareness of the need for
conservationist policies w1ll mean that in comparison with the pre
vious goals of greater economy, productivity and safetYt this aspect
of the impact on the environment will be the guiding pr1nciple behind
the efforts directed at technological progress, where two courses '
will be pursued, namely

the i~direct reduction of pollutant emissions by reducing fuel
consumption, and

the direct reduction of toxic emissions by the use of new
combusticn chambers without changing the fuel consumption.

The priorities of the development of jet engines for civil aviation
are listed in figure 1. A look at this figure shows how in every
case! the priorities to date have been concerned with the question of
safe~y; whereas in future, the protection of the earth's atmosphere
and the environment will assume particular importance. Certainly, no
development in this direction will be accepted that might be inter
preted as runnin9 counter to the high standard of safety already
achieved. Accord1ngly, the trends in the development of engine de
signs and component technologies are discussed below from the point
of view of their suitability for contributing to the protection of
the earth 's atmosphere and the environment.

2) STATE OF THE ART IN ENGINE DEVElOPMENT

Based on the above requirements and their future development, the
paper first takes a look at the situation regarding operational re
liability, specific fuel consumption, noise and Dollutant emissions.

Concerning flight safety from the point of view of operational relia
bility the infli9ht shutdown rate is all-important. Expressed in
these terms, the 1mprovement in flight safety, comparing en9ines of
the first decade of jet-powered flight and modern engines, 1S as
follows:
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In flight shutdowns per 1000 flying hours

Engines in the period Fully-developed engines
following type certi-
fication or introduction
into service

- in first decade of
jet-powered flight

- modern engines
0.5 - 1.0

0.08 - 0.12

0.1 - 0.3

0.01 - 0.02

In other words l compared with the beginning of jet-powered flight
the number of lnflight engine shutdowns has been reduced by a factor
of 10, representing an extraordinary increase in flight safety.

The development over the past thirty years and expected trends over
the next twenty years of the energy consumption i.e. specific fuel
consumption, of aero-engines is represented in figure 2. Following
the introduction in the eighties of the 3rd generation of turbofans
i.e. those with high bypass ratio, a new generation featuring the '
propfan offering a reduction in specific fuel consumption to the
order.of 12 - 18% can be expected to be introduced towards the end of
the nlneties. It has still not been decided if both contestants the
unshrouded versus the shrouded version, will be successful for rea
sons that have still to be discussed.
The advances made in noise reduction can be seen in figure 3~ which
compares the limits set in 1969 according to FAR stage 2 witn those
set in 1978 according to FAR stage 3. In view of the increase in
noise which will accompany the growth in air traffic, associated with
intended extension of take-off and landings in theearly morning and
late evening, a further tightening of the regulations is being dis
cussed. As from 1990, any aircraft which fail to meet the stage 2
limits will no longer be allowed to fly. The figure also makes clear
the length of time required for the fleets worldwide to be converted
to the new standard. This, of course, is determined to a large extent
by the financial resources of the airlines.

The restrictions regarding pollutant emissions in keeping with the
internationally-accepted ICAO recommendations have resulted in the
developments and progress represented in figure 4.

In considering these fi~ures, it is striking how in contrast to un
burnt hydrocarbons (UHC and carbon monoxide (CO), which have been
greatly reduced, there as been no diminution in nitrous oxides (NOx)emission. This can be explained by the fact that whilst improvements
have been made to combustion chambers themselves, the development of
engines with higher overall press ure ratios has resulted in physical
prerequisites more unfavourable for reducing the emission of NOx.

The present situation concerning aero-engines and pollution during
the various phases of a complete flight cycle can be explained by
taking the General Electric CF6-50C as an example. This engine exists
in·a number of versions, which differ by up to 20% with respect to
pollutant emissions. Qualitatively, however, the behaviour of these
engines is essentially the same.

Comparable pollutant-emission figures are exhibited by engine fami
lies such as the Pratt &Whitney JT9D and Rolls-Royce RB211. Certain
differences in comparison with the latest models

i
such as the CF6-80,

PW4000, PW2000, V2500 or CFM56, exist only at id e, where the newer
engines are characterized by lower emissions of unburnt hydrocarbons.
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The accompanying figures illustrate the emissions of NOx, UHC, CO and
particulates for the phases take-off at sea-level, initial stage of
climb{; final approach and taxi. These phases are defined according to
the I AO LTO cycle (see figure 5). The emission figures for the re
spective phases are based on ICAO Exhaust Emission Data Bank infor
mation .

The values for cruise are considerably more difficult to measure, all
the more so since the emissions are influenced by a number of factors
such as altitude, speed, duration of flight, type of aircraft and
aircraft loading. Furthermore, it is not possible to measure the
emission figures for cruise on normal test facilities; instead spe
cial altitude test facilities associated with correspondingly high
costs must be used.

Thus
Ö

the emission figures shown in the figures for cruise (10.7 km,
M= .85) do not apply to the same CF6-50 version used for the ICAO
cycle data, but are estimates based on various information in the
1iterature.

Figure 6 shows the pollutant emissions referred to fuel consumption
(emission index EI). This parameter is most appropriate for assessing
the combustors of various engines or engine categories. Typically
NOx emissions are particularly hi~h on take~offl whereas this appiies
to UHC and CO during taxi. At crU1se, the emiss10n of NOx is approxi
mately half as great as during take-off, and the UHC and CO emissions
are negligible.

If we take the absolute fuel consumption for each phase of flight as
illustrated in figure 7 and multiply by the emission index according
to figure 6, we obtain the emission rate per hour as shown in figure
8. In this case, for example, the NOX emission rate per unit of time
at cruise corresponds to roughly 1/6 of the rate per unit of time at
take-off.

A simplified flight cycle for a s~ort domestic flight l co~sisting of
the ICAO cyc1e plus 30 minute crU1se phase as shown 1n f1gure 5,
results in the pollutant emission figures for each phase 111ustrated
in figure 9. Because of lack of data, the final part of climb and
initial approach where the altitude is greater, have been added to
the cruise phase' because in the first instance somewhat greater and
in the second somewhat lower values than at cruise ar~ expected.
According to this, for the ~iven f1ight cycle~ a~prox1matel~ 2(3 of
the NOx emission occurs dur1n~ crU1se, and 80~ of the.CO em1ss1 0n
occurs during taxi. UHC emiss10ns occur almost exclus1vely dur1ng
taxi.
Finally, figure 10 shows the emission of particulates.in the various
phases of flight. There are no data ava1lable for crU1se. The.e~ls
sions are shown as the smoke number. It lies well below the llm1~ of
visibility which is in the region of SN = 22 for the CF6-50 eng1ne,
in all phases of flight.

3) TRENDS IN FUTURE ENGINE DEVELOPMENT REGARDING POLLUTANT
EMMISSIONS

NEW PROPULSORS
In response to the oil crisis in the seventies, in the Uni ted States
NASA initiated aseries of aero-engine technology programmes, in-
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cluding the unshrouded propfan in particular. This concept represents
the transfer of the swept-wing effect, aimed at reducing the drag at
high flyin9 speeds of modern aircraft l to the propeller, enabling the
propfan-drlven aircraft to attain flYlng speeds comparaole to those
of the jet aircraft, that is to say in the region of Mach 0.8. Whilst
initially the simple single-shaft propfan was pursued, since the
beginning of the eighties it has come to be realized that for various
reasons the counter-rotating version is more economical and offers
clearly superior operating characteristics (see figure 11, bottom
1eft) .

Sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology, start
ing in 1983 in con~unction with MBB MTU thus carried out a study to
establish if the sald economic advantages of the unshrouded propfan
over the turbofan exist in fact. The flndings showed that the reduc
tion in direct operating costs, attainable with the more favourable
counter-rotating propfan, of a short to medium-haul airliner of the
Airbus A320 class is marginal because any advantages offered by the
considerable reduction in specific fuel consumption are largel~ off
set by the higher installation weight and cost of the engine. The
study revealed in particular that the installation of the unshrouded
propfan on the wing is impracticable in view of the measures that
would be required to soundproof the cabin.

As a compromise between the turbofan and unshrouded counter-rotating
propfan, these findings gave rise to the counter-rotating shrouded
propfan (CRISP), which combines the advantages of both engines
(figure 11). More or less at the same time, P&W commenced studies
into a shrouded single-rotation propfan known as the Advanced Ducted
Propfan (ADP) . Both concepts have been investigated and compared with
regard to their feasibility and economy. The studies resulted in
mechanical designs such as can be seen in figure 12. Concerning the
two concepts, it should be noted that

the ADP generally speaking makes for a simpler and thus more
cost-favourable engine, which can thus also be regarded as being
less prone to risks; wnereas

the CRISP is characterized by the fact that for a given frontal
area

A
the specific fuel consumption is 3 - 5% better than that of

the DP and that the highly regarded gearless design of the con
ventional turbofan is feasible.

A detailed description and analysis of the shrouded propfan concepts
in comparison with propfans and conventional turbofans is provided
in Ref. [1].

Seen overall
Ö

the attainable reduction in specific fuel consumption
amounts to 1 - 11% with the ADP, and 14 - 15% with CRISP. Experience
shows that in comparison with the turbofan, the CRISP can be expected
to bring savings in direct operating costs especially in long-haul
operations, whereas the ADP will be cheaper in short- and medium-haul
operations.

From this it becomes apparent that the new propulsor concepts ADP and
CRISP are capable of making a not insignificant contribution towards
the indirect measures for reducing the impact on the earth's atmos
phere mentioned above.
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FUTURE CORE ENGINES

Besides the described method of reducing the specific fuel consump
tion of new enQines, which is based essentiallyon improving the
propulsive efflcienc~ by reducing the specific thrust, another and in
a sense final possib1lity of reducing the specific fuel consumption
lies in the development of more efficient core engines, i.e. gas
turbines, used for providing the propulsor driving power.

This calls in particular for a further increase in the turbine entry
temperature and overall press ure ratio, but also for an improvement
in the component efficiencies. The present and expected course of
development of the turbine entry temperature and overall pressure
ratio is shown in figure 13. As made clear in figure 14, the rela
tionship between the two is thermodynamically justified, where their
statistical development corresponds pretty well to the technical and
economic optimum in that in forsaking the aerodynamically and tech
nically difficult attainment of the pressure ratio most favourable as
far as fuel consumption is concerned, somewhat lower pressure ratios
are selected at the expense of somewnat higher specific fuel consump
tion.

Moreover, the fact should not be overlooked that - as already dis
cussed in connexion with figure 4 - a further increase in the overall
pressure ratio would vitiate the accompanying efforts to red~ce NOx
emission.

On top of this, an~ further increase in the turbine entry temperature
represents a rlse 1n specific core enQine performance, associated
with a decrease in core enQine main dlmensions for a given propulsor
performance or size. The hlstory over the past two decades and the
forecast into the next century of the development of the core-engine
share of the total mass flow and total thrust is illustrated in
figure 15. The decreasing share in mass flow in association with the
increasing compression leads to extremely small duct heights at the
compressor exit and in the high-pressure turbine, with the result
that the retention let alone the improvement of present efficiencies
becomes no simple matter.

The considerable influence of the component efficiency, pressure
losses and cooling-air reguirement on the specific core engine data
becomes clear from the following table, in which the figures are
referred to astate of the art turbofan :

Effect on core eng ine
(Max . cruise thrust; M= 0.80; H= 11 km)

Specific power SFC

+ 4.5% - 2.6%1% improvement in efficiency of
all turbomach inery components

1% reduction in total pressure
losses

1% reduction in HP turbine
cooling-air requirement

+ 0.4%

+ 2.0%

- 0.4%

- 0.5%

In view of the above, it becomes logical to consider combining highly
favourable fuel consumption plus moderate overall press ure ratios
with appropriate conditions for reducing NO~ emissions. The classic
technical solution to the problem of achievlnQ very good specific
fuel consumption as well a~ favourable conditlons for reduced NOx
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emission lies in the recuperated gas turbine engine with or without
intercooler. The relativel~ low overall pressure ratio of the cycle
featuring recuperator and lntercooler in comparison with the conven
tional cycle is illustrated in figure 14. Studies to date have shown
that despite the greater design investment involved, the conceRt
featuring intercooler and exhaust heat exchanger in general offers
the following advantages in comparison with the verSlon with heat
exchanger alone:

The specific power of the core engine is some 25 - 30% greater,
meaning that its mass flow and/or dimensions are reduced corre
spondingly

The specific fuel consumption is about 7% better

Low-temperature cooling-air is available at the compressor exit

Moderate gas temperature on entry into the heat exchanger even
with higher turbine entry temperature

The bottom half of figure 16 shows the design of the CRISP with ad
vanced technology core engine of conventional type, i.e. with high
compression and no heat · exchanger, corresponding to the state of the
art of around the year 2000. In contrast, the top half outlines the
CRISP with the same thrust but featuring an intercooled

i
recuperative

core engine l representing the state of the art which wi 1 presumably
not be attalnable before the year 2010 however. In this arrangement,
the intercooler receives its air from the propulsor, where the 9ain
in thrust from the recovery of heat outweighs the tnrust sacriflced
through pressure losses.

The cycle data of the core engines according to figure 16 can be
sumrnarized as follows:

Engine CRISP CRISP
without heat exchanger with heat exchanger

Possible introduction date 2000 2010+

Turbine entry temperature 1600 - 1700 K 1700 - 1800 K
at take-off, hot day

Pressure ratio 38:1 - 50:1 26:1 - 28:1
at max . cruise
Bypass ratio 25:1 - 27:1 30:1 - 34:1

On the one hand, it should be noted that the development of efficient
core engines without heat exchanger is also a possibility with future
turbofans. On the other hand it goes without saying that the realiza
tion of recuperative core engines depends on the availability of
compact, light and highly-efficient heat exchangers. Thanks to the
investigations it has been conducting since 1979, MTU already has
acquired an excellent technological basis in this area, compare
Ref. [2].

The specific fuel consumption expected of future CRISPs with conven
tional or recuperative core engines related to the important oper
ating range i s illustrated in figure 17. From this it can be seen
that the advantageous consumption of the recuperative core engine
sterns from the known favourable part-load characteristics of the
recuperative gas turbine. This is made clear in figure 18, which
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provides a comparison of the specific fuel consumption at part-load
of the state of the art turbofan and the concepts of the future. This
shows that in comparison with the turbofan of the same standard, the
shrouded propfan with conventional core engine of the state of the
art of the year 2000 is characterized by a reduction in fuel consump
tion of around 11% in the most important thrust range, and that for
the year 2010 this fi~ure is about 15%. The shrouded propfan with
recuperative core englne of the year 2010+ is expected to give a
further saving in the region of 13% over the propfan with conven
tional core of the same standard .

Based on a long-haul aircraft of the class of the Airbus A340, a
weight situation as follows can be expected:

Take-off weight
Number of passengers
Range
Crulsing speed
Cruising altitude
Thrust loading at take-off

260 t
300

7000 NM
0.82 Mach

31,000 - 39~000 ft
0.25 daN/kg

Engine concept

Mission fuel-load

Engine weight (4 engines)

Total propulsion weight
(engines + fuel)

Weight saving

Consequences for aircraft:

CRISP
Conventional

core

109 t

4 x 3.0 = 12 t

121 t

and/or
and/or
and/or

CRISP
Recuperative

core

95 t (-13%)

4 x 4.0 = 16 t (+33%)

111 t

10 t

o More freight
o Greater range
o Reduced weight
o Improved wing design

As a result, a clearly improved aircraft with reduced take-off weight
can be expected. However, as attractive as the reduction in fuel
consumption over the long term may be, it must not be overlooked that
the devel~pment of a recuperative core engine will be very difficult
in view of the aspects weight and reliability. Moreover, gaining the
acceptance of the operators will not be so simple.

POLLUTANT EMISSIONS

It is clear that the shrouded propfan described above will play its
part in the indirect approach to protecting the atmosphere, i.e .
through reduced fuel consumption. With the core engines also de
scribed above on the other hand, the problem is approached both
directly and indirectly in that in addition to the improved fuel-con
sumption characteristics, the redesign of the combustion chambers in
particular can be expected to make a major contribution. Initially it
is assumed that the measures envisaged so far, namely as shown in
figure 19, will apply equally to both core-engine concepts. However,
since the third step is valid only up to certain operating pressures,
it will probably be most effective in conjunction with the recupera
tive core engine.
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In any case as made clear in above discussion on future core engines,
the development of conventional core engines aimed at greater economy
will result in higher pressure ratios, meaning that, as shown on the
left of figure 20, the physical conditions necessary for reducing NOxemissions through the above measures will become significantly more
difficult. Consequently it is possible that under certain circum
stances the further development of conventional core engines with
higher overall pressure ratios will be hindered or even prevented
because of their inability to comply with possible future regulations
limiting the NOx emissions. Figure 20 also makes it clear that if the
trend towards higher .pressure ratios continues, the situation can be
improved only through the second and third measures, shown in figure
19. But it is still uncertain if they can be realized in practice and
if they will be approved. In contras t 1 with the recuperative core
engine shown on the right in figure 2u, the lower pressures and tem
peratures on entry into the combustion chamber mean that signifi
cantly reduced NOx emissions are to be expected and that these emis
sions will remain below the present levels even if the engines are
further developed to achieve greater economy.

The methods of reducing pollutant emissions and the problems expected
in this connexion are described next.

4. COMBUSTOR CONCEPTS FOR LOW POLLUTANT EMISSIONS

CONVENTIONAL COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

The design of combustion chambers for gas-turbine engines is deter
mined by two factors. Firstly the engine load is controlled by
varying the turbine entry temperature and thus the overall fuel-air
mixture ratio in the combustion chamber. Secondly, this overall mix
ture ratio is so lean in all stages of operation that stable combus
tion would not be possible. To enable an engine to be controlled
accompanied by simultaneous stable combustion

i
the combustion chamber

consists of zones with different temperature evels (figure 21).

The first or primary combustion zone is supplied with a portion of
the air from the compressor and at full load is operated virtually
stoichiometrically, whilst at idle the equivalence ratio i.e . the
fuel-air ratio related to the stoichiometric ratio, which is an in
dication of the richness of a mixture, drops to about 0.5. By this
means safe engine control is achieved.

If on the other hand all of the compressor air were to be mixed with
the fuel, the combustion chamber flame would be extin9uished at
part-load operation (figure 22) and control would be lmpossible.

However, as a consequence of this method of engine control large
amounts of NOx are produced under full-load operatin9 conditions,
since NOx formation is greatest in the region of stolchiometric com
bustion. The formation of CO and UHC, which sets in at low tempera
tures close to the extinction limit, can be largely avoided, as can
the smoke formation. Thus, typically, the NOx and smoke emission of a
jet engine is greatest on take-off, whereas the emission of CO and
UHC is greatest at idle and low engine load conditions.

Whilst CO and UHC emissions have been drastically reduced in modern
jet engines, the emission of NOx has even increased. The reason is to
be found in that the overall pressure ratio of jet engines is contin
ually increasing, resulting in a virtual doubling of the NOx emis
sion index over the past 20 years.
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LEAN COMBUSTION

In order to reduce NOx emission 1 the equivalence ratio in the primary
zone, which is responsible for the emi.ssion, must be modified.

Taking another look at figure 22l which shows the combustion temper
ature plotted as a function of tne primary zone equivalence ratio,
puttin9 it simply, one can distinguish three zones in which pollutant
format10n occurs. At low temperatures and marked lean.conditions, CO
and UHC are formed . In the region around stoichiometric combustion,
marked NOx formation occurs, and smoke starts to form with rich mix
tures above an equivalence ratio of 1.6.

There are two narrow windows between these regions in which pollutant
formation is low. With conventional combustion chambers the full-load
operating point of the primary combustion zone lies in the region of
maximum NOx formation. This is deliberate to provide a wide range of
engine control.

In order to reduce the NOx formation, the operating point can be
shifted into one of the windows where the formation of pollutants is
the smallest in the lean or rich re9ion. Shiftin9 of the operating
point into the lean region results 1n correspond1ng lean combustion
(figure 23). In practice this is achieved by feeding the whole of the
compressor air to the primary combustion zone, and not just .a portion
of it. In this case, it is very important that the combustion mixture
is homogeneous

Ö
otherwise local hot-spots occur, which results in the

formation of N x.

There are two ways in which the required homogeneity can be achieved.
FirstlY,the fuel can be premixed and prevaporized externally before
the mixture enters the combustion chamber. Secondly, this premixing
section can be omitted and the fuel can be injectea direct1y into the
primary combution zone and premixed there . However, there is a risk
that the fuel will ignite before the premixing process has been
completed.

It must be borne in mind that the range of control of these combus
tion chambers is very small in compar1son with conventional types and
is no longer adequate for purposes of engine control. Hence, measures
must be taken to widen the range of control l whilst maintaining the
desired optimum equivalence ratio in the pr1mary combustion zone, as
described below in greater detail.

LEAN COMBUSTION WITH PREMIXING AND PREVAPORIZATION

The NOx emitted by modern engines is thermal NOx meaning that low
ering of the temperature by 1ean combustion in t~e primary zone is a
very effective method of reducing the emission of NOx• For this, the
fue1 must be well mixed with the air. In the most favourable case
the fuel should be completel~ vaporized and the fuel and air ideafly
mixed before entering the pr1mary zone of the combustion chamber.
This requires the introduction of an external premixing section in
which the air is premixed and prevaporized.

Premixing sections are used with success in stationary gas-turbine
installations. But it must be remembered that here the combustion
chamber pressures and temperatures are relatively low and that the
residence time in the premixing section, allowab1e in relation to
spontaneous ignition, is very 10n9 « 1 s). By contrast, under the
conditions prevailing in aero-eng1nes, the acceptable residence time
is no longer than about 6 ms, compare figure 24.
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Figure 25 shows the degree of vaporization expeeted under these eir
eumstanees. With a eombustor entry temperature of 750 K, the degree
of vaporization is in the region of 85%. However, bearing in mind
that the a110wab1e residenee time in the premixing seetion aeeording
to Ref. [3] is subjeet to a re1ative1y 1arge degree of uneertainty,
it on1y app1ies to the premixing seetion deseribed there.

Thus in aero-engines a safety faetor of about 3 is ea11ed for. As a
resuft of whieh, the residenee time is eut to about 2 ms. Under these
eonditions the degree of vaporization reduees to 55%. It must also be
borne in mind that in modern aero-engines at take-off, the pressures
and temperatures at eombustor entry are very high (30 bar, 850 K),
meaning that the use of 1ean eombustion with premixing and prevapor
ization is restrieted to eruise with today's engines and fue1s. This
has been verifted experimenta11y where ~ompanies sueh as General
E1eetrie have great experienee. ft has tested eombustion ehambers oper
atin9 aeeording to the prineip1e of 1ean eombustion with externa1
prem1xing under various eonditions, where damage to the premixing see
tion oeeured at apressure of approximate1y 20 bar and a eombustor in
let temperature of approximate1y 830 K. It was not possib1e to e1arify
if this damage was the resu1t of spontaneous ignition or f1ashbaek,
see Ref. [4]. Regarding to re1iabi1ity and safety, 1ean eombustion
with externa1 premixing and prevaporization is 1imited in use.

To avoid the dangers inherent in externa1 premixing, 1ean eombustion
with interna1 mixing is also possib1e. But there is then the danger
of the fue1 i9nition before a suffieient degree of mixing has oe
eured, resu1t1ng in high NOx emission. In addition~ ignition of the
fue1 droplets ean oeeur before they have been eomplete1y vaporized
and have entered the eombustion ehamber. This also leads to inereased
NOx emission.

Fina11y, marked inhomogeneities in the primary zone region also lead
to inereased CO emission. For this reason, the potential for redueing
the emission of NOx with 1ean eombustion and interna1 mixing is re1a
tive1~ sma11. Reduetion of around 30 - 50% was attained aeeording to
Ref. L5]. In eontrast, the CO and UHC emissions were very 10w.

COOLING REQUIREMENTS

There is yet another aspeet whieh limits the use of the 1ean eombus
tion prineip1e over the mean term. This is the faet that with in
ereasing turbine entry temperature, the air required for eombustion
inereases the more, the 9reater is the degree of 1ean eombustion
desired. As i11ustrated 1n figure 26, the amount of eoo1ing air
avai1ab1e deereases proportionate1y. Consequent1y, with a primary
zone temperature of 2000 K and a eombustion ehamber exit temperature
of 1800 K, the proportion of air avai1ab1e for eoo1ing is on1y about
20% . Whi1st it is true that the eoo1in9 air requirement with lean
eombustion is not as great as with sto1ehiometrie eombustion, this
reduetion is not nearly as great as that whieh oeeurs in the amount
of eoo1ing air avai1able. Henee, it is neeessary either to find
methods of eoo1ing whieh require 1ess air or a110w a hi9her eombus
tion temperature, whieh again leads to inereased NOx em1ssion, or
higher eombustor liner temperatures.

RICH-LEAN COMBUSTION

If the operatin9 point in the primary zone is shifted into the window
in whieh 10w em1ssion oeeurs in the rieh re9ion, a seeond, 1ean re
eombustion stage must be added after the pr1mary, rieh eombustion
zone. This is eorresponding1y known as rieh-1ean eombustion (figure 27).
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Transition from the first to the second zone is effected by the
rapid addition of air. Once again, the range of control is much
sma11er than with conventiona1 combustion chambers and is far from
adequate for engine operation.

The emission of NOx is at its minimum with an equiva1ence ratio of
around 1.6. However, under these conditions increased CO I UHC and
smoke emission occurs. The emission of smoke increases wlth in
creasing equiva1ence ratio and increasing combustion chamber pres
sure . The threshold at which the limits of smoke emission are exeeded
is frequent1y be10w the optimum equiva1ence ratio for NOx emission.
This app1ies the more, the higher is the combustion chamber pressure .
The relationship between smoke and NO~ emission at high pressures and
temperatures corresponding to take-oft conditions has not been suffi
cient1y studied to date.

The mixture problem is of importance for rich-lean combustion for two
reasons:

In a simi1ar way as with all combustion chambers, for the rich
stage it is important that the mixture of the fue1 and air be as
homogeneous as possible in order to reduce the tendency towards
smoke formation and for NOx emission.

More important however is the rapid admixing of air durin9 the
transition from the rich to the lean zone, because stoichlometric
mixture processes are invo1ved, resu1ting in the formation of
thermal NOx. It is then vital that as homogeneous as possib1e a
mixture in the 1ean zone is reached as speedi1y as possib1e.

How successfu1 will be the reduction in NOx emission accompanied by
satisfactory CO UHC and smoke emissions by means of rich-lean com
bustion after all the above problems have been solved, is very uncer
tain. From the theoretica1 point of view, rich-lean combustion could
be as effective as lean combustion with premixing. This is i11us
trated in figure 28, which shows ana1ytical results on the influence
of the equiva1ence ratio and residence time on the total fixed ni
trogen, i.e . mainly of NOx. Considering that since both the smoke
problem and the need for rapid mixing represent additional diffi
culties, a reduction in NOx emission in the order of 60 - 70% is
fair1y rea1istic.

Simi1ar to the 1ean combustion chamber, coo1ing is also a problem
with the rich-1ean combustion chamber, a1though in this case the
problem is confined to the special conditions obtainin9 in the rich
zone . The use of fi1m-coo1ing is not permitted here~ Slnce it wou1d
resu1t in excessive oxygen and thus the formation or thermal NOx.On1y convection coo1ing from the outside is permitted. The question
of whether this is adequate given the high pressure conditions, or if
new heat-resistant materials such as ceramics will have to be used
still needs to be answered.

CONTROL OF LOW-EMISSION COMBUSTION CHAMBER

In princip1e there are two methods of decoup1ing the fue1-air ratio
at the end of the combustion chamber from the quiva1ence ratio in the
primary combustion zone, namely by fuel staging or air staging
(figure 29). Fuel stagin9 is suitable only for 1ean combustion,
whereas air staging (varlable geometry) is required for rich-1ean
combustion .
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With fuel staging, different combustion zones are provided for idle
and full-load operation, where these zones can be arranged axially or
radially (figure 29). At idle, burning takes place only in the pilot
zone, with the main zone being activated as the engine load in
creases. Lean combustion under various operating conditions can be
achieved by matching the airflow for the Rilot and main zones accom
Ranied by variation of the distribution of the fuel to the two zones.
However, it needs to be borne in mind that unsteady control will
occur, especiall~ when switching in the main zone, and there will not
always be an opt1mum mixture ratio in both zones.

More effective from the point of view of combustion chamber control
is air stagin~, where the optimum mixture ratio in the primary com
bustion zone lS achieved by varying the proportion of air in the
mixture. This calls for a control mechanism capable of varying
cross-section responsible for the supply of air to the primary zone lwhere this variation must be compensated by a corresponding change 1n
the mixing zone. By this means it is possible to maintain the desired
mixture ratio in the primary zone. However, it has to be said that
the presence of moving parts in the vicini.ty of the combustion cham
ber with its high pressures and temperatures involves considerable
risk. Hence, particular attention must be paid to reliability and
.ai rwort hi ness at the design stage.

5) COMBUSTOR CONCEPTS FOR ALTERNATIVE FUELS

GENERAL

Regarding the use of alternative fuels as a means of reducing the
ecological impact of future aircraft, attention is currently concen
trated on hydrogen and, to a lesser extent, on methane.

Irrespective of emission
i

there is no question that hydro~en is pre
ferable to all other fue s when it comes to hypersonic fl1ght or
space flight, not just because it is capable of providing the greater.
specific thrust required in these applications, but also because it
offers the much sought-after greater cooling capacity. However, with
subsonic aircraft, which are likely to predominate for some time to
come, these properties are not required.

Moreover , as early as the fifties, hydrogen was envisaged as a fuel
for high-altitude aircraft thanks to its superior combustion stabili
ty at low pressures. Bearing the high life requirements of modern
engines and today's stringent certification regulations in mind, the
solution to the problem of hydrogen embrittlement of highly-stressed .
hot-section components

i
encountered in conventional jet engines fu

elled by hydrogen, wil not be simple, but should not be impossible.

Since at least the seventies it has been known that for a given pas
senger-carrying capacity and ran~e, subsonic airliners propelled by
hydrogen will be si~nificantly llgnter, but more spacious. ·Thi s calls
for totally new des1gns. The underlying reason lies in the signifi
cantly lesser weight but greater volume referred to equivalent com
bustion energy of liquid hydrogen in comparison with kerosine, as
shown in figure 30.

Since these earlier studies it has been quite clear that the sig
nificantly higher specific cost of liquid hydrogen left no hope of
greater or even comparable economy of hydrogen-propelled airliners
versus kerosine-propelled types. Moreover, the costs of setting up
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the infrastructure necessary for the introduction of liquid hydrogen
as well as the solution to problems associated with aircraft safety
were further arguments against this new breed of aircraft, but these
arguments are well-enough known and need not be gone into here.

Furthermore, the emission characteristics of hydrogen in comparison
with kerosine were already a topic for discussion as early as the
seventies, when the problem of pollution in and above the tropopause
was at least seen in its true perspective. However, the main consid
erations behind the choice of hydrogen as an alternative to kerosine
were questions of economy and safety .

Although it is now appreciated that NOx emissions can probably be
kept very low with methane the use of methane-propelled aircraft
instead of kerosine-propelied ones was not a topic for discussion
in those days. This was because with regard to economy this fuel
did not offer any visible advantages that would have justified cor
responding development. In fact, lf anything, there would have been
disadvantages.

CONVERSION OF COMBUSTOR CONCEPTS

Of late l hydrogen has again come into consideration as a fuel for
commerclal aircraft because of its supposed lesser impact on the
earth's atmosphere at great altitudes, namely in and above the tropo
pause. This section, therefore, will be concentrated on the combus
tion of hydrogen and the discussion of the problems expected from
this in comparison with the combustion of kerosine and methane. This
situation is illustrated in figure 31, which gives a qualitative
comparison of the properties of the fuels under discussion, which are
of relevance with regard to combustion or NOx emission so critical at
great altitude.

In principle, the most effective method of reducing the emission of
NOx is to be found in lean combustion in association with premixin9.
However, because of the danger of spontaneous ignition, with keroslne
this process can be used only at low press ures and temperatures (at
cruise~ for example). When hydrogen or methane is used, however, .this
risk or spontaneous i9nition with premixing is reduced. Conversely,
the risk of spark ignltion as a result of flashback is low with kero
sine and methane . Because of hydrogen's extremely high flame-propaga
tion velocity, however, the danger of flashback from the primary zone
of the combustion chamoer into the premixing zone is much greater
with hydrogen than with kerosine and methane. Hence, the premixing
concept cannot be used in hydrogen-fuelled engines.

It must further be borne in mind that in contrast to Kerosine and
methane, hydrogen burns immediately after entering the primary zone
wherever it comes into contact with air, although extremely different
equivalence ratios can occur locally at the entrance. The extremely
high convective mixing rate and molecular diffusion capability of
hydr0gen in air will certainly dampen this effect, but cannot elimi
nate lt altogether. Hence, one will have to reckon with the follo
wing, at least so long as today's injection systems are still in use:

That local variations in the eguivalence ratio where burning
occurs in the primary zone will be greater with hydrogen than
with kerosine, with the result that the desired conditions of
lean combustion will indeed prevail in general, but not univer
sally; and
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that because of its ver~ wide ignition limits, hydrogen will also
burn in areas where it lS not supposed to, for example close to
walls, resulting in thermal problems.

This situation is adressed by figure 32, which gives a survey of the
ignition limits of the fuels at different pressures , where the ex
tremely low lean ignition limit of hydrogen is striKing.

In view of the fact that equivalence ratios of around unity probably
cannot be avoided locally in the primary zone with hydro~en, and that
the maximum possible combustion temperature of hydrogen lS greater
than that of kerosine and methane*, an unfavourable effect on NOxemission is to be expected with hydrogen, at least for as long as
today's injection systems are in use.

In contrast, it is to hydrogen's advantage that because of its very
special properties, the combustion chamber can be much smaller in
cross section and be shorter than combustion chambers for kerosine.
This in turn means that the residence time of the combustion gases
will be reduced and, since the rate of NO~-formation under the condi
tions in question is more or less proport10nal to the residence time,
the NOx emisson will also be reduced correspondingly.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments carried out to date with a combustion chamber burning
kerosine, propane** and hydrogen as illustrated i~ figures 3~ and 3~
have demonstrated that in the present case, that lS to say w1th the
same combustion chamber configuration and the same aerodynamic and
thermodynamic conditions~ hydrogen produces by far the greatest NOxemission, compare Ref. [0]. But it must be pointed out that

a conceivable injection system developed specially for hydrogen
and designed for particularly intensive mixing of air and hy
drogen after the entry to the primary zone, and

the correct dimensioning of combustion chambers for hydrogen, in
other words for short residence times,

can contribute considerably towards reducing the NOx-formation rate.

From the foregoing it should therefore not be concluded that the
emission of NOx is necessarily greater with hydrogen than with kero
sine or propane (methane) .

Apart from the combustion-technology aspects discussed above, it
should be mentioned that concerning NOx-formation, hydrogen's higher
maximum combustion temperature in air associated with temperature
restriction in the primary zone necessitates a lower eguivalence
ratio than with kerosine. Consequently, there will be less
coolin~-air available in the combustion chamber with hydrogen in
compar1son with kerosine, setting greater demands with regard to
materials technology. However, this can be offset in that the ther-

At entry conditions of p = 1 bar and T = 850 K, the max.
attainable temperature is 2600 K with hydrogen as opposed to
2480 K with kerosine and 2530 K with methan .

** Propane (C3H8) is considered to behave similarly
as methane (CH4) .
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mally-stressed areä-of combustion chambers for hydrogen can be kept
smaller than in those for kerosine.

An experimental programme concerning hydrogen- and methane-propelled
aircraft, recently carried out in the USSR, is reported on in Ref.
[7], where the most interesting aspects would appear to be the prac
tical experience gained with cryogenic fuels.

OUTLOOK CONCERNING POLLUTANT EMISSIONS

Figure 35 shows the expected emission figures for hydrogen, kerosine
and methane for combustion of the same energy-content under the same
aerodynamic and thermodynamic conditions. An important consideration
here is that the emission of water, which is considered to be par
ticularly critical at great altitude, is noticeably greater with
hydrogen.th~n with ker~sine or even methane. On the other hand~ the
lower emlSSlon of C02 ln the case of methane and even the absolute
avoidance of C02 emissions by hydrogen-fuelled engines is of no rele
vance, since even the absolute avoidance of C02 emissions at any
altitude would be virtually meaningless in view of minimal role
played by air traffic in the total emissions of C02 attributable
to man.

As far as the emission of NOx is concerned, figure 35 indicates that
greater progress is to be expected with hydrogen than kerosine, since
- as explained earlier - in addition to lean combustion, advantage
can be taken of the shorter residence time when hydrogen is used as
the fuel.

Apart fromthe fact that the starting situation is already favourable
concerning methane , the prospects for this fuel are particularly
propitious, since lt would seem that lean combustion can be combined
with premixing and prevaporization 4 thanks to methane's superior
properties, illustrated in figure ~1 .

Finally, a comprehensive qualitative assessment of the aviation fuels
under review, such as that represented in figure 36 indicates that in
the light of today's knowledge, hydrogen's purported particular envi
ronmental friendliness is questionable.

6) LONG TERM TREND IN POLLUTANT EMISSIONS

It is certain that air traffic will continue to grow and more knowl
edge will be gained about the effects of enQine exhaust and pol
lutant emissions at great altitudes, speciflcally the tropopause and
above, which is a matter we have tended to neglect in the past. Con
sequently, the aerosRace industry as well as the public are becoming
increasingly aware of the need for a careful review of future devel
opments in commercial aviation in order to ensure that due attention
is paid to protecting the earth's atmosphere.

The impact on the atmosphere is illustrated as listed below, which
shows the percentage of fuel burnt in the critical altitude range,
based on Lufthansa fiQures for the year 1988. It can be assumed that
analysis of air trafflc worldwide would show similar results .

o Tropopause altitude (seasonal average) ranges between 8 km
(at poles) and 15 km (at equator)

o Tropopause altitude in summertime is generally higher than in
wintertime
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o With the lufthansa fleet 17 - 20% of total fue1 is burnt in or
above the tropopause

o Medium and 10ng range f1ights be10w the tropopause wou1d resu1t
in fue1 burn increase of 6 - 8%

Figure 37 shows the expected deve10pment in air traffic wor1dwide . It
can be seen how the vo1ume of traffic is 1ike1y to double between
1988 and 2008, that is to say within 20 years .

In contrast to this enormous growth in air traffic, the potential
fue1-savin~s achievab1e with subsonic aircraft are shown in figure
38. Accord1ng to this figure a reduction in fue1 consumption per
passenger-mi1e to the order of 45 - 50% is to be expected, thanks to
improvements with regard to aircraft weight and drag as we11 as spe
cific fue1 consumption of the engines.

As mentioned in Section 1 techno10gica1 deve10pments in the aviation
industry will no longer be ab1e to be concentrated solelyon the
aspects safety and economy, but will have to pay particu1ar attention
to the effect they have on the earth 's atmosphere. It thus goes
without saying that the optimum answer lies in deve10pments which
will have a reduced impact on the atmosphere in addition to bringing
greater economy. .

To clarify the long-term situation regarding the emission of C02, H20
and NO~ as a resu1t of air traffic, the deve10pment possibi1ities
with a1rcraft and aero-engines, discussed above, are summarized in
figure 39, which also shows the availability expected with the suc
cessive introduction into service of the aircraft and engines.

Further, the modular assumption is made that a new generation of
aircraft or engines with appreciab1y smaller thrust requirement per
passenger and lower thrust-re1ated specific fuel consumption, as wel1
as significantly-reduced po11utant emissions, will be avai1ao1e for
introduction every 10 years. It is borne in mind that, as i11ustrated
in figure 40, experience shows that the introduction of a new genera
tion of aircraft or engines fe.g . generation B) will proceed slow1y
at first l but will increase ater, whi1st in the first part of the
same per10d predominantly aircraft of the previous generation (e.g.
generation A) will be supp1ied to customers. Also based on current
experience, it is further assumed that, as shown in figure 41, air
craft of a certain type will be increasing1y phased out after 16
years service, meaning that a maximum service time of 32 years can
be expected.

A summary of these modular assumptions, which of necessity represents
a considerab1e simplification in comparison with the highly-comp1ex
rea1ity, produces a trend in the emission of po1lutants as i1lus
trated 1n figure 42 . From this it becomes immediate1y apparent that
despite the assumed techno10gical pro~ress and its gradual introduc
tion as per figures 39 and 40, the em1ssion of C02 and H20 will con
tinue to increase for decades as a consequence of the continued
growth in air traffic. In contrast, it seems like1~ that the emission
of NOx, profiting from both improved fue1-consumptlon and from im
proveo combustion chambers, will reach its maximum sooner, fo110wed
by a more rapid decrease.

The emission trend according to figure 42, which of course is of a
hJPothetica1 nature, shows that even with the intensive deve10pment
of new technologies and their gradual introduction, the impact on the
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atmosphere caused by emissions will continue to increase over the
medium term, assuming that air traffic grows as prophes ied .

Looking at figures 35 and 42, it should be emphasized that in com
parison with kerosine, the use of hydrogen as an aviation fuel will
not bring about any improvements with regard to NOx emission, and
that the greater emission of H20 will even worsen the 9reenhouse
effect. Moreover, it should be stressed that the quest10n of whether
the increase in the C02-content of the atmosphere associated with the
burnin9 of oil and the other fossil fuels will be kept within accept
able 11mits over the long term or not will depend not on aviation
but on the earthbound consumer.

7. OUTLOOK FOR FUTURE AVIATION FUEL SUPPLIES

As far as specific energy costs are concerned, hydrogen will remain
more expensive than kerosine as long as there are unlimited supplies
of oil from conventional sources.

Here it should be pointed out that the oil supply situation can be
expected to change drastically in the course of this decade, as il
lustrated in figure 43. In particular~ the most important sources ,
namely those in the USA and USSR, wil I run out before the end of the
century. This means that growing importance will be attached to the
supplies in the Middle East with the associated political risks and
possibility of price increases, the more the capacities of the Middle
East sources can be increased significantly. Certainly the West has
practically inexhaustible supplies in the form of oil shale etc.
However, exploitation will be very costly, resulting in higher oil
prices as shown in figure 44. Over the long term, therefore, it will
be worthwhile to keep an eye on how the relationship between the
price of hydrogen and kerosine develops.

Bearing this background in mind, it seems reasonable to state that
reducing the amount of fuel consumed by commercial aircraft will grow
in importance, not just with regard to environmental considerations,
but also because of the economical aspects.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In view of the described possibilities of further reducing the emis
sion of NOx, coupled with the expected growth in air traffic it
becomes clear that even with the most intensive technologicaf prog
ress and the introduction of a new generation of aircraft and en
gines within the restraints of the funds available for development
and procurement, the pollution of the atmosphere by aircraft can be
expected to continue to increase for some time to come . Moreover,
present knowledge indicatesthat the question of using hydr0gen 1n
stead of kerosine as an aviation fuel is of secondary signif1Cance,
even if a distinction has to be made concerning the arguments about
the emission of NOx, H20 and C02.

The unhindered introduction of new technologies aimed at reducing the
impact on the atmosphere can be expected only when they also result
in economic advantages. A possible example would be the indirect
alleviation of the 1mpact on the atmosphere by reducing fuel consump
tion. Furthermore, the new technologies currently being developed for
directly reducing pollutant emissions, particularly NOx, will deci
sively contribute to satisfying possible future pOllutant emission
regulations above and beyond the existing ICAO recommendations.
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In every case t however, the effects of the emissions on the atmo
sphere t especlally at and above the tropopause, will have to be
clarifled. Consequently, the researchers everywhere must coordinate
their efforts to meet tne challenge of determining the effects of
aircraft emissions on the earth's atmosphere and the global conse
quences.
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Priorities concerning Engine Requirements for Commercial Aircraft

Current Future (after 2000)
Criterion Requirement Lang-haul Short/Medium- Long-haul IShortlMedium-

haul haut

Salety - Reliability v:·: ':" ':':" .; . -.- . - .>:~. : ..•.:.:.:.:.:.:.:..] , .:.:::........ .. .. .....;...;.•.:.;.;-., I
- Operat ion in a11 , ,- ) , ..,"" As belore

c1imatlc zones ,.... .... ._~ ........,. ··..··:c·:of I ·;·, ··.w.·.·."N :.;.;....:.;.;.:.:.;v;, .J

I- Protection against FOD

Profilab ility - Fuel consumption ! .............~ ••••••••• "N••••• ~ .:.. J I',',,',"'·"""'·"·"""""'" I
(Iow - Engine price c::::J I ... .... .. I As belo re
operat ing - Maintenance costs c::::J 1 ,·" ,·" ·, ,,1
costs)

Protection - Fuel consumption t:-:-·--· :...:.;.;.;-;-:-;.:! I ;':'.':':';".:-.-;.:-.-:-:-:-:.'';-:.:.','.:-:-:-:-: I
01 atrno- - Pollutants " """ · "" '·' 1 c::::::J (;.:.: :.:....,:.;.:.:...',.:.:............ .......j ( .,-: I
sphere/en- - Noise ' "". """. .",., ,, I -'-:-:'-'-';-"-"':-:-:-:",:,:,:-/-;,:-:, '...;.:- j " """ "",·" ,,··1 I .. '-";"1
vironment

Service - Ease 01 installation """""""""""""'",l j"""""""""""",,)
Ilexibility - Thrust -enhancement potential I , ,', ", ,', ," " " "" "" ,."" As i lOfe

- Weight and dimensions c::::::J 1·,-···· ,

Priority: Particularly important
I '·'; -)

Very important
" ""·""",·"" ·,,,,,1

Important

E::Jill

Fig.1

Development History of Specific Fuel Consumption of Engines
for Commercial Aircraft Cruise M=O.80; H=11 km
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Advances in Noise Reduction
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Simplified Flight Cycle
(IGAO, LTO Gycle + 30 Min. Gruise)
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Fuel Consumption for Various Phases of Right
Englne CF6-50C
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Shrouded Propfan as TechnicallEconomical Compromise between
Turbofan and Unshrouded Propfan

+ Advantage
- Disadvantage

+ + +

Fig.11

Shrouded Propfan Concepts
CRISP (Counter Rotating
Integrated Shrouded Propfan)
o Counter-rotat ing fan with

variable-pitch blades
o No gear between fan and

LP turbine
o Slim, short fan shroud

ADP (Advanced Ducted Propfan)
o Single-shaft fan with

-~Q='1""""+-J,..,.iS'ii!!~""u--,=~~_~- variable-pitch blades
o Gear between fan and LP turbine
o Slim, short fan shroud

Fig.12
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Oevelopment HIstory of Cycle Oata of
Englnes for Commerclal Alrcraft
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Development History of Relative Core Engine Mass Flow and
Core Engine Thrust Max. cruise thrust; M=O.80; H=11 km
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Future Shrouded Propfan Concepts

CRISP w ith recuperative core engine
(Year 2010 +)

CRISP with conventional core engine
(Year 2000)
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Specific Fuel Consumption of Planned Shrouded Propfan Engines with
Conventional and Recuperative Core Engine Cruise; M=O.80; H=11 km
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Expected Improvement in Specific Fuel Consumption of Engines for
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Estimated Possible NOx Reduction
Re!. NOx emission
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Principle of aGasturbine Combustor
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Lean Combustion
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The Problem of Autoignition in the Premix Duct of a LPP-Combustor
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Predicted Inlluence 01Residence Time on the Degree 01Vaporisation
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Rich-Lean Combustion
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Predicted Total Fixed Nitrogen as a Function of Primary Zone
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Different Methods of Primary Zone Fuel-Air ContraI
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Potential for Reduced NOx·Emission Combustlon of Different Fuels
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Experimental Investigations into NOx Formation for Combustion of
Hydrogen
Model combustion chamber
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FlOm D.N. Anderson: Emissions01Oxides 01Nitrogenfrom an Experimental
Premixed Hydrogen Bumer
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AsSUMED TECHNICAL STANDARDS AND SERVICE INTRODUCTION lIMES
OF FUTURE AIRCRAFT/ENGINE GENERATIONS
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Rate of Attritlon and Phaslng Out of an AlrcraWEngine Famlly
Referred to Total Number of Alrcraft Supplled
(Simplified)
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Influence of Successive Introductlon of Advanced AlrcraWEngine
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on Supply Capacities
as of 1988
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Marginal Oil Producer Prices for New Development Projects
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CONSTITUENTS AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE ABOVE AND

BELOWTHE TROPOPAUSE
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ABSTRACT

Dynamical and photochemical properties of the troposphere and stratosphere are briefly discussed.

The impact of aircraft exhaust contaminants is assessed. Olle to long residence times at cruise

altitude, some exhaust products, in particular HZO and 'NOx' are likely to build up considerable

enhancements of natural background mixing ratios, with possible consequences on ozone and

climate.

INTRODUCTION

The Earth's atmosphere constitutes a very thin gas layer. Compared to the dimension of the solid

planet, its vertical extension is almost negligible: more than 90 % of its mass are concentrated in

the lowest 10 to 15 km , the troposphere, where the weather processes take place. At 100 km

altitude, the air pressure has already dropped to 10-6 of its surface value. If this height would be

defined as the upper boundary of the atmosphere, it would account for less than one percent of the

Earth's diameter.

Nevertheless, despite of this small extension, the atmosphere has a characteristic vertical structure

determined by its average temperature profile, which is shown in figure 1 (lower part). The lowest
layer or troposphere is characterized by temperatures decreasing with height. Above the

tropopause, temperatures rise again up to the stratopause at about 50 km, where temperatures are

almostas high as at ground level. This layer called stratosphere acts as a huge inversion. Compared

to the troposphere where vertical mixing by turbulence and convection is pretty fast, vertical

motions are largely suppressed in the stratosphere.

The temperature profile shown in figure 1 reflects the thermal processes activated by solar

radiation, whose speetral distribution is shown in the upper part of the figure. The visible part of
the solar spectrum penetrates down to ground Ievel, partly attenuated by gases and aerosols. It

heats the Earth's surface, which in turn heats the atmosphere. Thus temperatures decrease with

increasing distance from thissurface. The ultraviolet part of the solar spectrum is absorbed in the

stratosphere and mesosphere by oxygen and ozone thereby crearing the aforementioned warm
layer, which is unique in the whole solar system as no other planet possesses appreciable amounts

of oxygen and thus ozone. Above 100 km, another temperature increase marks the thermosphere,
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where absorption of short ware solar UV and X rays cause temperatures to increase up to 1500

degrees.

With respect to chemica1 and dynamical aspects, stratosphere and troposphere are extremely

different. By themselves, atmospheric constituents would not reaet with each other at alt. In the

stratosphere (and mesosphere as well), however, UV radiation photolyses most of the atmospheric

gases thereby liberating atoms and radicals, which in turn drive a complex photochemica1 reaction

scheme. One of the most important complexes of this scheme is the formation of the ozone layer.

No solar UV with wavelengths shorter than 290 nm can reach the troposphere. Thus except for

ozone and pollutants such as N02, almost no constituent can be photolysed in this lowest part of

the atmosphere. Nevertheless, a complex photochemica1 reaetion system governs the troposphere,

too . It is driven by the hydroxyl radical OH, a produet of a two-step reaction initiated by ozone,

which is permanently mixed down from the stratosphere:

0 3 + hv(1.< 310 n m)-> 0 ('D) + 02
o ('D) + HZO-> Z OH

OH oxidises many of the trace gases entering the atmosphere by both natural and anthropogenie

proeesses, thereby forming soluble substances, which are washed out by precipitation.

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF nIE TROPOSPHERE AND STRATOSPHERE.

In the troposphere, turbulenee and convection provide effeetive vertical mixing. If an inert tracer is

injected, it is rapidly carried along with the winds and thus distributed within the respeetive

hemisphere. This "hemispheric mixing time" is of the order of one to two months. It takes

eonsiderably longer until global mixing of a tracer is achieved. Since the Intertropical Convergence

Zone (ITCZ) acts as a barrier, the "interhemispheric mixing time" is of the order of one to two

years.

Weather processes in connection with the water cyc1e of evaporation, cloud formation and

precipitation are the most important c1eaning mechanism of the atmosphere. Particles and soluble

gases

are direct1yinvolved in cloud formation. They are washed out by precipitation and thus have a short

tropospheric residenee time, which is of the order of days to weeks. The residence times of non

soluble gases which are converted into soluble species depend upon the rate this conversion

proceeds. Pollutants such as NOZ are oxidised by OH to HN03 which is washed out by rain. The

residence time of NOZ is about 3 days wbich is much shorter than both the hemispherie and the

interhemispheric mixing time. Thus NOZ (and its precursor NO as well) is not distributed very far
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from its emission sourees. Uke SOZ it pollutes its regional environment only. Constituents, whose

residence times are much longer than the interhemispheric mixing time, are almost equally

distributed over the whole globe, independent of the location of the sourees. NZO,with a residence

time of about 100years, belongs to this category. Fig 2 shows atmospheric
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Fi~re 1: Speetra1 distribution of solar radiation (upper part),a outside the Earth's atmosphere,

b at .ground leveI.Temperature distribution and layer structure of the atmosphere

(lower part). The warm layer characterized by a temperature maximum at the

stratopause is a result of heating due to absorption of solar radiation by ozone. The

vertical arrows indicate schematically how deep solar radiation of the respective wave

length penetrates (after Fabian 1989).

residence times for various natural and man-made constituents ranging from seconds to a century.

Because of its vertical temperature structure, the stratosphere acts as a huge inversion thus

suppressing vertical mixing. Vertical motion is largely maintained by quasi-horizontal motion on

isentropic surfaces. It is driven by large-scale waves and eddies and results in poleward transport

connected with sinking motion. This quasi-horizontal transport is responsible for the distribution of

ozone or any other substance in the stratosphere.
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Stratospheric transport processes have been studied by means of radioaetive debris from high yield

nuclear explosions performed in the atmosphere. Between 1967 and 1971 such atmospheric nuclear

tests were caried out by Red China (at 40" N) and by France (at 22" S). Approximately every 3

months fission produets were sampled by high-flying aircraft and balloons between 75° N and 55° S

within "Project Airstream" by the Health and Safety Laboratory, US Atomic Energy Commission.

Thus two-dimensional hight-latitude distributions of various nuclides were obtained. A total of 18

two-dimensional decay-correeted distributions of Zr-95 (65 days half-life) were provided by K

Telegadas (1973) for 2-D model studies (FABIAN 1974).

Fifteen of these decay-correeted Zr-95 cross seetions were suitable for use as initial tracer

distribution. By integrating the transport equation, theoretical cross-seetions were obtained for the

high-altitude sampling periods thereafter and compared with the experimental data. Every

experiment was run until the distribution of debris was disturbed by another nuclear blast. Figure 3

shows three of the fifteen experiments with the Zr-95 originating from the 1970 - 71 nuclear

explosions on both hemispheres.

!solines of the Zr-95 mixing ratio (units: pCijstandard cubic metre) are plotted on a latitude

altitude grid, the theoretical predictions from the model being solid lines for comparison with the

high-altitude sampling data (dashed lines).

For comparison the altitudes of highest concentration, symbolized by crosses and dots for

theoretical and experimental data, respectively, are also given.

During the sampling period 22 - 27 February, 1971, debris from the French 31 May, 4 July

(southern hemisphere) and the Chinese 14 Oetober, 1970 (northern hemisphere), nuclear tests was

colleeted. This material was taken as initial distribution for the first experiment. Figures A and B

give the comparison between model prediction and sampling periods, 22 - 28 May and 19 - 23 July,

1971,respectively.

Based on the initial distribution from the 22 - 28 May, 1971, sampling, Figs. 3 C and D give results

for the 19 - 23 July and 4 - 6 Oetober, 1971, periods, respectively

Debris from another French explosion on 13 June, 1971 (1 MT), together with the residue of the

Chinese 14 Oetober, 1970, shot dominating during the 19 - 23 July, 1971, sampling period, was

taken as the initial distribution for the last experiment. Figure 3 E gives predieted and measured

cross-sections for the last sampling period of thisseries 4 - 6 Oetober, 1971.

Data, classified as mixture, from different nuclear explosions according to their Zr-95jCs-144 ratio,

were not included in these model experiments. Thus some of the dotted lines show gaps, especially

in the equatorial region where the mixing between debris from the French and Chinese bombs

mostly occurred. A detailed presentation of the model is given elsewhere (Fabian 1974).
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Distribution of Zr-95 mixing ratio (p Ci/SCM) corrected for radioactive decay to 14

Oetober, 1970. Solid lines: theoretical prediction from model; dahed lines: data from

high-altitude sampling program. Altitudes of maximal concentration are indicated by

x and . for theoretical and experimental data, respeetively. Experiment 1 (sub-figures

A and B) based upon the initial distribution from the 22-27 February 1971, sampling

(4 und 8 months after injeetion, respeetively). Experiment 2 (sub figures C and D)

based on the initial distribution from the 22-28 May, 1971, sampling (7 and 11 months

after injeetion, respectively). Experiment 3 (sub-figure E) based on the initial

distribution from the 19-23 July, 1971, sampling (9 and 1 month after injection,

respeetively).The number of days and the date given in every sub-figure corresponds

to the integration time and the centre of the sampling interval for which comparison

between predietion and observation is made, respectively. For further information see

text
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Additional experiments were carried out with the tracer model for estimating stratospheric

residence times as a function of altitude and latitude, Applying the concept of residence times one

has to be very careful because they strongly depend upon how they are defined. Here we were

interested in estimating the time for the e-fold decrease of a stratospheric disturbance caused by a

single injection at a certain altitude and latitude, for instance by a nuclear bomb explosion or

aircraft exhaust produets.

Figure 4 demonstrates the results as isolines of residence time derived from the numbers obtained

for the grid-points. According to tbe definition used for this study the residence time for a certain

grid-point is that time necessary for reducing the stratospheric disturbance, caused by a single

injection at this particular point, to 1/e of its initial value. (For more details see Fabian 1974).

From such results it follows that stratospheric tracers which are removed from the atmospbere by

tropospheric scavenging, wasbout or rainout, have a stratospheric residence time of one year and

longer. Residence times increase with increasing height. For the tropopause level a residence time

of about 1 year or slightly less can be assumed.

niE IMPACf OF AlRCRAFr EXHAUSTON ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

Based on the fact that aircraft contaminants make up only about one percent of total emissions of

contaminants into tbe atmosphere, tbe effect of aircraft has long been considered negligible. In tbe

light of long atmospheric residence times at tropopause level, however, this relation by mass only

needs to be revised.

Assuming that the bulk of the fuel is bumt during cruise at 10 km altitude, a simple study shows

that at least two of the exhaust produets, i.e. H20 and NO", cause significant disturbances of the

trace gas composition of this altitude regime (Fabian 1988).

For this study it was assumed that worldwide 86 x 106 tons of kerosene are consumed per year. For

every of the reaction produets an emission index was taken from Oliver et al. (1977) according to

the following table

Product Emission Index Global Increase of

(q/kq) Emission (t/y) mixinq ratio
at 200 hPa

CO2 3.22 x 103 277 x 106 0.25 ppm
H20 1.25 x 103 108 x 106 0.1 ppm
NOx (as N02 ) 10 860 x 103 2 ppb
Co 3 258 x 103 0.25 ppb
Hydrocarbons 0.5 43 x 103 43 ppt
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Assuming that a residence time of 1 year applies to these exhaust products, the increase of mixing

ratio at flight level (ZOO hPa) caused by these contaminants was calculated. The mass of the atmo

sphere was taken as 53 x 1014 t,

If the contaminants are spread evenly over the entire globe, the figures given in the last column of

the table show the amount of disturbance to beexpeeted.

The impact of COZ is just a contribution to the total amount of COZ released by buming fossil

fuels. It has no specific impact on the chemistry of the atmosphere.

Vertical profiles of HZO in the stratosphere are shown in fig. 5. If 0.1 ppm would be added at

tropopause level, local saturation and thus cloudjcontrail formation can be expected. The effect

will be considerably enhanced if the emissions are not evenly distributed but rather concentrated in

certain latitude regions. Increases of HZO mixing ratios by 0.5 to 1 ppm may be expected there

which make up 10percent of the natural abundance of about 10 ppm at that altitude ( see Fig. 5).

Contrail formations which are common in areas where flight corridors are concentrated, show that

the water input from aircraft is significant.

Vertical profiles of NO and NOZ are shown in figures 6 and 7. The increase of NOx at the ZOO hPa

level due to aircraft emmission is Z ppb. In regions of concentrated flight corridors it will certainly

be higher. Compared to the natural background NOx (Fig. 6 and 7) at 10 km this disturbance is

enormous: NOx abundances are enhanced by a faetor ZO. This large NOx impact results in ozone

increases by about 1Z percent at this height (Hidalgo and Crutzen 1977). The steady increase of

ozone observed at HohenpeißenbergjBavaria throughout the whole troposphere and lower stra

tosphere, up to about 15 km (Wege et al. 1989) may refleet, besides the impact 'of ground level

emission, the additional ozone produced from NOx emitted by aircraft.
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Carbon monoxide emissions cause increases of the CO mixing ratio of about 0.25 ppb, if all aircraft

are evenly distributed over the globe. For regions of concentrated flight COrridOTS this disturbance

may be as high as 1 ppb. Compared to the background distribution of CO (fig. 8) this disturbance

does not appear to be significant.

The effect of hydrocarbons is difficult to assess as only very few and sporadic background

measurements exist, Rudolph and Ehhalt (1981) found considerable enhancements for mixing

ratios of C3H8 and i-C4HlO at the 200 hPa level which might be attributed to aviation. As

hydrocarbons play a important role in photochemical smog reactions, more related measurements

and model experiments are urgently needed.

This brief assessment shows that aircraft emissions, in particular H20 and NOx' may cause changes

in atmospheric composition with possible consequences on ozone and climate, It is therefore

important to study these effects in more detail.
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Abstract
The eft'eet of aircraft emissions on atmospheric ozone has been studied with a two-dimensional
model ofthe troposphere and stratosphere. Emissions in the first place of NO z , but also of H20

are the main factors influencing ozone. However, because of the growing presence of artificial
chIorine compounds in the atmosphere important, but complex chemical interactions take place
between all these compounds and their chemical derivatives, which must be considered for future
projeetions of eft'eets; In this paper we show that the effech are also strongly dependent on the
altitude of emissions and discuss the implications of future H20 and NOz additions for polar
stratospheric cloud formation and "ozone hole" reactions.

Introduction
Following the suggestion by Crutzen (1970) that NO and N02 could catalytically break down
ozone, Johnston (1971) and Crutzen (1971, 1972) drew attention to the possibility that large
fleets of supersonic aircraft could inject such massive amounts of NO into the stratosphere that
substantial depletions of stratospheric ozone could occur. The large fleets of SST's were never
built. However, a substantial expansion of subsonic aircraft operations in the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere has occurred during the past two decades, and is expected to continue or
even acceletate in the future. Furthermore, plans are being developed to launch operations of
advanced supersonic and hypersonic aircraft, some flying at appreciably higher altitudes than the
16-21 km planned originally for the SST's.

Although in the 1970's extensive studies were devoted to estimating the Impact of aircraft
operations on lI;tmospheric ozone [e.g. CIAP, 1975; National Academy of Sciences, 1975; Hidalgo
and Crutzen, 1977; Oliver et al, 1978) only recently there has been renewed interest in the issue,
Scientific progress over the past twenty years has also shown that the issue of the chemical eft'ects
of stratospheric aircraft pollution is much more complex than originally thought, involving inter
aetions between the NO z , HO z , and strongly growing amounts of CIX compounds, the latter
produced by the chIorofluorocarbons produced by the chemica1 industry. In this paper we will give
abrief overview of the current knowledge of the main chemica1 pro cesses aft'ecting atmospheric
ozone and the impact of aircraft on it. We will also present some new results on the potential
atmospheric chemica1 and climatic eft'ects of future aircraft operations (the latter not in this text,
but at the oral presentation).

Cbwidry of atmospheric ozone
Stratospheric ozone is formed at altitudes above about 20km by the photodissociation of molecular
oxygen and recombination of the resulting oxygen atoms with an oxygen molecule:

302 + hv -+ 203, ~ < 240nm (1)

More than 99% of the ozone molecules are in the stratosphere reconverted into oxygen molecules
by a large variety of reaction chains whose net results can generally be written:

203 +hv -+ 302 (2)
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These reaction chains are eatalyzed by the presence of various radical species in the stratosphere.
Examples of such eatalytie chains are :

OH + 0 3 -+H02+02

H02 +0 -+OH + O2

Os + hu -+0 + O2

Net : 2 Os +hv -+3 O2

(2a)

(2e)

(2e)

(2b)

(2d)

NO + Os -+N02+ O2

N02+ 0 -+NO + O2

Os +hv -+0 +O2

Net : 20s + hv -+302

Cl + Os -+CIO + O2

CIO + 0 -+Cl +O2

Os + hv -+0 + O2

Net: 2 Os + hv -+302

OH +Os -+H02+ O2

H02+ Os -+OH +202
Net : 2 Os +hv -+3 O2

Cl +Os -+CIO + O2

Cl + 0 3 -+CIO + O2

CIO + CIO + M -+C1202+ M

Cl202+ hi»-+2 Cl + O2

Net : 2 Os + hv -+3 O2

The catalytie cycle (2a) , and some other analogous ones, dominates ozone removal above about
45 kmj reaction cycle (2b) is most important between about 20 and 45 km, i.e. in the altitude
region where most ozone is located; cycle (2e) is beeoming of increasing importanee in the same
altitude region; eycle (2d) is important below 20kmj and (2e) is the main eycle that is responsible
for the development of the ozone hole.

Allof the üsted eatalytie chains are growing in importanee due to ' the inereasing abundance of
the catalytie eompounds. The reason for these inereases is that the parent moleeules H20, N20,

CF2Cl2 and CFCls, which are responsible for the birth of the radical species are a1lincreasing in
the atmosphere, leading to enhanced radieal species production via

Os + hv -+OeD) + O2 ~ < 310nm

OeD) +H20 -+20H

oeD) + N20 -+2NO
and

CFiClj +hv+ .. -+jCl+ CO2+iHF ~ < 270nm

The stratospherie abundanee of H20 is increasing, beeause it is produeed by the oxidation of CH4

(CH4 +202 -+ CO2+ 2H20) whose atmospherie abundanee is growing by about l%/yr (WMO
1990). The growth in atmospherie N20 is about 0.25%/yr (WMO 1990) and the CFC gases gases
are increasing by about 4%/yr (in the average). Despite reeent international agreements to halt
the production of CFC gases, the active chIorine content of the stratosphere is expeeted to rise
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until about the year 2005 (from the model used in this study). Because the emissions of OH. and
N20 are intrinsically related to fossil fuel burning and food production, there is little doubt that
their atmospheric abundances will continue to rise rar into the next century. Any emiasione of NO
and H20 from aircrart would thus enhance the buildup of these compounds which would anyhow
take place,

The ozone depletion effects of the increases in the HO., NO., and 010. radical concentra
tions in the stratosphere are not additive. Chemical interactions between the radicals have to be
considered. For instance, through the formation of 010N02 and HOl, which do not react with
Os, via the reactions

010 + N02+ M -+010N02+ M
and

010 +NO -+01 +N02
01+OH. -+HOI +OHs

catalytic ozone depletion by NO. and especially by 010. is being reduced . This also means that
increasing concentrations of 0 H. tend to counteract ozone depletion by 010. catalysis . Partial
ozone protection also oecurs through the formation of HNOs and HNO. via

OH +N02(+M) -+HNOs(+M)
H02+ N02 + M -+HNO. + M

On the other hand, reaction of HOl with OH, leading to 01 atoms

enhances ozone depletions.

As another example of a feedback, osone depletion by the catalytic set (2a) is short-cireuited
by areaction of NO with HO2 :

OH +Os -+H02+O2

H02+NO -+OH +N02

N02+hv -+NO +0
0+ O2 + M -+Os + M

Net : no chemical effect [i,e, ozone protection),

thus counteracting the increased effect of (2b). This is especially important below 20km. Further
more in the troposphere, net ozone formation takes place in the oxidation cycles of 00 and OH.,
e.g, via:

OO+OH -+002+H

H +02 +M -+H02+M
H02+NO -+OH +N02
N02+ Iw -+NO +0

0+02+M -+Os+M
Net: 00 +202 -+002+Os
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and
CH, +OH -+CH3 +H20

CH3 + O2 + M -+CH302 + M

CH302 +NO -+CH30 +N02

CH30 + O2 -+CH20 + H02

CH20 + hll -+CO + H2

H02 +NO -+OH + N02

N02 +hll-+NO +0 (2x)

o + O2 + M -+03 + M (2x)

Net: CH, + 402 -+CO + H2 + H20 + 203

All these, and other reaetions not listed here, but eonsidered in our study, have to be taken into
aceount when making estimates of ozone depletions due to various anthropogenie aetivities. In
general we ean summarize the interactions as follows:

- H20 and HO z slow down NO z, but enhanee CIOz eatalysis.
- N20 and NO z slow down ClO z and HO z eatalysis.
- NO z enhanees ozone depletion above about 20 km, but protects ozone from destruetion and

even pro duces it below 20 km.
The above reactions only eonsider gas phase reaetions. The present development of the strato
spherie "ozone hole" during springtime months over Antarctiea has shown, that 0 3 depletion by
ClO z eatalysis is stimulated strongly by the removal of NO z and HN03 due to the formation
of NAT (nitrie acid trihydrate) and iee particles at temperatures below about -80°C and -90°C,
respectively. Due to the removal of NO z and reactions on the particles, such as

ClON02 + HCI-+CI2 + HN03(solid)

Cl 2 + hll -+2 Cl

the inactive chIorine species HCI and ClON02 are eonverted into Cl atoms, establishing the
powerfu1eatalytie ozone depletion reaction chain (2e). With growing eoneentrations of NO z due to
increasing N20 and NOz from aireraft emissions, end of H20 due to growing methane abundanee
and airereUt emissions, the likelihood of stratospherie particle formation, and CIOz aetivation will
inerease. This is another factor to be eonsidered in establishing the future impact of aireraft
operations in the stratosphere.

Model results
A time-dependent two-dimensional (altitude/latitude) ehemieal dynamieal model based on Gidel
et al (1983), but with updated dynamies and ehemistry, is used to estimate the effeets of aetual
and future aireraft emissions in troposphere and stratosphere. Three seenarios were run from the
year 1975 to 2025:

- ease I without aircrart emissions,
- case n including aireraft emissions of NO z and H20 in the troposphere and lower stratosphere

following the extrapolations of Wuebbles et al (1984), which do well in deseribing the eurrent
development, and

- case m, where in addition it is assumed, that after 2010 a fleet of 500 hypersonies may operate
in a latitude belt between 30 and 500N at an altitude of 27km (Johnston et al, 1989).

In al1seenarios it is assumed, that CH, and N20 will continue to inerease with the present growth
rates (0.017ppm/yr and 0.25%/yr, respeetively). The produetion of fully halogenated chIorofluo
rocarbons is assumed to be phased out arter the year 2000 following the London amendment of the
Montreal protoeol, but including legal exemptions. CH3CCl3 will be phased out after 2005 while
CFC-22 will be used temporarily as substitute until2040. Industrial emissions of NOz near may
with its adverse effects to the biosphere.
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Figure 1: Calculated total ozone in Dobson Units (panel a) and vertical distribution of ozone
volume mixing ratio in ppmv in NH winter (panel b) and NH summer (panel c) of the year 1975.
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double from 1985 to 2030 following the assumptions of Kavanaugh (1987) for developing eountries
while surfaee CO emissions stay about eonstant. Aireraft emissions of CO are negleeted.

Figure 1 shows the ealeulated seasonal and latitudinal distribution of total ozone and the
vertieal distribution of ozone in Deeember and June for the year 1975 without perturbations by
aireraft and only small perturbations by anthropogenie ehlorine (CIX eoneentration about 1.4 ppbv
eompared to natural background of 0.6ppbv). The development until now is given in Figure 2:
the three panels on the lefthand side show the ozone perturbations in 1990 eompared to 1975
without eonsidering aireraft emissions, the panels on the righthand side include the effeets of
aircraft. The inerease of aetive chIorine (to about 3 ppbv CIX) causes an ozone depletion by
about 15% near 40km in the winter hemispheres. The ozone inerease in the troposphere due to
inerease in CH4 and NO..-emissions near the surface is enhaneed by aireraft emissions especially
in northem hemispherie summer. This effeet causes inereases in total ozone by up to almost 1%
and eounterbalanees partially the depletion of stratospherie ozone by chIorine.

As ean be seen from Figure 3, the differenees in ozone with and without aireraft emissions of
subsonics inerease in the future, as shown for the year 2025. With aireraft emissions, ozone inereases
by more than 35% are calculated in the middle troposphere in northem summer, eompared to 1990.
Caleulated total ozone increases everywhere eompared to 1990 due to the inereases in troposperie
ozone and beeause of the reduetions in emissions of chlorine eontaining gases.

In ease 111, the depletion of stratospherie ozone by hypersonic aireraft with maximum values
of 35% in winter at 28 km causes worldwide depletions in total ozone, whieh are most severe with
up to 15% in northern spring (Figure 4). In the area, where the emissions occur, the mixing ratios
of NX = NO.. + HNOa and H20 increase by more than 150 and 100%, respeetively (Figure 5,
lower panels). Hypersonic aircraft cause an increase of NX by more than 50% in the whole lower
stratosphere (below about 35 km or 10hPa) and increases of H2 0 by more than 50% in the whole
upper stratosphere (above about 30 km). The eontributions to the NX and H20 inereases from
the growths in N20 and CH4 eoncentrations are in this case relatively small eompared to those
coming from aircraft emissions (upper panels of Figure 5). Subsonic aireraft eause slight inereases
in st.ratospherie N X I but substantial N X increases by more than 100% in the tropopause region
of the northem midlatitudes.

Conclusions
High-flying aircraft will cause substantial inereases in lower stratospherie N X and H20 concen
trations. These inereases may cause loeal ozone depletion in northern midlatitudes exeeeding 30%,
even if only gas-phase reaetions are eonsidered. The eatalytically aetive substanees and their pre
eursors spread into the whole stratosphere, causing a signifieant depletion of total ozone worldwide,
even if the emissions oeeur only in the mid-Iatitude belt in the northem hemisphere, Because CIX
is supposed to decrease after about 2005, the Ieading role in future anthropogenie stratospherie
ozone depletions may well be taken by enhanced NO .. emissions from aircraft.

Increases ofthe water vapor eontent by 50% and HNOa by 150% (Figure 5) in the altitude
regions near 21km, the regions, where in northem hemispherie winter polar stratospherie clouds
(PSCs) were found, would signifieantly inerease the likelihood for formation of these clouds, be
eause for these eonditions eondensation would oeeur at higher temperatures (Hanson and Mauers
berger, 1988). Sinee in polar stratospherie clouds the chIorine reservoir species HCI and ClON02

are converted to its ozone destroying forms, substantial additional ozone depletions in the lower
stratosphere of the northem hemisphere may oecur . Subsonie aireraft have also some effects on
the likelihood ofPSC-formation, however, they are small because ofthe ealculated HNOa increase
of only about 10% in the critieal region near 21 km.

Subsonie air traffie may cause a substantial inerease in upper tropospheric and lower strata
spherie ozone, which is an important greenhouse gas [e.g. Fishman et al., 1979j Brühl and Crotzen,
1988). Tropospherie ozone produetion eounteraets the stratospherie ozone depletions, however, the
calculated increases of about 10 to 15% near the surface eontribute to the photochemieal smog
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SENSITIVITY OF STRATOSPHERIC OZONE TO PRESENT
AND POSSIBLE FUTURE AIRCRAFT EMISSIONS

Donald J. Wuebbles and Douglas E. Kinnison
Atmospheric and Geophysical Seiences Division

Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT

The aircraft industry is showing renewed interest in the development of supersonic, high flying
aircraft for intercontinental passenger flights. There appears to be confidence that such high
speed civil transports can be designed, and that these aircraft will be economically viable as long
as they are also environmentally acceptable. As such, it is important to establish the potential for
such environmental problems early in the aircraft design. Initial studies with LLNL models of
global atmospheric chemical, radiative, and transport processes have indicated that substantial
decreases in stratospheric ozone concentrations could result from emissions of NOx from aircraft
flying in the stratosphere, depending on the fleet size and magnitude of the engine emissions.
The purpose of this study is to build on previous analyses of potential aircraft emission effects on
ozone in order to better define the sensitivity of ozone to such emissions. In addition to NOx, the
effects of potential emissions of carbon monoxide and water vapor are also examined. More
realistic seenarios for the emissions as a function of altitude, latitude, and season are examined in
comparison to prior analyses. These studies indicate that the effects on ozone are sensitive to the
altitude and latitude, as well as the magnitude, of the emissions.

INTRODUCTION

The first research studies of the potential environmental impacts from commercial fleets of
aircraft flying in the stratosphere were done in the early 1970s (Harrison,1970; Johnston, 1971).
These studies suggested that the emissions from fleets of such aircraft could cause a significant
reduction in the concentrations of ozone in the stratosphere, with accompanying increases in the
amount of ultraviolet radiation reaching the Earth's surface. The primary concern, as pointed out
by Johnston, was the chemical destruction of ozone from emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx)
produced thennally in the aircraft engine combustion process . As a consequence of these
studies, various governments instigated research programs to eIarify the potential environmental
effects of aircraft operations in the stratosphere. In the V.S., concurrent, but independent, studies
were conducted by the Department of Transportation's Climatic Impact Assessment Program
(CIAP, 1974, 1975 a, b) and by the National Academy of Seiences (NAS, 1975). Several
independent assessments were also carried out in Europe (COMESA, 1976; COVOS, 1976). A
subsequent study to CIAP, the High Altitude Pollution Program (HAPP) sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Transportation, continued studies on potential aircraft effects at a lower research
level until 1980.
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The basic conclusions of these assessment studies were similar, but with some differences in the
estimated magnitudes of the environmental effects. Large-scale aircraft operations in the
stratosphere were concluded to lead to significant and potentially unacceptable levels of ozone
destruction. Most of the ozone reduction was estimated to be caused by emissions of nitrogen
oxides with a small effect due to water vapor emissions. However, the small fleet (30 or less)
estimated for Concorde-type supersonic transport was determined to have little impact on global
ozone or climate.

Tbe primary research tool for investigating the potential effects of aircraft emissions on
stratospheric throughout the periods of CIAP and HAPP was the one-dimensional (I-D)
chemical-radiative-transport model of the global atmosphere. Such models, including the one at
LLNL, determine the vertical distributions of the important traee constituents in the atmosphere,
and have the advantage of being computationally efficient while including detailed
representations of atmospheric chemical and radiative processes. However, the treatment of
atmospheric dynamical processes in these models through an empirically based eddy diffusion
representation has well-recognized limitations (WMO, 1985).

Although the two-dimensional (latitude and altitude) chemical-radiative-transport model to be
described below is now our primary research tool for stratospheric chemistry studies, we have
continued to maintain a baseline of the calculated one-dimensional model effects on ozone for the
standard CIAP aircraft scenario (as weIl as for a standard chlorofluorocarbons, CFCs, emissions
scenario , as shown in Figure I). Tbe results in Figure I show the effects of the maturing of
stratospheric science from the time of the early CIAP analyses when stratospheric chemistry was
comparatively poorly understood. Tbe effects on ozone for this scenario varied considerably
throughout the 1970s, even going positive for a two year period while the understanding of
hydrogen (HOX> chemistry was being extensively scrutinized in laboratory kinetics studies. By
1988, the calculated ozone reduction by NOx emissions at 20 km (the peak altitude of the original
proposed U.S. SST) was about the same as it was at the conclusion of ClAP in 1974. The current
model gives essentially the same result as the 1988 version.

A number of countries have shown renewed interest in the development of fast, high flying
aircraft for intercontinental passenger flights. Such high speed civil transports (HSCTs) could
reduce international travel timeby a factor of two or more. The aircraft industry appears to be
confident that such high-speed civil transports can be designed, and that these aircraft will be
economically viable as long as they are also environmentally acceptable. As such, it is important
to establish the potential for such environmental problems early in the aircraft design.

The first detailed sensitivity analysis in almost a decade of the effects from aircraft emissions on
ozone was published by lohnston et al., in 1989 (part of this work also appeared in Kinnison et
al., 1988). Both the LLNL one-dimensional and two-dimensional (2-D) models of the global
atmosphere were used in this study. The one-dimensional model provides a historical perspective
along with having computational advantages for multiple sensitivity calculations, while the two
dimensional model provides information on seasonal and latitude effects as weIl as having a
stronger theoretical basis for its representation of atmospheric transport processes. Major
findings from this study were:

1. Nitrogen oxides from the exhaust gases of a fleet of HSCTs can reduce stratospheric ozone
on a global basis. Tbese calculated ozone reductions depend strongly on the altitude and
magnitude of the NOx injection. Figure 2 (based on the results of Johnston , et al., but not
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Figure 1. Calculated change in the total ozone column at steady state for two standard assumed
perturbations: (a) the standard CIAP scenario for emissions of NOx at 2000 moleeules cm-3s·1

over a 1 km altitude interval centered at 20 km, and (b) continuous emissions of CFC-ll and
CFC-12 at 1974 rates. The LLNL one-dimensional model was used in all calculations over this
14-year period; the calculations are based on the version of the model with chemistry and
physics treatments that were either recommended or considered current for that particular year.
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Figure 2. Percentage change in the total ozone column as calculated with the LLNL one
dimensional model as a function of the altitude and magnitude of the NOx injection. The
emissions are in units ofmolecules cm-3s-1 over al km band centered at the stated altitude. The
percentage change in ozone is relative to a reference atmosphere that contains 3.1 ppbv of
stratospheric chlorine (Clx).
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presented in the paper) shows one-dimensional model results indicating that NOx injections
below about 13 km cause an increase in the total ozone column, while injections above
13 km result in a net destruction of ozone.

2 The altitude at which NOx emissions cause the largest reduction in the ozone column is
about 25 km in the one-dimensional model and about 28 km in the two-dimensional model.

3. For a given altitude and magnitude of NOx emissions, the two-dirnensional model indicates
that the reduction of global ozone depends on the latitude of the injections, with the maxi
mum ozone reduction for tropical injection. For a given injection, the largest ozone column
reductions occur in the polar regions.

4. For extremely large stratospheric chlorine (Clx) mixing ratios (-8 ppbv compared to about
3 ppbv in the current atmosphere), NOx emissions can increase the ozone column, partially
counteracting the ozone reduction caused by the chlorine. This effect is only found in a
highly Clx perturbed stratosphere where ozone is already greatly depleted.

5. Water vapor (without NOx) emissions cause a small ozone reduction; water vapor and NOx
together give an ozone reduction less than that calculated for NOx emissions alone by a
factor between 0.85 and 0.97. depending on the altitude and magnitude of the emissions.

6. Calculated global reductions of ozone due to NOx emissions are smaller in the two
dimensional model than in the one-dimensional model, by factors that range from 0.66 to
0.86 for injection altitudes between 20 to 34 km. [More recent calculations show a sensitiv
ity in the two-dimensional model to uncertainties in the treatment of eddy transport processes
(Kinnison, 1989).]

7. On the basis of an uncertain estimate of fuel consumption by future stratospheric aircraft,
two-dimensional model calculations for a fleet of 500 aircraft operating at 22 km with NOx
emission properties of 1988 subsonic commercial aircraft engines give aglobaI ozone
reduction of 19% (assuming emissions occur between 37°-49°N). The effect ofreducing the
emission index for the amount of NOx produced per kg of fuel bumed is shown in Table 1.

The purpose of this study is to build on the previous analyses of potential aircraft emission
effects on ozone in order to better define the sensitivity of ozone to such emissions. A
preliminary analysis is made of the sensitivity of the ozone distribution to the current fleet of
commercial aircraft. The future emissions seenarios evaluated in this study attempt to more
accurately account for the spread in emissions with latitude and altitude for an assumed fleet of
HSCTs. The time it would take for the atmosphere to recover from the effects on ozone after
emissions are ceased is also examined. In addition to emissions of NOx• the effects of potential
emissions of carbon monoxide and water vapor are also evaluated. These analyses are all based
on results from the LLNL two-dimensional chemical-radiative-transport model of the tropo
sphere and stratosphere.
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Table 1. Calculated change in global-averaged total ozone from the LLNL two-dimensional
model assuming an annual fuel consumption of 7.7 x 1010 kg, with all emissions between 37'
49'N in a 3 km altitude range centered about 22.5 km altitude (relative to an atmosphere with no
aircraft emissions), based on Johnston, et al. (1989).

Emission Scenario

Emission Index
gof NO

Kg-l Fuel

Injection Rate
MT of N02 Moleculesl

Yr1 lOS cm-2s-1
Change in

Total Ozone

Current Subsonic Rate
Standard CIAP Rate
Future Goal

40*
15
5

4.8
1.8
0.6

4000
1500
500

-19.0%
- 8.6%
- 2.8%

• This emission Index assumes current commercial subsonic aircraft technology being used in the stratosphere.
The actual emission Index for current aircraft at their flight altitudes in the upper troposphere are a faetor of 2-3
smaller than this.

TUE LLNL TWO·DIMENSIONAL MODEL

The two-dimensional model of the global atmosphere provides a zonally-averaged representation
of the chemical and physical processes determining the composition and distributions of trace
constituents in the troposphere and stratosphere. The concentrations of 35 chemically active
trace constituents, based on more than 100 chemical and photochemical reactions, are calculated
as a function of altitude, latitude, and season within the model. Essentially the model deterrnines
the atmospheric distribution of ozone and other important constituents based on the interactions
of chemical, radiative, and dynamical transport processes thought to be operating in the
atmosphere. For the version of the model used here, the diabatically-driven circulation is
determined for the current (background) atmosphere using observed temperatures along with
model-derived radiative transfer calculations of the net solar and longwave heating, deterrnined
in an intemally consistent way with the derived species distributions. For the perturbed
atmosphere, a perturbation form of the thermodynamic equation is solved for the changes in
stratospheric temperatures resulting from the changes in ozone and other radiatively important
trace constituents (note that the diabatic circulation is assumed to be unchanged from the current
atmosphere for these calculations). More detailed descriptions of the two-dimensional model can
be found in Wuebbles and Kinnison (1989), Johnston, et al. (1989), and Kinnison (1989).

CURRENT AIRCRAFf EMISSIONS

Earlier calculations with the one-dimensional model (Wuebbles, 1983) suggested that emissions
from the existing, primarily subsonic, fleet of commercial aircraft could affect upper tropospheric
ozone, resulting in increased concentrations of ozone in the region just below the tropopause.
However, the one-dimensional model is of limited use in evaluating changes in tropospheric
chemistry. Even the two-dimensional model is somewhat limited in treating tropospheric
chemistry, particularly in the lower troposphere, because of the significant impact of emissions
from highly reactive species primarily produced over land; only a three-dimensional model can
be used to fully evaluate the effects on the global atmosphere from such emissions. Nonetheless,
the two-dimensional model provides a useful test of how sensitive the troposphere may be to
aircraft emissions primarily occuring in the upper troposphere.
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One of the difficulties in evaluating the effects of existing aircraft emissions is that there isn't an
available evaluation of the trends in such emissions over the last several decades. The most
complete estimate of current emissions comes from the analysis of commercial aircraft flights for
1987 in a recent analysis by Boeing Corporation (Boeing, 1989). Slightly more than 29,000 city
pairs were accounted for in their analysis, along with the appropriate aircraft types and flight
frequencies. The analysis determined emissions of nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and
hydrocarbons at 26,000 feet (about 8 km) and 37,000 feet (about 11 km) . Figure 3a shows a
contour plot of the NOx emissions from the Boeing analysis. Bauer (1978) published an estimate
of the 1975 subsonic aircraft emissions that had about a factor of 3.41ess NOx emitted than the
assumed emissions for 1987. If this earlier emissions estimate is correct, there was a sizable
increase in aircraft emissions during the 12 years between 1975 and 1987.

The two-dimensional model is used to evaluate the effects on ozone concentrations resulting
from the 1987 fleet emissions compared to an ambient atmosphere with no aircraft emissions.
Emissions of nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbons were included in the
calculation based on the Boeing analysis; the hydrocarbon emissions were assumed to have the
same reactivity as methane, as there was no attempt in this preliminary study to represent the
complexity of non-methane hydrocarbon chernistry in this version of the model.

The calculated response of the ozone distribution to the emissions for the 1987 fleet are shown in
Figures 3b and 3c. The largest increase in ozone occurs near 9 km at midlatitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere, corresponding to the altitude and latitude of the maximum emissions.
Approximately a 5% maximum increase in ozone is determined in July, primarily due to the
effect of the NOx (see Table 2) emissions to produce ozone in the troposphere through smog
formation reactions (e.g., see WMO, 1985). The global-averaged change in total ozone is 0.45%,
with the maximum change of 0.6% occurring at high latitudes in the Northem Hemisphere.

Table 2. Sensitivity analyses to determine the relative importance of NOx, CO, and hydrocarbon
(represented as C14 emissions) on the calculated change in total ozone for the current aircraft
emissions scenario.

NOx + CO +Cl4
NOx only
CO only
CH4 only

Global
Average

0.45
0.44
0.018
0.024

Change in total ozone (%)
Northem

Hemisphere

0.53
0.52

-0.0058
0.0031

Southern
Hemisphere

0.37
0.36
0.043
0.045

A trend analysis of ozonesonde measurements from nine stations at latitudes from 32°N to 75°N
has been recently made for the years from 1965 through 1986 <WM<), 1989). Significant
increases in ozone concentrations were determined throughout the troposphere, with the largest
increase (+ 0.83% per year for the perlod from 1970 to 1986) occurring in the bottom 3 km of the
atmosphere. A secondary peak in the ozone increase (+ 0.38% per year or 6% over the 16 year
period of the trend estimate) was found at altitudes between 8 and 10 km, just below the
tropopause. Although it is premature to attribute causality, it is interesting that the secondary
peak occurs at the same altitude and magnitude as the calculated effect from subsonic aircraft
emissions. Aircraft emissions may explain a substantial fraction of the observed ozone increase
in the upper troposphere. However, one should be extremely cautious in interpreting the global
implications of such a limited data set.
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Figure 3. (a) Contour of the NOx emissions as a function of altitude and latitude detennined by
Boeing (1989) in their evaluation of the commercial aircraft emissions for the year 1987; (b)
Calculated percentage change in total .ozone at steady-state plotted as a function of latitude and
time of the year as determined in the LLNL two-dimensional model for the 1987 subsonic
aircraft fleet compared to an atmosphere without aircraft emissions; (c) Calculated percentage
change in ozone at steady-state plotted as a function of altitude and latitude as determined for the
1987 subsonic aircraft fleet during the month of July .

A MATRIX OF FUTURE EMISSIONS

The amount of nitrogen oxides and other gases emitted into the atmosphere by a fleet of
commercial aircraft depend on a number of factors, including the fleet size, engine fuel
efficiency, the aircraft range, the cruise altitude, flight operational procedures, and the emission
index for amount of NOx produced per kg of fuel burned. Possible designs for HSCT aircraft
and their engines are still at an early stage; therefore, most of the factors determining emissions
of an actual fleet are still unknown. Examining a wide range of possible flight altitudes and
levels of emissions for the effects on ozone will help establish the design criteria needed to
prevent an unacceptable environmental problem.

In this study, we have evaluated a total of twelve HSCT fleet seenarios assuming three different
cruise altitudes and varying levels of NOx emissions. These hypothetical seenarios were dev-
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eloped by the HSCT group at McDonnell Douglas Corporation in a cooperative effort to
establish a matrix of seenarios with realistic assumptions for flight altitudes versus magnitude of
emissions. In no manner are these seenarios based on actual aircraft designs; they are intended to
cover a broad range of aircraft altitudes and emissions These seenarios attempt to consider how
the emissions should vary with latitude and altitude appropriate to a worldwide fleet of HSCfs.
No subsonic aircraft emissions were considered in these scenarios. Three different aircraft,
flying at different mean cruise altitudes, were assumed in the scenarios; the mean cruise altitudes
were 15.8, 18.3, 22.9 km, although changes in flight altitudes throughout the flight patterns
assumed in the seenarios are accounted for. Ten different city-pairs were chosen by McDonnell
Douglas to represent the appropriate regions for intercontinental flights; these flight patterns
combined with the assumed aircraft type provide the criteria for the altitude and latitude of the
aircraft emissions. A wide range of NOx emissions were assumed, based on uncertainties in fleet
size, fuel bumed, and NOx emission index. All seenarios assume that a kerosene based fuel will
be used in the HSCf in contrast to a more exotic fuel such as liquid methane or hydrogen.

Table 3 indicates the mean cruise altitude and the total global NOx emissions for the 12
scenarios. Figure 4 shows the NOx emissions assumed in scenario cl, corresponding to a mean
flight altitude of 22.3 km, a total NOx emission of 0.28 Mt per year (as N02) or 3.64 x 1033

moleeules per year. The NOx emissions for seenarios with the other mean cruise altitudes look
very similar to Figure 4, except maximum emissions occur at lower altitudes.

For each of the 12 scenarios, Table 3 shows the calculated change in total ozone column for each
hemisphere, along with the global averaged change in ozone. These calculations are based on a
background stratospheric chlorine level of2.9 ppbv, corresponding to current concentrations.

Table 3. Annually-averaged change in ozone for the twelve emissions seenarios evaluated with
the LLNL two-dimensional model.

Scenarios

aO
al
a2
a3

bO
bl
b2
b3

cO
cl
c2
c3

Mean
Cruise

Altitude
(km)

15.8
15.8
15.8
15.8

18.3
18.3
18.3
18.3

22.9
22.9
22.9
22.9

Total
NOx Emissions

(x 1033 MoleculeslYr)

0.67
4.18

17.89
58.31

0.63
3.29

16.58
54.02

0.58
3.64

15.32
49.98

N.H.

- 0.20
- 0.43
- 1.53
- 5.50

- 0.25
- 0.71
- 3.47
-12.18

- 0.28
- 1.00
- 4.22
-14.45

S.H.

-0.18
-0.33
-1.00
-3.35

-0.22
-0.52
-2.24
-7.63

-0.23
-0.64
-2.42
-8.17

Global

0.19
0.38
1.27
4.44

- 0.23
- 0.61
- 2.86

9.93

- 0.25
0.82
3.33

-11.34

Although more reaHstic seenarios for the assumed emissions are used here than in the prior
Johnston, et al. sensitivity analyses, the main conclusion is similar: the largest effects on total
column ozone occur with the largest NOx emissions and the highest assumed flight altitude. The
Northern Hemisphere has the largest decreases in total ozone. Figure 5 shows the change in
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globally and annually averaged total ozone as a function of the altitude and magnitude of the
emissions. This figure indicates that, for these scenarios, the assumed HScr fleet would need to
keep NOx emissions below 0.5-1 x 1()34 molecules per year, depending on the aircraft flight
altitude, in order to affect globally-averaged total ozone by one percent or less. Using a one per
cent criteria in this discussion is entirely arbitrary, since humanity has yet to determine what is an
acceptable level of ozone destruction from such emissions. Figure 6 shows that the change in
globally and annually averaged total ozone varies almost linearly with the magnitude of the NOx
emissions, assuming that the altitude and latitude variations in the emissions remain unchanged.

50.

e 40.
~

10.

Scenario cl

NOx emission contours
(x 1030molecules/yr)

30S 0 30N
Latitude

1.

10.

100.

Figure 4. Emissions of NOx as a function of altitude and latitude assumed in scenario cl,
corresponding to an aircraft flying at a mean cruise altitude of 22.3 km and a total emissions of
3.64 x 1()33 molecules of NOx per year.
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Figure 7a gives the change in total ozone versus time of year for scenario cl , while Figure 7b
shows the change in ozone versus altitude and latitude for the same scenario. The maximum
change in total ozone occurs at high Northem Hemisphere latitudes and peaks in late summer
and into fall. The minimum decrease in total ozone occurs in the tropics. Figure 7b shows that
the maximum ozone destruction for this scenario occurs near 20 km altitude in Northem
Hemisphere polar region.

Part of the intention in undertaking this analysis is to develop the appropriate criteria needed by
the aircraft industry to ensure that the HSCT developed is not environmentally harmful. The
U.S. aircraft companies are well-aware of the concems about ozone and, through NASA's HSCT
research program, are aware of our research. Because this matrix of seenarios extends over such
a wide range of emissions we want to be careful that the results for these seenarios are not over
interpreted. We do not want to imply that the large emission cases in any way correspond to any
fleet under actual consideration. In fact, our results suggest that the larger emission cases will
need to be avoided in considering fleet designs.

OZONE RECOVERY TIME

Of interest to policymakers is the question of how long it takes for the ozone concentrations to
recover if the emissions are greatly reduced. For seenarios a2, b2, and c2, Figure 8 shows that it
takes about nine years after emissions begin for the maximum change in total ozone to be
reached, and about an additional decade for the globally-averaged ozone column to recover to
unperturbed conditions after emissions cease. The altitude of the emissions appears to make little
difference in the recovery time.
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Figure 7. (a) Calculated percentage change in total ozone at steady-state plotted as a function of
latitude and time of the year as detennined for scenario cl; (b) Calculated percentage change in
ozone at steady-state plotted as a function of altitude and latitude as detennined for scenario cl
during the month of July .

FURTHER SENSITIVITY STUDIES

This evaluation of the future HSCT fleet seenarios has, until this section, considered the effects
on ozone resulting from NOx emissions only. Several sensitivity calculations are evaluated here
based on assumed emissions of water vapor and carbon monoxide. These estimated emissions
are based on current engine technology. An additional sensitivity calculation will consider the
effect on the calculated ozone changes of a future atmosphere with higher background
stratospheric chlorine along with increased concentrations of COz, Cf4, and N20.

The stratospheric water vapor emissions due to aircraft emissions for hydrocarbon fuel
combustion are much larger than the NOx emissions . For scenario cl , this corresponds to about
a factor of 370 larger number of molecules of water emitted into the stratosphere than NOx
emitted . The effect of the water vapor emissions by itself is smalI, but it has a larger impact
when included in combination with the NOx emissions. The effect on ozone with the coupled
NOx and H20 emissions case is a factor of 0.9 less than the NOx emissions only case. This
effect is due the interactions between NOx and HOx chernistry.

The effects of carbon monoxide emissions were also evaluated. For scenario cl, the total CO
emissions are 6.24 x 1()33 molecules per year, but over half of these emissions occur in the
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bottom 1.5 km of the atmosphere. We found that the CO emissions had a negligible effect on
global ozone.

NOx emissions start
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Figure 8. Change in globally and annually averaged total ozone as a function of time after
initiating the NOx emissions for seenarios a2, b2, and c2, followed by cessation of all emissions
once steady-state has been reached.

As a test of the sensitivity of the aircraft scenario effects to the background atmosphere, we
evaluated the effect of the NOx emissions in scenario cl for an atmosphere containing 5.2 ppbv
of stratospheric reactive chlorine, 395 ppmv of carbon dioxide, 2.25 ppmv of methane, and 0.334
ppmv of nitrous oxide. This corresponds to the atmosphere in 2020 if one assumes constant
emissions of CFCs at 1986 levels, and continuing trends at current rates for C02, CH4 and N20.
In actuality, this level of chlorine willlikely not be reached in the next few decades as a result of
international efforts to reduce CFC production. However, this chlorine level is useful in
evaluating the sensitivity of aircraft emissions to background chlorine levels. There appears to
be a large sensitivity to the background atmosphere; the calculation of scenario cl with the 2020
background atmosphere deterrnines a global total ozone decrease of -0.58% as compared to the
ozone decrease of 0.82% calculated using the current atmosphere as the background. The
chemical interaetions of NOx with stratospheric chlorine are likely responsible for the sensitivity,
but the role of the increased background CÜ2, N20, and CH4 require further evaluation.
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CONCLUSIONS

This study has used the LLNL two-dimensional model of the global atmosphere in an evaluation
of the effects on global ozone concentrations from current subsonic aircraft emissions and from
the emissions of possible future high speed civil transports. We have attempted to include more
realistic representations of emissions as a function of altitude and latitude in these seenarios than
were included in previous sensitivity analyses . Major fmdings from this study are:

1. Current aircraft emissions may be having an impact on upper tropospheric ozone, leading to
increasing concentrations of ozone in the upper troposphere. However, the analysis here was
very preliminary. The potential significance of the effects on ozone warrant much further
study.

2. A matrix of HSCT seenarios evaluated over a wide range of mean flight altitudes and
magnitudes of NOx emissions confmned previous analyses showing that ozone destruction
becomes larger as the emissions of NOx increase and as the altitude of injection increases.

3. Model calculations indicate that a major reduction in emissions would allow the stratosphere
to recover to unperturbed conditions in about a decade.

4. Sensitivity studies indicate that water vapor emissions have a moderate effect on the change
in total ozone, while carbon monoxide emissions had a negligible effect. Water vapor
emissions should be considered in all future evaluations of HSCT fleets.

5. The calculated change in ozone for the HSCT seenarios was very sensitive to the background
atrnosphere, particularly to the levels of stratospheric chlorine and concentrations of carbon
dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide. This requires further evaluation, but suggests that
assessment analyses of future HSCT fleets should carefully consider the appropriate
background atrnosphere for the time period in which the aircraft will fly. These analyses
should also consider projections of subsonic emissions.
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POSSIBLECLIMATIC EFFECTSOF CONTRAllS AND
ADDITIONALWATERVAPOUR
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ABSrRACT

The importance of contrails in the upper troposphere and of additional water vapour
in the lower stratosphere, both the result of aireraft emissions, for the radiation budget
of the surface/atmosphere system is roughly assessed. The radiation flux density
profiles with contrails and additional water vapourare compared to other greenhouse
gas forcings . This leads to a very first order of magnitude estimate of the air traffic
c1imate forcing potential: two percent contrail cover or air traffic induced natural
cirrus may be as important for the planetary radiation budget as a 10 percent increase
of present anthropogenic C02 forcing, equivalent to six years emission of 25 Gigatons
C02 per year; additional water vapour in the lowest high northern latitude strato

sphere is considerably contributing to the greenhouse effect of the atmosphere. If air
traffic would cause a 10 percent increase in water vapour there this would be equi
valent to up to 0.2 Wm·2 radiation budget change depending on surface temperature.

INTRODUCTION

Although the Club of Rome warned nearly two decades ago of a shortage of resources
we are in the contrary now mainly discussing pollution problems. Here we have to ask
whether air traffic is contributing considerably to the following major air pollution
effects :

increase of the greenhouse effect of the atmosphere provoking a global warming

observed depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer leading to a thinning of the
shield against ultraviolett radiation in the UV-B range from 0.28 to 0.32 micro
meter wavelength
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increased occurrence and severity of photochemical smog in the troposphere
mainly caused by NOx and hydrocarbon emissions increasing also average

tropospheric ozone levels
Widespread increased acidity of rain acidifying lakes and soils and causing

corrosion of buildings

eutrophication of marginal seas by wet and dry nitrate deposition, whereby the
nitrate is the product of chemical reaction involving NOx as precursor gas.

Since air traffic is a source of carbon dioxide (C02), nitrogen oxides (NOx =NO + N02),

carbon monoxide (CO), a variety ofhydrocarbons (HC) and particles (often soot) it IDJW<
contribute to all of them except ozone depletion in the upper stratosphere. However,
this exception is only due to cruising levels mostly below 13 km, still too low for this

effect (if also accounting for the general downward motion in the high latitude lower
stratosphere). The main question is : How and where is the rather small air traffic

contribution to total global emission enhanced? We have, in other words, to explain
why water vapour emission by aircraft engines is a problem, although a lake of 150
km2 evaporates roughly the same amount as is injected by the global fleet of aircraft.

The following pages will be restricted to the water vapour emission only. After a

section 2 on the basic atmospheric temperature structure and water vapour abun
dance contrail formation as a function of pressure and temperature is introduced in

section 3. The radiation flux density changes caused by thin cirrus (here taken as
represen-tative for contrails, which may not be correct in all cases) are discussed in

section 4 including a first order of magnitude estimate of contrail impact on the

radiation budget. Section 5 then discusses water vapour in the lower stratosphere from

the point of view of radiation flux density changes. A final section 6 concludes with a

summary of findings and open questions.

ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE AND RESIDENCE TIME OF ANADMIXTURE

The density of weIl mixed gases like oxygen (02) and carbon dioxide (C02) decreases

like pressure exponentially with height halving the value approximately every 5.5
kilometers. Thus emission in 11 km at 250 hPa, a fourth of surface pressure, is for all

substances a stronger disturbance than at lower levels even if accounting for a

reduction in fuel consumption due to decreased air resistance. If the substance in

question is falling off more rapidly with height than pressure, for instance water

vapour, then aircraft emissions become more and more important, might even become
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dominant for the concentration of a trace substance from a certain height level
upwards. This is illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 1. Temperature decreases typically
by 0.6 K per 100 m ascent in the troposphere and water vapour saturation pressure is
for T < lODCat least halved by a 10 K temperature decrease. The result: water vapour is
a trace gas in the parts per million by volume range at present subsonic jet engine

cruising levels.

Table 1: Water vapour pressure at saturation.

Temperature saturation saturation
pressure pressure

over water over ice

30DC 42.42 hPa (*)

20 23.94

10 12.27

0 6.10 6.10

- 0 2.86 2.59

- 20 1.25 1.01

- 30 0.50 0.37

- 40 0.19* 0.12

- 50 0.039

-60 0.010

- 70 0.0026

• 80 0.00054

- 90 0.00009

-100 0.00001

* Supercooled water droplets often exist down to -40DC.

(*) Volume mixing ratios are calculated by dividing by total pressure in the level of
observation.

Another basic feature of our atmosphere, which is of relevance here, is the higher
tropopause over warm surfaces. Therefore, nearly all present subsonic aircraft never
reach the tropical stratosphere, experience coldest temperatures during advection of
subtropical air, when the tropopause is roughly at 13 km.

The potential atmospheric residence time of an admixture "jumps" from a few weeks
for the upper troposphere to typically a year or more in the lower stratosphere. Resi

dence time is meant as the time a molecule or particle - if not undergoing chemical
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transformation - typieally resides in the respeetive part of the atmosphere before
entering another part or being mixed down to the surfaee where it is eventually
deposited.
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CONTRAILFORMATION

Contrails (eondensation trails) may form in the exhaust plume of a jet engine if a
volume of air is supersaturated with respeet to a plane water or iee surfaee. Super
saturation in this ease is reaehed by mixing of two unsaturated air volumes of
different temperatures, here by eooling the engine exhaust eontaining the additional
water vapour and many eondensation nuclei through dilution with ambient air, Sinee
the saturation vapour pressures (see also table 1) is lower over iee, the eontrail,

starting as a water cloud in the still warm exhaust air stream, is after a short time
easily transformed into an iee cloud beeause the temperatures are low enough (below 
40°C) for icing of any cloud, even without any iee nuclei. Thus eontrails lasting for

more than a few seeonds show a speetral transmission typ ical for iee elouds (Grassl,
1970). Already in 1953 Appleman has caleulated the temperature and pressure values
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leading to contrail formation if kerosene is burnt. Fig. 2 repeats the basic features and
indicates, by including an observed and a mean temperature profile, that present
cruising levels very often tend to optimize inadvertently contrail formation. Roughly
speaking flying in 12 km at -60°C has to cause a contrail, whose lifetime is
proportional to the distance between actual temperature and the 0% relative humidity
line in Fig. 2, hence under these conditions the aircraft emitts enough water vapour to
cause an ice cloud even in a dry atmosphere. The contraillifetime is also dependent on
lateral and vertical diffusion which is not only influenced by the dynamical and

thermal structure of the atmosphere but also by aircraft and engine design. Despite
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these many influences Fig. 2 possibly points to a way for the assessment of the contrail
abundance. Observation of the lifetime for several cases for a distinct aircraft could
allow the extrapolation to all radiosoundings of a distinct station and might even lead
to a contrail lifetime forecast for a distinct meteorological situation. The main draw
back of this proposal is the poor quality of the water vapour measurement by radio
sondes at temperatures below about -30°C.
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A simple graphical representation of a simple calculation of the relative humidity in
crease by an airplane at cruising altitude should underline the importance of tempe
rature (Fig. 3). Let us suppose we fly between 9 and 12 km height and the aircraft
bums 1 ton kerosene per 100 km, i.e, emits 1.25 tons water vapour. This water vapour
is diluted into a 1 km wide and 150 m thick exhaust channel. Then we would raise for
example relative humidity and thus water vapour concentration by 6 percent at 10.5
km and -60oe.
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~ Relative humidity increase as a function of altitude and corresponding tempe
rature; the dashed line includes increased efficiency at higher cruising
altitudes. The lower dashed curve is valid for higher temperature (+ 10 K).

The temperature height curve assumed is quite realistic as indicated by the Berlin
radiosonde profile in Fig. 2, where temperature drops by 15K from 10 to 12 km. The
corresponding maximum relative humidity increase at 12 km is plotted as B in Fig. 3.

RADIATIVE FLUX DENSITY CHANGES BYTHIN ICE CLOunS

High clouds have generally a strong impact on thermal radiation transfer in the
atmosphere (Liou, 1986), since they absorb heat radiation from the warm surface in

otherwise transparent spectral intervals of a cIoudless atmosphere and reradiate rar

less upward as weIl as downward, dictated by their low temperatures. Hence, they
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effectively shield the planet from a higher heat loss to space. This shielding may be
offset during daytime by reflecting back to space solar radiation. The thermal
radiation change is best understood by discussing the radiation flux density profiles
for different thin ice clouds. Fig. 4 clearly points to the drastic reduction of radiation to
space (here only shown up to 20 km height) by optically thin cirrus. Approximately 100
Wm-2 less heat radiation is emitted to space if an ice cloud with an optical depth of 1.8
(this would be a very strong contrail) interferes. The crystal size distribution assumed
has been proposed for cirrostratus clouds . Since the thermal net flux density Fnet is

strongly decreasing with increasing height in the lower portion of the cirrus layer this
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~ Thermal net radiation flux density profiles for different thin ice clouds of 750
m vertical extent but varying optical depth as indicated; modified after
Manschke, 1985.

layer is heated through absorption of radiation from below. Only the upper portion
with a strong increase of Fnet with height shows a cooling. One can imagine that

radiation processes acting long enough in this way tend to destabilize the temperature
profile causing turbulent mixing and a contrail cross section change. This radiation
forced vertical mixing is weIl known to a11 of us as the bumpiness when flying near to
a cloud top. Vertical net flux density gradients may be converted into instantaneous
heating rates by
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ClT = __I_Cl Fnet

Clt PCp Clz

with P =air density, cp =specific heat of air at constant pressure.

At 250 hPa with air density p of roughly 0.35 kg m-3 and 20 Wm-2 net flux difference

within 300 m cooling or heating depending on the sign of the difference already
amounts to -lK per hour. Most important for the following discussion of possible eon
trail effects is the Fnet change for very thin ice c1ouds. A cloud with an optical depth l5 =

0.1 already reduces net thermal radiation to space by about 10 Wm-2, depending on
height and temperature as well as microphysical properties of ice clouds. This except
ionally strong radiation budget change is due to the following physical facts :

very low temperatures near the tropopause lowering emission of an absorber
strong absorption by ice crystals in the entire thermal infrared
crystal sizes large enough to cause a relative extinction efficiency of approximate
ly 2, but still small enough to lead to high optical depth

l5 = 2 f ni n(r) dr

with r =cross section equivalent radius of a cirrus crystal,
ntr) =crystals per volume per radius unit.
It has been shown by Kinne (1982) that the cross section equivalent radius is a
better approximation than surface or volume equivalent radius.

Thin cirrus clouds therefore are most effective in shielding the Earth from a heat loss.

The foregoing discussion did not account for backscattering of solar radiation by these
c1ouds. If inc1uded, a more complicated picture emerges. Fig. 5, also like Fig. 4 taken

from a master's thesis of a former student, demonstrates that optically thin ice clouds

increase the greenhouse effect of the atmosphere in most cases, because the solar net
flux density change 6Fnet, s at the top of the atmosphere is smaller than 6Fnet in the
thermal infrared. Only for very low sun elevation 6Fnet, s surmounts 6Fnet- One

should note, however, that all curves would at all sun elevations be lower for lower
optical depth, typical for most contrails. Taking 6Fnet, s/6F net =0.5 (no exaggeration,
rather a conservative estimate) for l5 =0.1, we have to compare a 5 Wm-2 net radiative
budget forcing with other anthropogenic forcings. Doubling C02 for example gives
6Fnet == - 3 Wm-2 at the top of the atmosphere at fixed other parameters, as also

assumed for the calculations with thin ice c1ouds. Ir such a radiative forcing is applied

to a radiative-convective equilibrium climate model the resulting forcing of the
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tropospherelsurface system expressed in a net flux change at the tropopause is ~Fnet =
4 Wm-2. Radiative-convective equilibrium in this context means that the radiation
balance of the Earth has been reached again by heating of the lower atmosphere and
the surface, thereby allowing for convection in the troposphere. Since industrialisation
began, C02 content increased by 25 percent, the socalled C02-greenhouse forcing of the
tropospherelsurface system therefore == - 1 Wm-2 at present. A two percent cover with
such contrails would therefore be equivalent to 10 percent of the present C02
greenhouse forcing or to roughly 5 years of C02 emissions with presently 25 Gigatons
C02 per year. This rough first estimate should not be misinterpreted, it is simply an
indication that adding water vapour into very cold layers leading to contrails acts as a
strong amplifier of radiation budget changes. While air traffic contribution to C02

emissions is in the 1-2% range, and emission height is irrelevant because of the long
lifetime, high tropospheric water vapour injection strongly amplifies the
environmental impact of air traffic. At the same time this underlines the difficulties
climate modellers have in correctly describing the role of ice clouds in a warmer 2 x
C02 climate.
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Frequently the following argument is put forward: High level cirrus is of nearly no in
fluence if above an optically thick lower cloud deck. With respect to contrails this
would mean: only contrails in otherwise clear skies have a strong radiation budget
change capacity. However, this is not true, since the backscattering of solar radiation
is reduced by a thin cirrus above an optically thick water cloud (Bumke, 1984) and the
shielding of thermal radiation is mainly a function of the temperature difference
between lower cloud deck and cirrus clouds. Over low lying stratus decks contrail
impact is thus enhanced if compared to a cloudfree condition.

The above calculations of radiation flux density changes 6Fnet and 6Fnet, s applied

measured crystal size spectra of cirrostratus, a natural ice cloud. These crystals are
rather large (150 um length, 30-40 um width) and there are good arguments that

crystals in contrails are far smaller owing to the evolution of contrails. They start as
water clouds and are rapidly transformed into ice clouds. Since a11 known shortlived
water cloud droplet size spectra peak in the 2 to 10 um radius range, a better

representation would be to use strongly smaller ice crystal sizes . However, this is only
a physically plausible proposal not at a11 underlined by measurements, which do not
exist, because sizing instruments typica11y stop at 50 um diameter crystals. An addi

tional argument for small crystal sizes is the increase in condensation nuclei
numbers in the engine exhaust again leading to smaller typical droplet sizes freezing
at -40°C the latest. An increase in crystal numbers at constant ice content in a contrail
strengthens solar radiation back-scattering at a given ice content. Since we do not
know the typical optical depths of long lived contrails the net effect in both radiation
domains, solar and terrestrial, cannot be assessed more accurately. Two examples for
a possible change: An increase of Ö = 0.1 to Ö = 0.2 would add to the greenhouse forcing,

an increase from ö =1 to ö =2 would rather subtract.

WATER VAPOUR INTHE LOWERSTRATOSPHERE

Water vapour is the most important radiatively active gas in the Earth's atmosphere
and is responsible for more than two thirds of the greenhouse effect of the atmosphere.
With its numerous absorption bands any concentration change in any layer affects the
planetary radiation budget. As for other spatially varying gases changes in concen
tration are most effective at the tropopause level. Additionally accounting for the
possibility of accumulation through increased residence time the lowest stratosphere
is the most sensitive area for radiation flux density changes. In this context it is im

portant to note that stratospheric water vapour content in undisturbed conditions is
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mainly controlled by two sourees: Firstly, the source in anvils of tropical cumulonimbi
penetrating a short distance into the stratosphere, where due to the very low tem
peratures around -BoDe or even below the low water vapour volume mixing ratio of 2-3
ppm is determined; secondly, the source through oxidation of methane causing an in
crease in mixing ratio upwards and polewards from the tropica1 tropopause, to some-
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what higher values from 3-4 ppm on average. Again, like for contrails, air traffic is
injecting water vapour into a rather sensitive area. In order to estimate the amount
injected a simple calculation reveals: If from the yearly consumption of 120 million
tons of fuel resulting in 150 million tons of water vapour 20 percent are injected into
the stratosphere northward of 400N (Lufthansa gave 15-17 percent for a test under
summer conditions) this constitutes 15 percent of the typical water vapour content in
the 10 to 13 km layer for the area north of 40DN. For this calculation a mixing ratio of 4
ppm has been assumed. Taking a residence time (here e-folding time) of one year a 5-6
percent increase in the 10-13 km layer would result. Higher flight levels would
increase this percentage.
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Does this affect the radiation budget? The answer from radiative transfer calcu1ations
in our institute, using a code tested by a 1ine-by-linde code, is (Hollweg, 1990): A 10

percent increase ofwater vapour in the 10-15 km 1ayer reduces emission to space by up
to 0.23 Wm-2 depending on geographica1 area. The biggest .1Fnet occurs over warm

surfaces. However, since the tropical tropopause is at 15·17 km height, the caleu
1ations represented by the full curve in Fig. 6 are valid for a 10% increase in upper
tropospheric water vapour amount. The dashed curve for a mid1atitude summer
atmosphere with a tropopause at 11 km height realistically describes the effect of a 10%

water vapour increase at the tropopause and lower stratosphere. The small decrease
ofFnet in polar winter atmospheres (dotted curve) is due to the cold lower troposphere.

Taking into account the surface area of the Earth (-5 • 1014 m2) this 10% water vapour
increase from 10·15 km is in terms of heat trapped equiva1ent to up to 1.2 • 1014 W,
more than ten times global anthropogenie energy throughput. It is also over warm
surfaces comparable to a tenth of present mean greenhouse forcing amounting to -2

Wm-2. Figure 6 additional1y points to aredistribution ofheating or cooling rates by this

additional water vapour. More cooling in the lower stratosphere and less cooling below
10 km, giving a tendency for an upward shift. of the tropopause.

These model results indicate that already a few percent increase oflower stratospheric
water vapour coneentration are of eonsiderable importanee for the planetary radiation
budget and for the eooling rate profile. This statement is a mere consequence of
injection of water vapour into layers of most effeetive greenhouse forcing in the atmo
sphere.

DISCUSSION

Water vapour, by far the most important greenhouse gas of the atmosphere, is also a
produet of burning of kerosene by aircraft. (1.25 tons per tone kerosene) and due to its
injection into very cold layers around the tropopause of eonsiderable environmental
impact. Especially two effeets have to be diseussed with respeet to present civil air
traffic:

contrail formation in the upper troposphere
additional water vapour in the lowest stratosphere of high latitudes.

Both enhance either under most conditions (contrails) or always the greenhouse effect
of the atmosphere. Most effeetive is water vapour injection at very low temperratures

since the optical depth of contrails will be low enough for a greenhouse forcing, their
lifetime will be increased and shielding of radiation to space is most pronounced if the
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absorber (contrails or water vapour) is cold. In our latitudes these low temperatures
are mainly observed in subtropical airmasses when the tropopause height is above
average.

The relative contribution to atmospheric composition increases with injection height
in a threefold manner:

density falls off exponentially, approximately halved every 5.5 km height increase
maximum possible residence time of an admixture increases from days over
weeks and months 10years if ascending up 10 13 km
water vapour and nitrogen oxide (NOx) background mixing ratios show a mini

mum in the lower stratosphere.

All the statements in this paper are qualitative in the sense that we lack the proof of a
considerable increase in cloudiness through contrails and of water vapour concen
tration in the lower stratosphere in high northem latitudes. Attempts 10 identify
contrail impact on local climate parameters where either not finding a significant
modification (Rotter, 1987) or if finding an impact have also looked 10 parameters in
the solar spectral range, where the impact is smaller than in the thermal range
(Changnon, 1981) . A first objective contrail cover estimate over Central Europe
(Schumann, this volume) points to frequent occurrence. However, the method used
can only give a minimum cover.

If one would for example find a rather low contrail cover this is, however, by no means
an argument not 10 continue search for an air traffic water vapour and cirrus eloud
impact, because the increase in high tropospheric water vapour content even without
the existence of longlived contrails will be the cause of earlier "natural" cirrus eloud
formation lateron at favorable meteorological conditions. This effect might even be
stronger than that caused directly by contrails. Also the question of changed
stratospheric chemistry through additional water vapour has not been discussed as
well as the possible impact of H20 and NOx on wintertime polar stratospheric clouds.

We are only now - with forecasts of a dramatic increase in air traffic worldwide 
starting research on the effect of a water vapour injection. What is most urgently
needed is measurements around the tropopause.
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DETERMINATION OF CONTRAILS FROM SATELLlTE DATA
AND OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

U. Schumann and P. Wendling

OLR, Institute of Atmospheric Physics,
0·8031 Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany

ABSTRACT

Condensation trails (contrails) from air traffic in the upper troposphere may have an
effect on the earth 's climate. We first discuss the state of knowledge. Then some results
of radiation .transfer calculations are reported which help to estimate the order of
magnitude of the effects of cirrus clouds and water vapour in comparison to doubling
of the concentration of CO2• The main part of the paper describes the analysis of
contrails from satellite data. Based on NQAA-A VH R R data we present results for a
specific case where contrails covered a few percent of a region including southern
Germanyand the Alps. Preliminary results are reported for 99 further cases. A pattern
recognition method is described to identify contrails and the related cloud cover
automatically. Laser observations reflect contrail cross-sections which are several km
in width and about 700 m thick. The optical thickness reaches values up to I.

INTRODVCfION

It is .known that thin cirrus clouds of large (more than about 3Jlm in radius) ice par
ticles in the upper troposphere at low and mid latitudes act to enhance the "greenhouse
effect" owing to their rather high ernissivity and low albedo (Stephens and Webster,
1981, Stephens, 1989). An increase in cirrus cloud coverage by a few percent might
have the same effect as a doubling of the arnount of ("02 (Liou , 1986). According to
recent results of global circulation models (Wetherald and Manabe, 1988), clouds (for
fixed radiation parameters; Stephens, 1989) tend to enforce the greenhouse effect
induced by increasing CO2•

Contrails from aircrafts enhance the appearance of high-level clouds. Such contrails
emerge in particular at temperatures below -40°C (Appleman, 1953). Such low tem
peratures prevail at the tropopause of the atmosphere where the radiation effect of
absorbing material is strengest. The altitude of the tropopause varies from typically
8 km at high latitudes to about 18 km in the tropics. Thus, Ilight levels at mid-lati
tudes reach or exceed the tropopause. In view of the strongly increasing long-distance
air traffic (an increase by a factor of two is expected by air traffic experts for the next
decade) it is important to investigate the effects of contrail-induced cirrus clouds on
climate more closely . The need for such investigations (in addition to studies of
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changes in air chemistry by aircraft emissions) was stressed in several recent discussions
(Held, 1988; Pfeiffer and Fischer. 1989).

Changnon (1981) reports about trends in cloudiness and sunshine based on routine
surface observations for the time-period of 1901 to 1977 in the mid-west of the USA.
He finds trends which seem to indicate an increase in cloudiness and decrease in sun
shine duration in the period since 1960 and correlates this with the increasing fuel
consumption by air traffic. Moreover, he finds a reduced temperature difference
between day and night which might be caused by additional clouds. However, the data
base for this analysis is too small to generalize such resuIts. Angell (1990) reports on
the cloud cover and sunshine duration at 100 stations within the whole USA. He
compares mean values of the years 1950-68 with those in the years 1970-88 and shows
that the cloud cover did increase by 2.0 ± 1.3 from the first to the second period. The
sunshine duration, however, decreases by only 0.8 ± 1.2%. He explains this with the
stronger increase of thin cirrus clouds which are observed as additional cloud cover
but are still too thin to reduce the sunshine-duration measurements. Weber (1989)
finds also a decrease in sunshine durationat several stations in Germany, but he argues
that this originates from an increase in westerly flow bringing more clouds from the
Atlantic over the continent. From a study of contrails recorded by a sky-camera over
aperiod of one year in Kärnten/Austria, Rotter (1987) observed long-living contrails
with a persistency of more than one hour and a cloud cover of up to 6 % on nine
days . For the majority of the observations, the cloud cover was weIl below I % ..Sta
tistics on the frequency of contrails are also reported by Beckwith (1972). He found
longliving contrails (more than 5 minutes persistency) in 25 % of all contrail obser
vations from aircrafts at 13 km avetage flight level. Such observations are limited to
a small region and confined to observations from the earth's surface or from aircrafts.

Satellite observations may provide ohjective measures to determine the cloud cover
induced by contrails over a larger region . High resolution infrared satellite images
often provide striking examples of contrails; corresponding visible images are usually
less revealing (Joseph et al., 1975; Lee, 1989). Carleton and Lamb (1986) show that the
occurrence of contrails can be determined from high-resolution (0.6 km in the visible
and 1.0 km in the infrared spectral range) observations from the Defense Meteoro
logical Satellite Program (DMSP). From a pilot study they find that contrails tend
to occur frequently and often in association with natural cirrus clouds. Lee (1989)
shows that data from the NOAA Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) can be used to produce images which greatly enhance contrails in com
parison to the mono-spectral observations. He gives one example with little additional
evidence on the meteorological conditions.

Except for in-situ measurements by Knollenberg (1972), Iittle is known about the
spatial structure and micro-physical parameters of contrails,

In this paper, we first discuss some estimates of the effects of water vapour and cirrus
clouds near the tropopause on the heating rate of the atmosphere. Then results for a
few cases are reported, mainly for the selected day of Oct. 18, 1989. For this day,
ground observations, satellite data and Lidar observations will be presented . In par
ticular, a new pattern recognition method will be described. The present study reports
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work in progress. Much more effort is required before we can make final recommen
dations with respect to aspects of air traffic.

RADIATION EFFECfS OF WATER VAPOUR AND CLOUDS

As stated before, thin cirrus clouds at higher levels have a strong effect on radiative
heating. Fig. I, taken from Liou (1986), shows results from a one-dimensional radia
tive transport model. The code is applied to compute infrared cooling (Iower diagram)
and solar heating (upper diagrams) rates for cloudy atmospheres using standard
atmospheric temperature, water vapour and ozone profiles. Cirrus clouds with thick
nesses of 0.1, I, and 3 km are inserted in the atmosphere and a 100 % cloud cover is
assumed. The base of the cloud is fixed at 8 km. For further parameters see Liou
(1986). We see from the results that a cirrus cloud causes moderate heating by
absorption in the solar range. The IR cooling rate reaches large values with a large
cooling rate at the cloud top and a significant heating rate at the cloud base .
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Figure 1. Thermal infrared and solar heating rates for cirrus clouds, taken from Liou
(1986).

It should be noted that these are pure radiation calculations which do not reflect ver
tical transport processes induced in the atrnosphere. Hence, the rather small effects
of the clouds on the heating rate at the surface should not be misinterpreted. The
vertical profile of cooling and heating will destabilize the layer taken by the cloud and
thus induce additional vertical mixing, possibly with the effect of an increase in the
altitude of the tropopause. Such an increase was found by Wetherald and Manabe
(1988) and used to explain why high clouds in general tend to enhance the "greenhouse
effect".
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We have performed similar (but even simpler) radiation calculations with respect to
the effects of increased water vapour. For the purpose of qualitative estimates, we
investigate the change in infrared heating rate due to an increase of water vapour
concentration (without c1ouds) in the altitude range from 9.5 to 14.5 km. We simply
compare the results from two radiation calculations, one with the standard atmosphere
and one with the water vapour increased up to local saturation with respect to water
in the same atmosphere. The effect of changed water vapour concentration in the solar
spectral range is negligible in comparison to that in the infrared. From F'ig. 2 we see
that the induced changes in heating rate due to changes in water vapour concentration
(i.e. the difference between the dashed and the full curves) are qualitatively similar to
the effects of cirrus c1ouds. However, the absolute magnitude is smaller. Jt is not smalI,
however, in comparison to solar radiation effects of the cloud cases considered in Fig.
I.
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Figure 2. Thermal infrared heating ratcs Fignre 3.
for the standard atmosphere (full
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Thermal infrared heating rates
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curve) and for the samc case but
with doubled CO2-coneentration
at all Icvcls,

For comparison, Fig . 3 depicts the infrared heating rate in the standard atmosphere
for present and for doubled amount of CO2• as computed in the same way. The change
in heating rate due to doubled CO2 amounts to about 0.03 Kjday at 8 km and -0.7
Kjday at 25 km altitude. It is about two orders of magnitude smaller than that due
to water vapour saturation in the 5 km interval near the tropopause. However, dou-
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bling of CO2 influences the heating rate at all altitudes, especially in the upper strato
sphere, Furtherrnore, one must note that the expected CO2-change is agIobaI effect
whereas a change of water vapour eoneentration to the extent postulated above will
be achieved, if at all, only very loeally.

In any case, these radiation calculations iIlustrate the potentially strong impact of
water vapour and even more of cirrus clouds on radiative heating rates in the upper
troposphere.

CONTRAILS OBSERVED ON OCTOBER 18, 1989

On OeL 18, 1989, an unusually large number of long-Iiving eontraits formed over
Southern Germany due to exeeptional meteorological conditions. This was the second
day in aperiod when from Oct. 17 till OeL 28 ablocking high was persistent over
eentral Europe with dominant flow at 500 hPa from southwest. The radiosonde
observation of Munich of this day at neon-time, see Fig. 4, shows that the temperature
decreases down to about 223 K or - 50 oe at the tropepause which occurs at an alti
tude of about 12 km (200 hPa in pressure level) at this time. The dew-point-ternper
ature (dashed curve) is considerably below the actual temperature up to about 8 km,
indicating dry air in the lower troposphere. In the range above 8 km, the dew-point
temperature differs only by about 7 K frorn the actual temperature which means that
the air is rather humid in this range . In fact, as shown in Fig. 5, the relative humidity,
which is eomputed from the sounding data, is of the order 25 % below 8 km. Above
8 km the relative humidity with respect to saturation over water reaches 50 % white
with respect to ice saturation it reaches about 80 % . It should be noted that such
radiosonde measurements of the dew-point are uncertain up to about 2 K and this
corresponds to more than 20 % in humidity (for air temperatures below -300C) with
respect to ice saturation. This error increases for lower temperatures. Hence, it seems
weil possible that the atmosphere above 8 km was saturated with respect to the ice
phase but it was eertainly unsaturated for water. The sounding in Fig. 4 shows,
moreover, south-westerly winds with 15 to 30 knots in the upper troposphere.

As documented by aseries of photos and movie-pictures taken from ground near
Oberpfaffenhofen, the sky was clear in the morning of that day. As time went on,
during the morning, more and more contrails appeared . The first ones showed up as
rather narrow and straight Iines. At about noon, the eontrails had filled out a large
portion of the visible sky. The individual contrails were rather long visible, typically
15minutes or more. In some cases, the form of the observed ice clouds was deforrned
and it was not any longer clear whether they were individual sheets of clouds origi
nated from contraits or just natural cirrus clouds. This situation is iIlustrated by the
photo in Fig. 6. Similar observations were made on the day before and on the subse
quent days.
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(Photo by H. Höllcr).
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At the time when the photo in Fig. 6 was taken, i.e. at 12:16 UTC (13:16 MEZ), the
area was passed over by the NOAA-I I satettite on apolar sun-synchronous orbit at
an altitude of about 850 km. This satellite carries among others the Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) which measures radiance from the earth with
geometrie resolution of about 1.1 km at nadir in five spectral ehannels ranging from
the visible to the thermal infrared :

channel I:
channel2:
channel3:
channel4:
channel5:

0.58 - 0.68 pm
0.725 - 1.0 pm
3.55 - 3.93 pm
10.3 - 11.3 pm
11.5 - 12.5 pm

The data from this sensor were received and processed at the DFD (German Remote
Sensing Data Centre) of DLR in OberpfafTenhofen. The processing includes compu
tation of reflectances and of brightness temperatures from raw counts of the sensor
according to prelaunch and to actual calibration factors .

The data were processed and depicted in Fig. 7 so that ice clouds become clearly vis"
ible. For that purpose we make use of the fact (Lee, 1989) that the radiative emissivity
of optically thin ice clouds difTers strongly in the neighbouring channels 4 and 5. Thin
ice clouds are more transparent with respect to infrared radiance from below the
clouds near l ljzrn than near 12pm. Therefore, the difference of the radiation measured
in ehannels 4 and 5 is an efTective means to identify thin ice clouds. This efTect is weil
known and earlier has been used by us to analyze cloud heights (pollinger and Wen
dling, 1984) as welt as various parameters of natural clouds (Kriebel et al., 1989).

For the same scene, we produced a colour figure which has been shown on the con
ference and which is available from the DLR together withsome explanations on a
poster "Contrails observed from space", printed in 1989. The colour print is based on
an even more complex nonlinear eombination of all five AVHRR channels which are
projected in three colours such that urban areas or those with only little vegetation
appear orange-red , different kinds of vegetation appear ochre to green, coniferous
forests are blue-green, water surfaces are blue, snow becomes yeltow to white, and
clouds are shown in light blue to grey colour. However, for the present discussion, the
blaek and white picture (actually the blue component of the colour print) is suffieient.
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Figure 7. i of of thc
NOAA-II-satellite on OeL IX, 19R9, 12.16 UTC in the arca bctwccn Frankfurt/M.
at the upper cdgc, Venedig and Adria at thc lower edge, eovering the Alps in the
lower third and Kempten nearly in the eentre of the pieture. Note thc white linc
cJouds whieh arc interpreted as contra ils (Proccsscd by DLR/ISM).

Fig. 7 elearly shows that a large portion of the ice-clouds are being forrned to narrow
bands whieh very likely are contrails, The following facts support this interpretation :

• The line-forrning clouds are aligned with main upper routes of air traffic as plot
ted in Fig. 8. This is partieularly obvious for the route from Villaeh (VIW) in
Austria over Rattenberg (RTT) passing Kempten (K PT) in the direetion of the
eontrol point TGO and Frankfurt (FFM). Several other routes can be identified .

• At Kempten, this route changes its direclion and this is reflected obviously by
bends in the line-clouds,

• The lateral distance between individual line-clouds near Kempten is about 5 km.
For a wind-speed of 20 knots (10 rnjs) this corresponds to a time-difference of
about 500 s or 10 minutes, which is a reasonable separation between airerafts on
upper routes.

• The visibility indieates that the elouds are either very thiek or sufficiently broad
to affeet the measured radiance within a single pixel of about I km width. The
observed line-clouds occasionally reach a width of several pixels, i.e, several kilo
meters.



Figure 8.
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Subseetion of the Air Trame Flow Managmcnt Planning Chart, 8th ed , 1989,
showing the upper traffic routcs in the sarnc arca as taken by the satellite image
in Fig. 7.

The last point implies that some of the rat her fuzzy cirrus clouds which were observed
from ground were in fact wide (up to 10 km) clouds originating from contrails.

On the other hand, the picture shows also large areas filled with rather extended and
amorph cirrus clouds. It cannot be decided whether these clouds are the remainders
of old contrails or have formed naturally. Hence it is difficult to estimate the fractional
area taken by contrai!s without any further objective criteria.

PAlTERN RECOGNITION METHOD

Obviously, an objective method is required to determine which pixel belongs to a
contraiJ. For this purpose, a pattern recognition method has been developed. The
method is similar to a method developed by Kn öpfle (1988). However, Kn öpfle's
method does not account for different brightness values of various pixels within cloud
areas.
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Our method uses a mask, see Fig. 9, of 15 by 15 pixels which is carried over aJl pixels
within the whole matrix of satellite data, i.e, the brightness temperature difference
between channels 4 and 5. The centre of the mask is collocated with the pixel under
investigation. Within the rnask, 16 equidistant directions are distinguished which
originate from the centre pixel. Along each direction the consecutive sequence of pixels
forms the "mid strip", A pixel of the picture must satisfy the foJlowing three conditions
before it is c1assified as being a pixel belonging to a contrail :
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Figure 9. Sketch of the mask used for contrail analysis . Shown is one example of a mid-strip
together with two side-strips which are used to idcnlify contrail pixcls.

• The pixel must be clouded. J.e., the temperature of the pixel must be lower than
a preset threshold value.

• One of the mid-strips along the various predefined directions must be clouded.
Le., at least 5 of 7 pixels along the centre of the strip must be colder than the given
limit,

• Side-strips which are parallel to the selected mid-strip but displaced by about 3
pixels sidewards (see Fig. 9) must be cloud-free, i.e. their temperatures must be
above a given threshold value.

The threshold values for the mid-strip and the side-strips are functions of the tem
perature of the centre pixel.

Jt happens that after one pass over the picture with this procedure some pixels are
c1assified as being contrail pixels, which are obviously not, because they form small
isolated entities without linear structure. Therefore, step 2 of the above procedure is
applied a second time but now with 56 instead of 16 different radial directions.

Fig. 10 shows for example in the upper part the original data set and in the lower part
the processed data set, i.e. the pixels which are c1assified as being contrails are identi
fied in white. From a subjective basis, the algorithm appears to work successfuJly. This
has been corroborated by applying the same algorithm to further data sets.
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Figure to. Satcllitc image as in Fig. 7 (top) togcthcr with the rcsult of the contrall analysis
mcthod (white pixcls in the bottorn flgurc).
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In the present case, I % of the pixels are c1assified as belonging to contrails. From a
purely subjective point of view we had estimated that up to 8 % of the scene is taken
by contrails. Hence, the present algorithm appears to underestimate the actual fraction
taken by contrail induced clouds. This c1early shows the difficulty in deciding which
pixel is cloudy or not. Improvement is expected by applying the more powerful algo
rithm package APOLLO (Saunders and Kriebel, 1988) to the data.

STRUcrURE OF A CONTRAIL OBSERVED BV LIDAR

At the same time when the above observations were made from OberpfafTenhofen, a
field-experiment under the heading "International Cirrus Experiment" (ICE) took place
over parts of the German Bay. The experiment included observations with a back
scatter Lidar ALEX-F (Mörl et al., 1981). The laser pulses were emitted upwards from
an aircraft flying at a flight Ievel of 3700 m. The pulse length corresponds to 6 m
resolution in altitude. The repetition rate allows for aresolution of about 100 m in
flight direction. The measuring aircraft passed below a contrail produced by an airliner
a few minutes earlier. Fig. 11 shows a composite of results including the radiosonde
observation of Schleswig of that day at 12.00 UTe. The flight measurements were
taken at about 13.15 UTe. From the Lidar backscatter signal one can construct con
tour lines of backscatter intensity. These signals can be taken as a first-order measure
of ice-water content. The results in Fig. 11 show that a contrail formed at an altitude
of about 8 km. The temperature at the lower edge of the contrail (7.650 km) amounts
to about -30 oe. The contrail extends vertically over about 700 m and laterally over
about 3.5 km. Thus the contrail became quite extended although the relative humidity
with respect to ice (as deduced from the sounding) amounts to only about 50 % . It
is very Iikely that the sounding underestimates the real humidity considerably. At
altitudes between 9 and 10 km, a natural cirrus layer is observed but the measured
humidity is still much below saturation. The vertical extent of the contrail is smaller
than 'the horizontal one by about a factor of 5. This corresponds roughly to estimates
of the ratio of horizontal to vertical turbulent difTusivities.

By use of the Lidar backscatter signal and a special technique the optical thickness
of the contrail shown in Fig. 11 has been determined. This technique makes use of the
fact that the Lidar cirrus backscatter signals show remarkabl-s shadowing efTects in
presence of underlying contrails. Using this shadowing efTect the Lidar system can be
calibrated to determine extinction coefficients within thecontrail with an accuracy of
±20%. The determined optical thickness varies from about I at the center of the
contrail to about 0.08 at the edge for a wavelength of 1.06 pm . These data have been
used to calculate the efTects of such a contrail on the radiation balance at the surface .
The radiative efTects are calculated by using Mie theory and a two stream radiative
transfer model. We assume up to now that the ice crystals consist of spheres with radii
varying from 2 pm to 40 pin. For an averaged optical thickness of 0.2 (wavelength 0.2
... 1.0 pm) and a totally cloud covered sky our results show only a small dependence
on particle size and the contrail induced cirrus cloud tend to cool the surface at noon
by about 6 W/m2 for a net radiation balance of the c1ear sky of about 288 W/m 2

• This
means that for the considered case the contrail induced reduction in the absorbed solar
radiation at ground is larger than the reduction of the outgoing longwave flux
regardless of particle size.
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Figure 11. Composite picture showing properties of contrail formation over the northern
shore of Gcrmany. Thc upper small picturcs show from left to right: the opcration
area, the flight pattern, and details of thc flight pattern of thc measuring airplane
and thc contrail formcd by an airliner. The lowcr frame eontains the results from
the radiosonde of Schlcswig and the contours of backscatter intcnsity of the
Lidar, Thc lower cdgc of the contrail is indieated at altitude 7.650 km. Thc ver
tical and horizontal scales of thc eontour map are cqual.

However, definite conclusions regarding the sign of the temperature change at ground
cannot be made until the effects of nonspherical ice crystals are considered. Regarding
to this difficult and up to now unsolved problem more research is needed in the future.

FURTHER SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS

We have started to evaluate further satellite observations on a routine basis. Up to
now, NOAA-A VHRR-data have been processed for 99 days from 8 months within a
fixed area of 300000 km2 between Frankfurt and Genua. At 62 days (63 % of 99)
contrails were visible. For 36 of these 99 days, the area taken by contrails was below
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0.1 %. For the remaining days, the average contrail coverage was estimated as 1,5 %.
The present state of analysis is too preliminary to report final statistics.

Contrails are often observed in the neighbourhood of naturally occuring cirrus clouds,
An example of such cases is shown in Fig . 12 from Dec. 20, 1989. Obviously, the width
of contrail-induced line clouds grows considerably when approaching areas of natural
cirrus c1ouds .

Figure 12. Satellite irrrage similar 10 that in Fig. 7, but for Dee. 20, 19R9, 12.55 UTC. The
syrnbol Nm" in the upper right eorner rcprcscnts thc loeation of Munieh. Note the
many parallel contrails towards north-wcst at the northcrn edge of the extended
cirrus eloud over the Alps in thc middlc of the pieture.

CONCLUSIONS

Cirrus clouds generated from contrails have the potential to strongly affect radiative
heating rates in the atmosphere. The infrared heating 01' cooling rate magnitude within
such cirrus clouds is typically a factor of two larger than that induced by water vapour
increase from standard atmosphere to saturation in a 5 km thick layer near the tro
popause. There are no reasons to believe that such a change can arise in a realistic
manner. In fact , water vapour emissions from air traffic will cause saturation with
respect to water only very locally. Nevertheless, in view of the relatively small changcs
ind uced by doubling CO2 the (arge radiation effects of water vapour and ice clouds
are obvious, lt still remains to quantify the area and volurne fraction in which large
increases of water vapour 01' contrails are caused by airliners,
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Contrails may be identified from sateltite data of the AVHRR in spite of its rather
coarse geometrie resolution (about I km) by computing the difference of two channels
in the thermal infrared. By means of a new pattern recognition method we have a tool
to deduce the contrail content of a scene on an objective basis in a repeatable manner
so that one can analyse trends and regional distribution. However, this algorithm has
yet been applied to a few cases only. By means of Lidar measurements, the spatial
dimension of a specific contrail and its optical thickness produced by an airliner have
been documented. Although the radiosondes indicate undersaturation with respect to
ice and water the contrail takes considerable dimensions.

We have shown that contrails induced by air traffic on upper routes at individual days
may cover a considerable portion of the sky. For the specific day of Oct. 18, 1989,
which was an extraordinary case, the estimates vary from I to 8 % depending on the
method used . A climatology is needed to estimate mean cloud covers by contrails
within a longer period. Moreover, one still has to perform analysis with radiative
transfer and climate models to estimate the effect of such additional (fractional) cloud
cover and possible increases in water vapour concentration on the earth's clirnate. In
view of the growing air traffic, such effects will grow with time and may become of
significant importance with respect to future climate.
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ABSTRACT

High cloud cover in the absence of middle and low clouds for Salt Lake City, Utah,

during the period 1949-1982 has been analyzed . A significant increase of the mean

annual high cloud cover is evident from 1965 to 1982. This increase appears to

coincide with the anomalous jet aircraft traffic increase during that period. Analysis

of the annual surface temperature for Salt Lake City shows a noticeable increase on the

mean annual basis for the period 1965-1982. Ye have developed a two-dimensional (2-D)

cloud-climate model to investigate the perturbation of high cloud cover on the

temperature fields . The model consists of a 2-D climate model and a cloud formation

model that are interactive through the radiation program. The cloud covers and

radiation budgets at the top of the atmosphere computed from the present model compare

reasonably weIl with observations. A 5' uniform increase in high cloud cover at the

latitudes bet-Neen 20· to 70·N would produce an increase in surface temperature by about

PK with small variations across the latitudes. The positive surface temperature

feedback associated with the high cloud cover increase is due to e~~anced infrared

emission from the additional high cloud cover and specific humidity produced from the

2-D model.

1. INTR.ODUCTION

Although evidence of changes in global average cloudiness does not exist at present,

there have been reports that localized cloudiness has increased. Kachta and Carpenter

(1971) reported on secular increases in the amount of high cloud cover in the absence

of low or middle clouds at a number of stations in the Uni ted States between 1948 and

1970. It has been suggested that there may be a link between this increase in

cloudiness and the expansion of jet aircraft flights in the upper troposphere and lower

stratosphere (Study of Kan's Impact on Climate, 1971) .
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The exhaust plume of jet aircraft, consisting primarily of water vapor, carbon dioxide

and some hydrocarbons, produces so-called contrail cirrus . The water vapor within the

plume may undergo homogeneous andjor heterogeneous nucleation processes , upon which ice

particles form and grow. Contrails may persist only a short time if the ambient air

is very dry . In humid conditions, they may persist for minutes to several hours and

spread into linear formations a few kilometers in width and tens of kilometers in

length. Carleton and Lamb (1986) have used the high-resolution Defense Meteorological

Satellite Program (DMSP) imagery to study the possibility of detecting and documenting

the occurrence of jet contrails during the period July-November 1979. Six days were

selected during which contrails were also identified by surface observations near

Champaign, Illinois (Wendland and Semonin, 1982). Based on Carleton and Lamb's studies,

contrails tend to occur relatively frequently and they tend to cluster in groups .

Changnon (1981) has carried out a detailed analysis of the cloud observations, sunshine

measurements, surface temperatures, and air traffic data over the northern midwest

region during the period 1901-1977 . There appears to be a downward trend of the annual

number of clear days in general , implying that the frequency of cloud formation has

been increasing . In particular, high cloudiness increased over north-central Illinois

and Indiana during the period 1951-1976, which approximately corresponds to the period

of rapid expansion of air traffic. The exact percentage of increase has not been

determined, however. Changnon has also reported that the number of months with

moderated temperature , defined as the difference between the monthly average maximum

temperature and minimum temperature that is less than normal difference, has been

increa~ing . This trend is consistent with the increase in cloudiness.

The heating effects of cirrus clouds on the surface temperature have been investigated

by Cox (1971) and determined to be positive or negative depending on the cirrus cloud

emissivity . Manabe (1975) has discussed the effect of contrails on the surface

temperature . and points out the importance of cirrus blackness on the temperature

sensitivity experiment. Freeman and Liou (1979) have investigated the increased effect

of contrail cirrus cover in mid-latitudes on the radiative budget of the earth

atmosphere system . Extensive one-dimensional numerical experiments have been carr~ed

out by Liou and Gebhart (1982) to study the effects of cirrus clouds on equilibrium

temperatures . High cirrus clouds above about 8 km would produce a warming effect at

the surface. The degree of the warming is a function of the cirrus cloud optical depth

(or emissivity). Ou and Liou (1984) have constructed a 2-D climate model based on the

energy balance approach to study the effect of the radiative properties of cirrus

clouds on global temperature perturbations. Research efforts pertaining to cirrus

clouds and climate have been comprehensively reviewed in Liou (1986).

In this paper, we analyze the high cloudiness and surface temperature in Salt Lake

City, Utah , from 1948 to 1982. This is described in Section 2 . To understand the

impact of the potential increase of high cloudiness on temperature, we have carried out

a numerical study using a 2-D climate model deve10ped by Ou and Liou (1984). In
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Section 3, we present the basic model and the modifications involving a cloud formation

program. Perturbation studies and numerical results are presented in Section 4.

Concluding remarks are given in Section 5 .

2. TRENDS IN HIGH CLOUDINESS AND SURFACE TEMPERATUR! FOR SALT LAKE CITY

We have analyzed the high cloudiness (or cloud amount or cloud cover) for Salt Lake

City from 1949 to 1982. The three hourly weather observations reported by the National

Weather Service at Salt Lake City International Airport were used to determine the sky

cover information . For each observation the cloud amount, in tenths of sky coverage,

cloud type and v isibility were recorded . When the sky cover is less than one tenth for

a particular cloud type , it is reported as zero tenths . As many as four cloud types

can be reported on a single observation including Ci (high cloud), Ac (middle cloud) ,

and Sc and Cu (low clouds). The high cloud types encountered were cirrus,

cirrostratus, cirrocumulus and cirrocumulus standing lenticular .

The monthly average high cloudiness was computed using only those cases in which the

sum of the low and middle cloud amount was 0 .5 tenths or less . The monthly average

high cloudiness was then used to compute the annual high cloudiness . Based on the

results of the student t test, the annual high cloudiness, with no low or middle

intervening cloudiness, may be considered as two separate populations . The first group

corresponds to the annual high cloudiness for the period from 1949 to 1964 , while the

second accounts for the period 1965 to 1982 , as shown in Fig . 1 . The mean high cloud

amounts fo~ the first and second time periods are 11.8% and 19 .6%, respectively. It

is noted that Machta and Carpenter (1971) derived a mean high cLoud amount of 19 .2% for

the time period 1965-1969. The mean high cloud amount for the period 1970-1982 was

19 .8%, represellting only a slight increase over the 1965-1969 period.

We have computed domestic jet fuel consumption from 1956 to 1982 . A significant

increase in domestic jet fuel consumption in the mid 60's is evident . However, very

little increase was shown during the period 1969-1982 (Fig. 1) . The sharp anomalous

increase in annual high cloudiness appears to coincide with the significant increase

in domestic jet fuel consumption in the mid 60·s. In fact, the slopes of the linear

fit of the annua1 high cloudiness for the time periods of 1950-1959, 1960 -1969 and

1970-1979 are -0 .0048 , 0.096 and 0.03, respectively . The sharp increase in the

~omestic jet fuel consumption during the 1960-1969 time frame appears to suggest a

possible causative relationship between domestic jet fuel consumption, Le ., increased

jet aircraft traffic , and the increase in annual high cloud amount since 1965. During

the 1970-1982 time period the frequency of occurrence of high cloud observations

decreased . This suggests that the increase in mean annual high cloud amount was due

primarily to an increase in cloud amount . Thus, it appears probable that the increase

in the high cloud amount could be linked to the increased j~t aircraft traffic .

To investigate the potential effect of the increase in high cloud amount on the
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temperature fie1d, we have ana1yzed the surface temperature data pub1ished by the

National C1imatic Center . The annua1 surface temperature va1ues for Sa1t Lake City

over the period 1949-1982 were ca1cu1ated. The month1y average temperature was

obtained by summing the dai1y maximum and minimum temperatures for the month and

dividing by the number of days in the month. The annua1 sur f ace temperature was

obtained by averaging the month1y average temperature information . The temperature

data was subdivided into two time periods that coincided with the time periods for high

c Loud amount, as shown in Fig . 2 . The slope for the linear fit of temperature for the

first time period is actua11y negative (-0.032), but the coefficient of determination

is fair1y sma11 (0 .11). This is not the case for the second time period, where the
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slope is positive (0 .107) and the coefficient of determination (0 .50) is approximate1y

five times greater than that of the first time period.

An increase in regional surface temperatures cou1d be caused by a number of factors ,

ranging from natural c1imatic variabi1ities to human inf1uence on c1imate . The

corre1ation between the mean high c10ud amounts and mean surface temperatures for the

periods 1949-1964 and 1965-1982 appears to suggest that the increase in the surface

temperature during the 1atter period cou1d be re1ated to the increase in high c10ud

amount .

3 . 'NO DIMENSIONAL CLOUD-CLIHATE MODEL

To understand the potential effects of high c10ud cover variations on the temperature

fie1d, we have modified the 2-D c1imate model deveLoped by Ou and Liou (1984) to

perform sensitivity experiments .

a . The 2-D C1imate Model

The present 2-D c1imate model 1s based on the energy balance between radiative heating

and heating produced by horizontal and vertica1 turbulent transports. The governing

equation may be written in the form

a ['"I 1 a OFy

at P" + acosI dr cosl Fh + az (1)

where F
h,

Fv and F represent the moist static energy f1uxes of horizontal and vertica1

transports, and the net radiative f1ux, respective1y . They are defined by

Fy • P ([wl [EI + [~I + [w"E"j)

(2)

(3)

(4)

In the preceding equations, p is the air density, t the time , a the earth radius, 1 the

1atitude, and z the height . The moist static energy, E - CpT + gz + Lq, where Cp is

the specific heat at constant pressure, g the gravitationa1 acce1eration, L latent

heat, and q the specific humidity . v and ware the meridional and vertica1 wind

ve1ocities, respective1y, and Fs and F1R the net downward solar and IR f1uxes ,

respective1y . The symbol [- j represents temporal and zonal averages. The terms on the

right hand side (r.h.s .) of Eq. (2) denote the transport of moist static energy by mean

motions, transient eddies, and stationary eddies in the meridional direction,

respective1y . Likewise, the terms on the r .h.s. of Eq. (3) denote their counterparts

in the vertica1 direction. The vertica1 stationary eddy is a very sma11 quantity . For
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all practical purposes it may be ignored. The vertical transient eddy may be

parameterized using the mixing length theory . The mean flow terms depend on the

vertical and horizontal velocities, which are prescribed by using the annual zonal data

computed by Oort (1983) . This implies that the Hadley circulation is f ixed in the

model. Ye have used the mixing length theory to parameterize the large-scale

horizontal eddy fluxes in a manner described in Ou and Liou (1984) .

b. 2-D Cloud-Moisture Model

An equilibrium 2-D cloud-moisture model has been developed for the s imulation of

zonally averaged specific humidity, cloud l iquid water content (LYC) , and cloud cover.

The governing equations may be written

h-hTl s 0

1 - ho

(5)

(6)

(7)

where the fluxes of horizontal and vertical transports of specific humidity, q , and

cloud LYC, f, are defined by

F§ • p( [v] [q] + [V'q'"] + IV" q"])

F~ = p (IV] III + [V"F] + [v" 1"])

F~ • p ([w] III + [~ [w"l"])

(8)

(9)

(la)

(11)

Parameterizations of the fluxes of the horizontal and vertical transports of specific

humidity by eddies follow our previous work described in Ou and Liou (1984) . Since

global data for the vertical and horizontal transports of cloud LYC by eddies are not

available, it is assumed that the ratio of the eddy terms for LYC and specific humidity

is approximately proportional to the ratio of the mean LYC and specific humidity . The

mean velocity fields are prescribed according to the general circulation statistics

provided in Oort (1983) .

In Eqs . (5) - (11). Qc' Er and P denote the rate of condensation, evaporation of

precipitation . and generation of precipitation, respectively; Tl is the cloud cover , h
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the relative humidity, and h
o

the threshold relative humidity . Equation (7) was

derived on the basis of the area-weighted relative humidity in which the relative

humidity for the cloud area is taken to be unity. The threshold relative humidity is

a closing parameter that is required for the calculation of cloud cover . Ye follow the

parameterized equation suggested by Kanabe and Yetherald (1967) in the form

ho • hos (p/Ps - 0.02)/0 .98 (12)

where p is the atmospheric pressure , Ps the surface pressure , and hos the surface

threshold relative humidity, which is obtained from the climatological humidity and

temperature values at the surface . At p =20 mb, h
o

becomes zero . The preceding

relative humidity profile was originally proposed for averaged cloudy sky conditions .

However, we find that this profile is steeper than the climatological relative humidity

profile . Consequently, by using Eq . (12) for clear sky, the averaged cloudy sky

relative humidity will be closer to climatological values . It should be noted that the

only prescribed value in the model is hos' which is for clear conditions only, and that

the model allows clouds to form above the second model layer from the surface .

The derivation of an analytic expression for the rate of condensation, Qc' requires

knowledge of the vert1cal velocity in the cloudy region . Ye first deHne the in-cloud

vertical flux of saturation specific humidity, qs' as pwsqs' where Ws is the in-cloud

vertlcal velocity . Based on the energy conservation principle, Qc must be proportional

to the divergence of pwsqsL. Thus we have

(13)

The in-cloud vartical velocity is an unknown parameter . To obtain Qc' another

independent equation is required . Based on the Richardson equation (see , e.g ., Dutton ,

1976), we have

(14)

where Yd is the adiabatic lapse rate, and the flux of the horizontal transport of

sensible heat in 2-D space is defined by

FT
h •~~ {cos.\ ([v) [T)+ [V"F) + [v' T'))}

acos... 0 ... (15)

TIf F
h

< 0, heating will be produced due to horizontal convergence . However, if

F~ > O. cooling will be produced. Parameterizations of the fluxes of the horizontal

and vertical transports of sensible heat follow the work described in Ou and Liou

(1984).

In Eq . (5) the evaporation term associated with precipitation at a given level must be
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related to the grid-averaged total downward precipitation flux reaching that level and

the difference between the specific humidity in the clear column and its saturation

value . Thus we have

E;.(z) --r- =k, p(<Is - CIo) P(z) (16)

Z -1where kr - 1 .44 cm g ,which is derived from known microphysical constants, and

- fZtP(z) = Z (P'IP(z') - (1-1) Er(z')/LJdz' (17)

where Zt is the cloud top height . Equation (17) represents the accumulated balance

between the rates of generation and evaporation of precipitation. Furthermore , the

rate of generation of precipitation can be parameterized in terms of the so-called

auto-conversion factor and cloud LWC mixing ratio in the form (Ogura and Takahashi,

1971; Sundqvist, 1978)

P(z) = 1)P co'c (l-exp(-'~'~)J (18)

-4 -1where c - 10 s is a coefficient representing the time scale required for cloud
o -4

particles to become precipitation, and 'r - 5 x 10 is the mean LWC mixing ratio in

precipitation clouds .

Equations (5), (6) and (14) are three partial differential equations consisting of

three unknowns : q,' and pwsqs' The solutions of these equations require appropriate

boundary conditions . At the surface (z-O), the cloud cover ,,-0, so that q(O) - qs(To)
h where T is the surface temperature and h the surface threshold relative humidity.

0, 0 0

Also, since clouds are not allowed to form at the surface, we have '(0)-0 . The

divergence of the in-cloud vertical flux of saturation specific humidity, pwsqs' must

be balanced by the surface evaporation and horizontal convergence of moist sources by

mean motions and eddies that are parameterized, as described previously. Equations

(5), (6), (7), (13), (14), (16) and (18) can then be used to solve for the following

variables: q, 1\, " P, Er' Qc and pwsqs' Once the clouds are formed in model layers,

we perform statistical averages to o~tain cloud cover and LWC for high, middle and low

clouds using the procedures developed by Liou et al . (1985).

c. Radiative Transfer Model

We have used the radiative transfer parameterization program developed by Liou and Ou

(1983) and Ou and Liou (1984) in the present study. For infrared radiative transfer,

a broadband flux emissivity approach is employed. The entire infrared spectrum is

divided into five bands: three for HZO, one for CO2, and one for 03 absorption . The

flux emissivity is expressed in terms of a polynomial function of the pressure and

temperature corrected path length for HZO and 03 based on band-by-band calculations.
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For the CO
Z

15 pm band, the flux emissivity is parameterized based on the transmittance

values derived from line-by-line integrations according to the procedures developed by

Ou and Liou (1983). The broadband infrared emissivity , reflectivity , and

transmissivity for high clouds are prescribed as functions of the vertically integrated

LYC fol lowing the parameterization equations developed by Liou and Yittman (1979).

Middle and low cloud types are treated as blackbodies in the infrared .

For solar radiative transfer, the spectrum is divided into 25 bands : six for HZO , one

for COZ (which overlaps the HZO Z.7 pm band), and 18 for 03 ' The absorptivities for

the H
20

and CO
Z

bands are calculated according to the method developed in Liou and

Sasamori (1975). For °
3

, the band absorptivities are computed using the absorption

coefficient values complied by Howard et a1. (1961) . The clear-sky fluxes are

determined from known values of the solar zenith angle and absorptivity. For the

cloudy case, the broadband solar reflection and transmission values for various cloud

types are obtained from parameterized polynomial functions of the integrated cloud LWC

and solar zenith angle provided in Liou and Yittman (1979) . The net fluxes above and

below clouds are then determined based on the functional values of gaseous

absorptivities and the cloud radiative properties by means of an interactive procedure

that ac counts for the effects of cloud-cloud and cloud-surface multiple reflections .

4. EFFECTS OF CONTRAIL CIRRUS ON CLOUD FORMATION, RADIATION BUDGET ABO TEHPERATURE

The present 2-D cloud-climate model is a global model that covers both the Northern and

Southern Hemispheres. The latitude-height domain is divided into 16 latitudinal belts .

There are fourteen 10' belts between 70'5 and 70'N and two 20' belts at the poles . The

height coordinate consists of 17 layers, including four 50 mb layers between the

surface (- 100~ mb) and 800 mb, seven 100 mb layers between 800 and 100 mb, and six

equally divided layers between 100 and 0 .1 mb (top level) on the logarithmic scale .

Although the present model consists of two separate models, they are interactive

through the radiation program. First, the climatological temperature field is used to

drive the cloud model from which cloud covers and LYCs for high , middle and low cloud

types are computed . Using the computed cloud data, radiative heating in the atmosphere

and surface radiative fluxes are then computed and incorporated in the climate model

to obtain the temperature field. The computed temperature field is subsequently fed

back to the radiation program and cloud model . Iterations are carried out until the

equilibrium state is reached. Generally, only two to three iterations are required .

In the climate model, we use climatological pressure, and air and 03 densities . The

CO
Z

concentration is fixed at 330 ppm. Except for the 03 density, which is taken from

values tabulated in McClatchey et al. (1971), all other climatological profiles are

taken from data compiled by Oort (1983) . The solar constant and duration of sunlight
Zused are 1360 Y/m and lZ h (for annual case) . The solar zenith angle varies with

latitude and can be computed from the equation relating this angle, latitude, solar
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declination and hour angle. The relative humidity is fixed in the climate model.

Thus, the humidity feedback due to temperature perturbations is implicitly included in

the model. The surface albedo parameterization has been described in Ou and Liou

(1984) and will not be repeated here . This parameterization allows the ice-albedo

feedback to occur in the model. Because of the complexity of dynamic transport

feedback when the cloud model is interactive with the climate model , this feedback is

not considered in the present perturbation study. For this reason, temperature

perturbations take place at latitudes where contrail cirrus cover is varied .

a. Control Run

The cloud-climate model is first tuned to the present climate state in terms of the

temperature field . Using the procedure developed in Ou and Liou (1984), the model

computed temperatures are adjusted to within O.loK accuracy of climatological

temperatures . Figure 3(a)-(d) show the latitudinal distributions of high, ~iddle. low

and total cloud covers computed from the model and climatolology. The climatological

cloud values are computed from those derived by London (1957) for the Northem

Hemisphere and by Sasamori et al . (1972) for the Southem Hemisphere . Six cloud types

were listed by these authors. Ye have grouped them into high, middle and low cloud

types according to the procedure outlined in Liou et al. (1985) . In general, the model
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Fig. 3. Latitudinal distributions of high (a), middle (b), low (c), and total (d)
cloud covers computed from the present cloud-climate model. Comparisons
are made with the cloud covers derived from observed climatological data
presented by London (1957) for the Northem Hemisphere and by Sasamori et
al . (1972) for the Southem Hemisphere.
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produces reasonable cloud cover dis tributions • High, middle and low cloud covers vary

within the range (0.3, 0.1), (0.4,0.15) and (0 .45,0.25), respectively . Maximum cloud

covers ranging from 50-70% are seen in the tropics and mid-latitude storm track

regions. In the sub-tropical regions, minimum cloud covers are on the order of 40%.

Differences between the model cloud covers and climatological values are generally less

than 10%. The best agreement appears to be in mid-latitudes between 30·-60·, where

more surface observations were available in the climatological analysis . In the

tropics, the model total cloud cover is higher than the climatology indicates. In Fig.

3(d), we have depicted the uncertainty in total cloud cover observations presented by

Hughes (1984). It is quite encouraging that the present cloud-climate model produces

total cloud covers that are within the observational uncertainty.

Next, we compared the model computed radiation budgets at the top of the atmosphere

(TOA) with results derived from satellite observations (Stephens et al., 1981) . In

Fig. 4, the IR fluxes at TOA are shown (left graph). IR fluxes decrease with

increasing latitude, except in the tropics, where convective tower cumulus occur. The

model computed IR fluxes in the tropics are higher than observed values. This is due

to ehe fact that the present model does not generate cumulus towers that contain large

LWCs. A large difference also occurs in the South Pole regions where the temperature

profiles have a large uncertainty . In general, the model IR fluxes are within about
210 W/m of the observed values . Absorbed solar fluxes also compare reasonably weIl

with observations, except in the tropics and Arctic regions (right graph). The latter

discrepancies may be due to the solar zenith angle and surface conditions used in model

calculations . A number of perturbation experiments were performed to investigate the

effects of increasing contrail cirrus in mid-latitudes on the temperature field.
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Fig . 4 . Latitudinal distributions of net IR flux (left diagram) and net solar flux
(right diagram) at ehe top of the atmosphere computed from the present
cloud-climate model . Comparisons are made with satellite derived
radiation budgets presented by Stephens et al. (1981).
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b , Contrail Cirrus Perturbation Study

We performed numerical experiments to investigate the effect of the increase in

contrail cirrus cover on cloud formation and temperature fields . Contrail cirrus cover

is increased between 20· to 70· N, roughly corresponding to jet aircraft traffic. Three

experiments were carried out, including (1) a 5% increase of high cloud cover with all

cloud covers and LWCs fixed in the model (Cl); (2) a 5% increase of high cloud cover

with interactive cloud covers and LWCs generated from the model (C2); and (3) the same

experiment as in (2), except with a 10% increase in high cloud cover (C3). To simplify

the perturbation study, the radiative properties of contrail cirrus are assumed to be

the same as those of high clouds (Cu and Liou, 1984) .

The left graph in Fig . 5 shows the changes in high cloud cover for the region between

20· and 70·N . For Cl, high cloud cover is increased by 5% across the latitude, as they

are fixed in the numerical experiment . However , for C2 , high cloud cover increases by

more than 5%, except in the 60 -70·N latitude belt . The additional 5% high cloud cover

causes both specific humidity and temperature to increase in the atmosphere. The

increase in specific humidity is greater in the tropics than in mid-latitudes. Thus,

the relative humidity increases more in the tropics , leading to the increase in cloud

cover, which is directly calculated from the threshold relative humidity me~hod.

Similar results have also been obtained from the perturbation experiment involving

doubling of CO2 concentrations (Ou and Liou, 1987). For an increase in high cloud,

cover of 10%, the high cloud cover increase would be amplified to a value of about 30%

in 20-40·N latitudinal belts as a result of the humidity feedback in the present cloud-
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climate model. In terms of the total cloud cover, the increase ·is less than 5% in the

Cl experiment because of cloud overlap effects . In the cases of C2 and C3, increases

in the total cloud cover generally mirror those in high cloud cover, except that the

magnitudes are smaller due to cloud overlap adjustments.

Changes in atmospheric temperatures for the three perturbation cases are illustrated

in Fig. 6 . For Cl, larger temperature increases of -GoK at high latitudes are due to

the surface albedo feedback included in the model. The amount of temperature increase

generally decreases with height. In the case of interactive clouds, the surface albedo

feedback effect is substantially reduced . The temperature increase in the C2 case i s

much smaller than that in Cl . Moreover, the maximum temperature increase shifts toward

lower latitudes . In Fig. 5 , we show that a 5% increase in high cloud cover leads to

a substantial amplification in high cloud cover increase (-15%) at 20-40oN, caused by

the increase in specific humidity . Enchanced downward thermal infrared emission from

additional high clouds is the reason for the temperature increase in the troposphere

of low latitudes (IR greenhouse effect). In the cloud perturbation study , low and

middle clouds are also increased slightly because of the additional moisture supply .

The reduction in the amount of temperature increase in the C2 case is in part due to

the Increases in low and middle cloud covers (solar albedo effect). In the C3 case,

atmospheric temperatures increase more because more high clouds are allowed to form at

20-60oN
latitu~es . Stratospheric temperatures are only affected slightly due to the

high cloud cover increase that occurs in the upper troposphere .

The sunface temperature changes produced by the increase of high cloud cover are shown

in Fig. 7 . In all three cases , surface temperatures increase across the latitudes

where cloud cover perturbations take place . For Cl, in which clouds are fixed in the

model, surface temperature increases from 2 to 6°K with the largest increase occuring

at 60-70oN. The surface albedo feedback is the primary reason for this increase, as

pointed out previously . When the cloud formation is interactive in the model (C2). the
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Fig. 6. Changes in atmospheric temperatures due to the increase in high cloud
cover for the three cases (Cl, C2 and C3) defined in Fig. 5.
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surface temperature increase is about lOK but varies with latitude . The decrease in

the sensitivity of surface temperature is due to the reduction of surface albedo

feedback . In the C3 case , a surface temperature increase of about 2.5°K is obtained

because a 10% increase of h igh cloud cover is used in the perturbation.

In summary, all perturbation experiments involving the increase of high cloud cover

reveal increases in atmospheric and surface temperatures. These increases are caused

by a positive greenhouse feedback from high cloud cover and specific humidity.

S. CONCLUDING REKARKS

In this paper, we have analyzed high cloud cover in the absence of middle and low

clouds for Salt Lake City, Utah, during the period 1949-1982 . Based on statistical

analyses , the annual high c10ud cover may be considered as two separate populations

corresponding to the periods 1949-1964 and 1965-1982 . A significant increase of mean

high c10ud cover is evident for the latter period. This increase appears to coincide

with the anoma10us jet a ircraft increase in the mid 60's . An analysis of the mean

annua1 surface temperature for Sa1t Lake City indicates that the temperature record may

also be divided into two groups according to the high c10ud cover data. During the

period 1965-1982 , there is a noticeab1e temperature increase on the mean annua1 basis .

Factors that cou1d contribute to the increase in regionalsurface temperatures wou1d

be numerous.

The corre1ation between mean annua1 high c10ud cover and su;face temperature in Salt

Lake City appears to suggest that the increase in the annua1 surface temperature during

the period 1965-1982 cou1d be caused by the high cloud cover increase associated with

jet aircraft traffic during that period.
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We have deve10ped a 2-D c1oud-c1imate model to perform sensitivity oexperiments to

understand the perturbation of high c10ud cover on c1oud-radiation and temperature

fie1ds . This model consists of a 2-D c1imate model and an interactive eLoud model thaOt

generates eLoud covers and LWCs based on the thermodynamic princip1es . These two

models are interactive through the radiation program. The c10ud covers and radiation

budgets at the top of the atmosphere computed from the c1oud-c1imate model compare

reasonab1y weIl with observations . Perturbation experiments have been carried out by

increasing high c10ud cover at the 1atitudes between 20 to 70·N, rough1y corresponding

to the jet aircraft traffic corridor . A 5% uniform increase in high c Loud cover wou1d

produce an increase in surface temperature by about l"K with some variations across the

1atitudes. The positive surface temperature feedback produced by the high cLoud coover

increase is due to enhanced IR emission from the additional high c Loud cover and

increased specific humidity generated from the 2-D c1oud-c1imate model.
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